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Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a form of cardiovascular disease whereby a change
in the material properties of the vessel wall results in a localised dilation of the abdominal
aorta. The primary risk of AAAs is rupture with mortality rates close to 90%. Whilst sur-
gical intervention can be performed to repair AAAs, such procedures are considered high
risk. As a result, surgery is only performed upon AAAs that are considered likely to rup-
ture. The current method of prediction is the diameter criterion, with surgical intervention
performed if the diameter of the AAA exceeds 5.5cm. Research has demonstrated that this
is a weak method of predicting rupture and as such other methodologies are sought. One
promising method is patient specific modelling (PSM) which involves the reconstruction
of individual patient AAA geometries from imaging datasets, and finite element analysis
(FEA) to calculate the stresses acting on the AAA wall, with the peak stress typically used
as the predictor. A weakness of this methodology is the lack of patient specific material
property values defined in the simulation. A potential technique to address this limitation
is magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), an MR-based technique which utilises a phase-
contrast sequence to characterise displacements caused by shear waves induced into the
tissue by an external mechanical driver. An inversion algorithm is used to calculate local
material property values of the tissue from these displacements. The aim of this thesis was
to investigate the capability of utilising MRE to obtain material property measurements
from AAAs that could be incorporated into PSM.
To achieve this an FE method of modelling MRE was developed. The influence of modelling
parameters upon the material property measurements made using the direct inversion (DI)
algorithm was investigated, with element type and boundary conditions shown to have an
effect. The modelling technique was then utilised to demonstrate the influence that the size
of an insert had upon shear modulus measurements of that insert using DI in both 2- and
3-dimensions, and the multi-frequency dual elasto-visco algorithm (MDEV), an extension
of DI combining information from multiple frequencies. Meanwhile a comparison of the
modelling technique against an MRE scan of a phantom showed that whilst measurements
made from the two techniques were different at low frequencies, they became similar as the
frequency increased. This suggested that such differences were attributable to increased
noise in the scanned data.
FEA of MRE performed on idealised AAA geometries demonstrated that AAA size, shear
viscosity of the thrombus and shear modulus of the AAA wall all influenced the accuracy of
MRE measurements in the thrombus. Meanwhile MRE scanning of a small cohort of AAA
patients had been undertaken and phase images investigated for signs of wave propagation
to investigate the capabilities of the current MRE setup. Phase images were dominated by
noise and there was no wave propagation visualised in any of the AAAs.
This thesis demonstrates that the current MRE setup is not capable of achieving accurate
measurements of material properties of AAA for PSM. Visualisation of wave propagation
in AAAs is technically demanding and requires further development. A more fundamental
concern however is the size dependence of the inversion algorithm used and the inability
to consistently make accurate measurements from AAA geometries.
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Lay Summary
Abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) are a form of cardiovascular disease affecting 2%
of men over 65. The disease is represented by a dilation of the aorta, the main artery
transporting blood away from the heart, in the lower region of the abdomen. Rupture of
AAAs has a high mortality rate, but whilst surgery can be performed to treat the condi-
tion, it is invasive and risky. Additionally, many AAAs will not rupture during the natural
lifetime of the patient. For these reasons, surgical intervention is only performed if it is
deemed likely that the AAA will rupture. The current method of predicting rupture is
the diameter criterion, whereby surgery is performed if the AAA diameter exceeds 5.5 cm.
This is typically seen as a weak method of predicting rupture however, and alternatives
are sought. One such alternative is patient specific modelling (PSM). This utilises com-
putational modelling to calculate the stress placed on the AAA wall by the internal blood
pressure. It is the highest value of this stress which is used as the predictor of rupture.
A weakness with this technique is that it requires material property (stiffness) data from
each individual patient to accurately calculate the stresses. The aim of this thesis was
to investigate whether magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), an MRI-based technique
previously utilised in other tissues to measure material properties, could be used to acquire
material property data that could be used in PSM of AAAs. Through MRE scanning of a
small cohort of patients, and by performing computational simulations of MRE, this thesis
has demonstrated that the current setup of MRE is not capable of achieving such mea-
surements. The primary concern highlighted by this thesis was that MRE measurements
of AAA material properties are not simply dependent upon the material properties of the
AAA itself, but also on the size of the AAA. Since AAAs vary greatly in size from one
patient to another, this represents a significant limitation.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. ABDOMINAL AORTIC ANEURYSMS
This chapter begins by outlining the key concepts behind this thesis and reviewing the
relevant literature. It then states the aims of the thesis and provides a brief outline of the
structure.
1.1 Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms
The cardiovascular system plays a critical role in human life, circulating blood around
the body. Just some of the crucial roles it performs are the provision of nutrients and
oxygen for the cells to metabolise, transportation of hormones from one organ to another
to regulate vital functions and the facilitation of the removal of waste products from the
body. Consequently disease of this system is often extremely serious with cardiovascular
diseases accounting for 28% of all deaths in the United Kingdom in 2012 [1]. The main
artery in the human body is the aorta which transports blood directly out of the heart.
Initially ascending, it curves back on itself at the aortic arch before descending into the
abdomen and bifurcating into the iliac arteries. Abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs),
a form of cardiovascular disease affecting 2% of men over 65 [2] occur just above this
bifurcation. In such cases a change in the material properties of the vessel wall results
in a dilation of the artery with an AAA typically defined as having a diameter exceeding
3 cm [3] or 1.5 times the size of the suprarenal aorta [4]. The primary threat of AAAs is that
of rupture with mortality close to 90% if such an event occurs outside a hospital [5]. This
section of the introduction aims to provide a background summary of the diagnosis, risk
factors, development, treatment and prediction of the likelihood of rupture of AAAs.
1.1.1 Diagnosis
Diagnosis of AAA is crucial for the survival prospects of the patient. AAAs are typi-
cally asymptomatic with only around 5% of AAAs being inflammatory (presenting with
symptoms) [6]. This has meant that in the past the majority of AAAs have been diag-
nosed through incidental findings from scans performed for other purposes, meaning that
the first presentation of many AAA patients was following rupture. Since the mortal-
ity rate following rupture is approximately 80-90% [7] this clearly presented a significant
problem.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of the human abdomen with an abdominal aortic aneurysm. Adapted
from NHS Abdominal Aortic Screening Programme: http://aaa.screening.nhs.uk/public
More recently attention has focused on screening patients in high risk groups. Since the
prevalence of AAA is fairly low even within high risk groups, emphasis here must be placed
on both accuracy of the diagnostic technique and its cost. The cheapest method of diagnosis
is via manual palpation however the sensitivity of this technique is poor with only 29% of
AAAs with a diameter less than 4 cm detected [8]. In contrast, computerised tomography
(CT) scans offer excellent resolution with good accuracy of diameter measurements but
are typically considered as too expensive for such purposes [9]. As such ultrasound is the
technique of choice offering a sensitivity greater than 94% [10].
The first screening trial was conducted in the United Kingdom from 1988-1994 and out of
a total of 15,775 people AAAs were found in 4% [11]. Studies since then have typically had
similar findings: the Multicentre Aneurysm Screening Study (MASS) conducted in the UK
found a prevalence of 4.9% [12]; the Western Australia trial for screening AAAs, a preva-
lence of 7.2% [13]; and the Viborg study conducted in Denmark, a prevalence of 4.0% [14].
In contrast to this, a more recent study by Conway et al. (2012) [15] again conducted in
the UK reported a much lower prevalence of just 1.6%. It was concluded that the reason
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for this reduced rate was the inclusion of younger subjects than in previous studies and
a lack of ethnic diversity in the population studied. Importantly the MASS trial found a
reduction in mortality of 53% through AAA related incidents in the screened population.
Also of significance was a cost-analysis study by Søgaard et al. (2012) [16] which demon-
strated that screening patients routinely for AAAs was cost-effective in comparison to not
screening.
Figure 1.2: Ultrasound images of a healthy aorta (left) and an AAA (right). Images from
the NHS screening programme:
http://www.dbh.nhs.uk/our services/medical imaging/AAA Screening programme.aspx
1.1.2 Risk Factors
Smoking
Smoking has long been recognised as the primary risk factor for AAAs [17,18] and respon-
sible for increased growth rate [19]. Indeed a study by Brady et al. (2004) [20] showed
AAA growth rate in smokers to be increased by up to 20% in comparison to non-smokers.
A screening programme of 447 men (210 with AAAs and 237 without) aged 50 and over
in the Huntingdon area of the UK in 1999 concluded that AAAs were significantly more
prevalent in smokers than non-smokers; echoed in a subsequent study a year later showing
AAAs were four times as prevalent in smokers as they were in lifelong non-smokers [21].
The Huntingdon study also noted the importance of the duration of the habit; a longer
habit leading to increased risk. For previous smokers the cessation period was significant
in decreasing the risk of AAA [22]. These findings were reinforced by the Tromsø study
in 2001 [10]. This took a population of 2962 men (263 with AAAs) and 3424 women (74
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with AAAs) and showed that the risk of AAA increased by 6-7 times for smokers. Again
they also showed a strong association between length of habit and risk, and that a longer
cessation period for non-smokers was beneficial; though they attributed this to a decreased
period over which they had smoked. The increased risk of AAA as a result of smoking is
largely cited as being a result of nicotine [23,24].
Serum HDL Cholesterol
A second risk factor identified by the Tromsø study was serum HDL cholesterol [10] echoing
the results of an earlier population based study subjects in Rotterdam [25]. These results
showed that subjects with a serum HDL cholesterol level less than 1.20 mmol·l-1 were
70% more likely to develop AAAs than those with levels greater than 1.79 mmol·l-1. This
increased risk was attributed to an atherogenic process.
Hypertension
The role of hypertension as a risk factor for AAAs is debated. Several studies have found
no significant relationship at all [26, 27]. Meanwhile a study as early as 1950 showed that
women were more susceptible to AAAs if hypertensive than men [28]; a finding which
was later replicated in the Tromsø study [10]. A study by Vardulaki et al. (2000) [21]
found that whilst there was no relationship between systolic blood pressure and the risk of
AAAs, raised diastolic pressure led to an increase in risk of between 30-40%. This study
alongside the Tromsø study also showed a significant relationship between anti-hypertensive
medication and AAA risk. One possible reason for the ambiguity in the literature as to the
role of hypertension as a risk factor for AAA is the variation in its definition: the range
for systolic hypertension in the literature quoted here is 140 mmHg to 199 mmHg.
Age
AAA prevalence has been consistently shown to increase strongly with age. The study
by Vardulaki et al. (2000) showed the percentage of the population with AAAs increased
from 2.7% for 65-69 year olds to 4.4% for 75-79 year olds [21]. Again the findings of the
Tromsø study supported this [10]. The influence of age as a risk factor for AAA is well
recognised in the literature with the majority of studies focusing solely on the over 65’s. As
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a result of the increased risk screening programmes for this age group are also becoming
more prevalent [17,29,30].
Gender
Gender is also a recognised risk factor for AAAs. Men are around five times more likely
to develop an AAA than women [31]. Despite this the mortality rate for men and women
is similar, with AAAs being the fifteenth largest killer of men in the United States in 2003
and the 20th largest for women [32] with the risk of AAA rupture 4 times greater for
women than men [33]. Possible reasons for this statistical anomaly are different treatment
in clinical practice or biological factors. Whilst there is little literature on this, in support
of the latter, increased growth rate of AAAs has been observed in women compared to
men and typically women present with AAAs at an older age [34,35]. Procedures for AAA
repair have also been shown to be less successful for women [36,37].
Genetics
A study in 1986 showed that 19.2% of people whose first-degree relative had suffered from
an AAA also suffered themselves, compared to just 2.4% of those who had no family history
[38]. A more recent study by Kuivaniemi et al. (2003) again showed this increased risk for
first degree relatives of an AAA sufferer [39]. A 2005 review paper by Sandford et al. (2007)
concluded that although there was strong evidence for a genetic risk factor, the process
was complex, little understood and probably the result of multiple gene polymorphism [40]
with a similar conclusion drawn by Nordon et al. (2011) [41]. In contrast to this, several
studies have argued against genetic risk factors or concluded that their role is exaggerated
as a result of maternal smoking increasing the vulnerability of their offspring to later life
cardiovascular disease whilst simultaneously increasing their own risk of AAA [42,43].
1.1.3 Development and Progression
Structure of the Vessel Wall
Physically the development of AAAs is associated with a change in the material properties
of the vessel wall resulting from alterations in the physiological structure [44]. The vessel
wall is constructed of three layers. The intima is the innermost and thinnest layer consisting
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of a single layer of endothelial cells and a subendothelial layer of vascular smooth muscle
cells (VSMCs) and collagen fibres. Outside the intima is the media. This is the thickest
layer, where the majority of elastin in the vessel walls is found. Again VSMCs and collagen
are also found, with the circumferential structural arrangement of VSMCs adding largely
to the strength of the layer. The outer layer of the vessel is the adventitia consisting of
collagen, fibroblasts and fibrocytes [45]. The media and adventitia contribute most to
the mechanical properties of the vessel wall [46]. Meanwhile it should be noted that the
stress-strain curves for elastin and collagen are different: at low stresses the contribution
of elastin is large, however as the stress increases, collagen fibres are recruited. This leads
to a subsequent stiffening of the vessel wall [45, 47].
Wall Stress, Inflammation and Material Property Changes of the Vessel Wall
Strong association has been found between the presence of atherosclerosis - a build-up of
plaque inside arteries - in the abdominal aorta and AAA formation [48]. Whilst tradition-
ally it has been believed that AAA formation occurs as a result of an arterial remodelling
response to atherosclerosis, more recent studies have questioned whether the two conditions
are related to one another or if they simply share the same common risk factors [49]. In
reality the mechanisms by which AAAs form remains relatively poorly understood.
Despite this there is typically agreement in the field that inflammation plays a significant
role. In this regard it is believed that a change in local wall stress values causes an
increase in the activity of inflammatory cells. This in turn promotes the synthesis of matrix
metalloproteinase 2 and 9 (MMP-2 and MMP-9) which cause degradation to elastin and
collagen and thus a breakdown of the extracellular matrix. The result of this is a local
reduction of the elastic modulus of the vessel wall and a subsequent expansion in response
to the local stresses induced by blood pressure. Since this expansion also tends to increase
the local wall stress the process is cyclic and the AAA grows as a result [50–52].
Hemodynamic Changes and the Devlopement of the Intraluminal Thrombus
Intraluminal thrombus (ILT) is extremely common in AAA’s existing in over 90% of pa-
tients with an AAA greater than 5 cm and the volume of ILT is typically larger for ruptured
than non-ruptured AAAs [53]. The formation of ILT is largely believed to be the result of
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a change in the hemodynamics that occurs as a result of the dilation of the vessel. The
majority of research into this phenomenon has been performed using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), a technique which typically uses a large amount of computational re-
sources in order to obtain fluid flow characteristics under pre-defined geometries and fluid
properties. Such studies have shown the development of vortices in the growing sac region
of the AAA [54]. This ultimately results in a decrease in shear stress at the vessel wall
whilst simultaneously creating a high fluid shear stress in the lumen at the outer regions
of the vortices [55]. As such platelet activation is encouraged within the lumen, whilst
deposition is promoted at the AAA wall [56] thus thrombus formation is instigated.
In more developed AAAs the thrombus consists of three layers: a luminal layer, a medial
layer and an abluminal layer [57]. The appearance and properties of the thrombus vary
depending on the layer. According to Wang et al. (2001) [58] the innermost layer, the
luminal, appeared red and contained thick fibrin bundles. Following mechanical testing
the Young’s modulus of this layer was calculated at 0.54 MPa. Moving outwards the medial
layer appeared white with the fibres appearing degraded, whilst the material was less stiff
with a Young’s modulus of 0.28 MPa. The outermost layer, the abluminal, appeared
dark brown and had suffered from a large amount of fibre degradation, to the extent that
mechanical testing was no longer possible. More recent research has further identified
differences in the constituent materials in each of these layers significantly showing that
proteases with the potential to cause degradation to the vessel wall were largely inactive
in the abluminal region [59].
Modelling AAA Growth
In an attempt to understand the pathogenesis of AAAs, several authors have attempted
to model AAA growth and remodelling (changes in the AAA structure). Such models
tend to assume that AAA development results from evolution of the constituent materials
in response to stress. Notably Watten et al. (2004) [60] assumed a parallel arrangement
of elastin and collagen fibres, with collagen recruited only when a the arrangement was
stretched by a specified factor, known as the recruitment stretch. Degradation and depo-
sition of collagen allows remodelling of the recruitment stretch, thus allowing the collagen
stretch to reach an equilibrium value. AAA growth is therefore assumed to be driven by
elastin degradation, which causes increased stretch of the AAA forcing collagen to adapt
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Figure 1.3: Cross-section of an AAA showing the luminal, medial and abluminal layers
along with a scanning electron micrograph from each region. Image taken from Wang et
al.(2001) [58] with permission.
in order to achieve a new equilibrium stretch value. Stress distributions in the model were
shown to closely represent those seen in reality, whilst a subsequent paper demonstrated
close agreement with physiological observations of AAA maximum diameter increase and
ratios of AAA diameter from systole to diastole throughout development [61]. Whilst such
models offer promise, a review by Humphrey and Holzapfel (2012) [62] identified that a
current lack of longitudinal data on AAA growth prevents validation.
1.1.4 Treatment
AAA’s are repaired by surgical intervention. There are two surgical procedures performed
to achieve this: open repair and endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR).
Open Repair
The first successful AAA open repair was performed Dubost, Allary and Oeconomos [63]
with large improvements having been made in both graft design and surgical techniques
since then. To perform the procedure the patient is placed under general anaesthetic and
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a large midline or flank incision is made into the abdomen to access the AAA. The AAA
is then opened and the thrombotic tissue is removed from within the aorta before a graft
is sutured in place. Depending on the individual AAA the graft can extend down to the
bifurcation or into the iliac arteries.
EVAR
An alternative to open repair was introduced by Parodi et al. in 1991 [64]. This surgery
is non-invasive, does not involve the removal of the AAA tissue and the procedure can
be performed under general or local anaesthetic. A small incision is made in the groin
and a stent-graft is inserted into the AAA through the femoral or iliac arteries. Once in
place the stent-graft is expanded in order to anchor it in place. The graft prevents blood
from flowing into the AAA sac, shielding the vessel wall from the stresses associated with
AAA.
Open Repair Versus EVAR
A significant amount of research has been conducted to compare open surgery and EVAR.
EVAR has become progressively more popular since its inception and accounted for 74%
of elective repairs in the United States in 2010 in comparison to just 5.2% in 2000 [65].
The non-invasive nature of EVAR is typically cited as its main advantage. The experience
is less traumatic for the patient and the cost, at least at the point of the initial surgery,
is lower [66]. Perhaps more importantly the highly invasive open repair procedure is also
seen as a high risk for AAA patients who are typically elderly and frail and often suffering
from other conditions besides the aneurysm. This is reflected in the 30 day mortality
statistics which show survival rates of 98.4% from EVAR in comparison to 95.2% from
open repair.
Whilst the short-term statistics show clear support for EVAR the longer term outcomes
are more complex. Later complications are much more common following EVAR than open
repair with up to 25% of patients suffering from endoleaks, where blood begins to flow back
into the AAA sac [67]. Such endoleaks are typically associated with longer AAAs [68] and
mean that EVAR patients are often forced to have follow up procedures. These effectively
add to the expense of the procedure and result in the total cost of EVAR being greater
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than open repair [69]. In addition to this, whilst the 30 day survival rates for EVAR are
better than open repair, intermediate and long term survival rates for both procedures are
not significantly different [70].
1.1.5 AAA Rupture
If AAA rupture is not treated urgently it is fatal. Approximately 50% of patients with AAA
rupture never reach the hospital and even in the instances that they do there remains a
30-50% mortality rate [71]. Upon rupture the patient typically experiences pain in the back
or abdomen, suffers from a pulsatile mass in the abdomen and becomes hypotensive [5].
Maintaining a state of permissive hypotension has been shown to improve survival prospects
[72]. Additionally, survival prospects are dependent on the hospital to which the patient
is admitted. Hospitals that deal with a large number of AAA patients have a significantly
lower mortality rate than those hospitals that deal with relatively few AAAs [65]. This
is largely thought to be as a result of surgeons in such hospitals having received greater
training and having had more practice to deal with such cases. Additionally such hospitals
are typically in regions with large populations, therefore transfer time to the hospital is
often reduced [73].
1.1.6 Rupture Prediction
Since AAA has such high mortality it is preferable to perform surgical intervention where
possible. However because intervention itself is relatively risky and since in many patients
the AAA may never rupture within their lifetime, the decision to surgically intervene is
based upon a prediction as to whether it is likely that the AAA will rupture [74]. The
current method of prediction is the diameter criterion: if the AAA reaches a diameter
greater than 5.5 cm then surgical intervention is performed. The diameter criterion has,
however, long been criticised as unreliable [75]; Darling et al. (1977) demonstrated that
rupture occurred in 12.8% of AAAs smaller than 5 cm, whilst 40% of AAAs greater than
5 cm never ruptured [76]. As a result a lot of research has focused on achieving an improved
method of prediction. Several studies have demonstrated that AAA growth rate is related
to rupture [77, 78] however separating this effect from the diameter criterion has been
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difficult since rapidly growing AAAs tend to be larger [79]. More recently a pilot study by
Richards et al. (2011) [80] utilised ultrasmall paramagnetic iron oxide particle (USPIO)
uptake in AAAs to characterise inflammation. This technique aims to identify AAAs that
are likely to expand rapidly and thus identify likelihood of rupture. Another technique
known as patient specific modelling (PSM) has also been researched extensively. This
utilises finite element analysis (FEA) to calculate stresses acting on the AAA wall. FEA
and PSM will be discussed in more depth in this introduction.
1.1.7 Summary
Improvements in surgical procedures and the increased use of screening programmes has led
to an improvement in the prognosis of AAA patients in recent years [81]. Despite this the
decision as to whether surgical intervention should be performed is still dependent on the
diameter criterion, a weak method of predicting the likelihood of AAA rupture. A better
predictive model would therefore result in a lower mortality rate of the disease.
1.2 Rheology
Rheology is defined as the study of the flow of matter: in essence, recognition of the
inability of Hooke’s law of elasticity or Newton’s law of viscosity to truly describe realistic
solids and fluids due to the complex structure of matter. Rheology tends to characterise
materials as a combination of these two properties in order to achieve a better description
of their behaviour. This section outlines the basic principles of rheology relevant to this
thesis.
1.2.1 Linear Elasticity
Traditionally solids have been described by Hooke’s law. In 1-dimension this states that
the strain, σ, undergone by a material is proportional to the stress, ε, that is placed upon
it:
σ = Eε (1.1)
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where E is a constant dependent on the material under investigation known as Young’s
modulus. This implies that the material will always return to its initial shape when a load
is removed. It also implies that the final deformation has no dependence upon the rate
at which the load is applied. Whilst both these conditions can be approximated for some
materials under certain conditions, they do not hold true in general [82].
The concept of stress and strain can be extended to 3-dimensions. Here the stress, εkl, and
strain, σ, matrices are related to one another by the stiffness matrix, Cijkl, a rank-4 tensor
consiting of up to 36 independent variables [83]:
σij = Cijklεkl (1.2)
The indices represent the three spatial directions. The summation convention has been
applied here such that repeated indices should be summed over. Since the stress and strain
matrices and the stiffness tensor contain symmetries, they are often written as vectors and
a matrix respectively. As a result the simplest form of Hooke’s law, for an isotropic 3-D









= E(1 + υ)(1− 2υ) ·

1− υ υ υ 0 0 0
υ 1− υ υ 0 0 0
υ υ 1− υ 0 0 0
0 0 0 (1−2υ)2 0 0
0 0 0 0 (1−2υ)2 0











where υ is Poisson’s ratio.
1.2.2 Viscosity
Viscosity is a material property relating to fluids and describes the extent to which fluids
are resistant to flow. This resistance results from interactions between particles travelling
at different velocities. At a solid interface the no-slip boundary condition is assumed. This
is based upon the frictional interaction between the solid and the fluid and implies that the
velocity of the fluid at the surface is equal to zero. For a Newtonian fluid the shear rate,
13
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Figure 1.4: Illustration to show the components of the strain matrix acting upon an ele-
ment. The diagonal components are the normal strains whilst the non-diagonal components
represent the shear strains.
γ̇, defined as the gradient of the velocity across the fluid layers, is directly proportional to
the shear stress acting upon the solid over which the fluid is flowing:
τ = −ηγ̇ (1.4)
Here the viscosity of the fluid, η is defined as the constant of proportionality. In human ar-
teries the velocity profile tends to be parabolic and the wall shear stress plays an important
role in endothelial function [84].
1.2.3 Viscoelasticity
Linear elasticity and viscosity offer descriptions in highly idealised situations that are often
not representative of reality. Viscoelasticity aims to bridge this gap between theory and
reality by combining these two concepts to provide a more complete description. Materials
are typically modelled in terms of springs, providing the elastic component, and dashpots,
providing the viscous component. Springs and dashpots can be connected to one another
14
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in series or in parallel meaning that a range of different models exist [85].
The most significant difference between viscoelastic and linear elastic models is that the
strain the material is undergoing is not simply dependent upon the instantaneous stress
placed upon it but additionally upon the history of the stress placed upon it. As such vis-
coelastic materials have several properties not seen in linear elastic properties. Firstly if a
constant stress is applied to the material the strain continues to increase. This phenomenon
is termed creep. Secondly if a constant strain is maintained, the stress decreases (known
as relaxation). Thirdly there is a lag between the application of stress to the material and
the strain response (known as hysteresis) [86].
Figure 1.5: The stress-strain curves for a linear elastic material (left) and a viscoelastic
material (right).
For an oscillating load this phase lag results in a dissipation of energy within the material
and attenuation of the propagating wave [87] such that stress and the strain can be written
as time-dependent sine functions:
σ = σ0 sin(ωt− δ) (1.5)
ε = ε0 sin(ωt) (1.6)
where t is time, ω is the angular frequency, σ0 and ε0 represent the amplitudes of the strain
and stress respectively, and δ is defined as the phase lag between the oscillating stress and
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the strain response.
Equation (1.5) can be redefined using the addition rule for trigonometric addition:
σ = σ0 (sin(ωt) cos(δ) + cos(ωt) sin(δ)) (1.7)
This implies that two new identities can be defined:
σ′0 = σ0 cos(δ) (1.8)
σ′′0 = σ0 sin(δ) (1.9)
























This implies that the phase lag between the stress and the strain can also be defined in







From this it can be seen that there is no phase lag in an elastic material, whereas in purely
viscous material the phase lag is equal to π/2 radians. As a result of equation (1.14) a
new identity known as the complex shear modulus is defined where G′ represents the real
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component and G′′ represents the imaginary component:
G∗ = G′ + iG′′ (1.15)
where i is the imaginary number equal to
√
−1.
By inserting equations (1.8) and (1.9) into equations (1.12) and (1.13) the magnitude of the
complex shear modulus is the ratio of the amplitudes of the stress to strain waves:
G∗ = σ0
ε0




⇒ |G∗| = σ0
ε0
(1.16)
The viscoelastic model used throughout this thesis is the Kelvin-Voigt model, a linear
viscoelastic model. This consists of a spring and dashpot connected in parallel (figure 1.6).
As a result of this parallel connectivity the total stress acting on the system is the sum of
the stress acting in the spring and dashpot, whilst the strain must be equivalent in both.
The complex shear modulus for the Kelvin-Voigt model is [88]:
G∗ = G+ iωη (1.17)
where G is the shear modulus. Unlike other models of viscoelasticity this implies that the
storage modulus is independent of the frequency of vibrations. The same is not true of
the loss modulus, where high frequency waves suffer from greater attenuation than those
of low frequency.
Figure 1.6: The Kelvin-Voigt model consists of a spring and dashpot in parallel.
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1.3 Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis (FEA) is a numerical method of achieving approximate solutions to
a wide variety of physical problems using partial differential equations. The technique was
first developed in the 1950’s and was initially used in the aerospace industry. Expansion
out from this field began in the 1960’s when the technique began to be utilised in civil
engineering [89]. Today FEA is used in a wide range of fields such as structural, thermal
and electrical analysis. The basic premise is to break down an initially complex system
into a collection of simpler sub-regions such that solutions in each of these sub-regions can
be calculated and thus an approximation of the overall system attained. This section of
the introduction outlines the various stages of solving a problem using FEA and the basic
theory behind the technique. Post-processing of FEA data is largely dependent on the
problem in question and will therefore not be covered in this section.
1.3.1 Model Creation
Geometry
Once the real world problem has been identified it must be recreated in silico. The first
stage of this is to create the geometry. This is often achieved using a computer aided
design (CAD) package, or for medical purposes, via segmentation of CT or MRI scans.
Approximations to the geometry are often made using symmetry relationships or by re-
moving parts of the model far from the region of interest for simplification or to reduce
computational time.
Discretisation
Once the geometry has been created the model must be discretised or meshed. This is
the process by which the model is divided into sub-regions in which approximate solutions
can be obtained. Each individual sub-region is known as an element and there are a
variety of element types available. Points within each element at which equilibrium is
satisfied are called nodes. These represent coordinate locations with typically 3 degrees
of freedom for solids. Equilibrium conditions are forced upon the nodes and solutions for
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Figure 1.7: Diagram of the workflow involved in FEA
the displacements are found here. The order of an element relates to how many nodes
that element has: first order elements have nodes only at the vertices whilst higher order
elements have nodes typically along their edges as well.
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Figure 1.8: a) A first order 8-noded hexahedral element, b) a first order 4-noded tetrahe-
dral element, c) a second order 20-noded hexahedral element, d) a second order 10-noded
tetrahedral element.
Loading Conditions
The loading conditions represent the external forces that are acting upon the system being
modelled. These must be identified and quantified in the real world and defined in terms of
their magnitude, direction and the region over which they are to be applied in the model.
Applied loads can be static or dynamic.
Boundary Conditions
Since FE simulations are performed on a confined system constraints must be placed on
that system to approximate the real world environment. These are known as boundary
conditions and typically define motion at one or more degrees of freedom.
Material Properties
The response of a system to a load is dependent upon the material properties of the parts
within that system and as a result FEA requires the definition of such properties to perform
simulations. Such definitions can vary greatly in terms of complexity from a simple linear
elastic model to more complex viscoelastic, hyperelastic or viscoplastic models defined
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by the user. Typically these definitions are based upon results from mechanical testing
performed in the laboratory.
1.3.2 FEA Theory
Aside from a relatively small number of steady-state simulations in chapter 2 the majority
of the simulations performed in this thesis have been transient and as such this will be
the focus of the theory in this section. There are two approaches to solving transient
simulations; implicit and explicit. This thesis has used the explicit approach, which is
common in problems concerned with wave propagation and is advantageous because it
does not require inversion of the stiffness matrix at each iteration, thus making it less
computationally expensive and more time efficient than the implicit approach [90].
Explicit Approach
The explicit approach in Abaqus is based around approximation of the displacement, u,
and its first, u̇, and second, ü, temporal derivatives at each time increment. Using the
central difference integration rule, the displacement at time step i+ 1 is [90]:
u(i+1) = u(i) + ∆t(i+1) · u̇(i+1/2) (1.18)
where ∆t is the size of the time increment, whilst the mid-increment first derivative of the
displacement is given by:




To begin the simulation this implies that u̇(−1/2), the derivative of the displacement at
t = 0, must be calculated. Assuming the second derivative of the displacement remains
constant from t = 0 to the first increment, then from the equations of motion for constant
acceleration:




Inserting this into equation (1.19) and rearranging gives:
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where u̇(0) and ü(0) are the initial velocities and accelerations placed on the system by the
user through boundary and loading conditions.
Calculation of u̇(i+1/2) in equation (1.19) requires knowledge of ü(i). To this end the
equation of motion for a system with multiple degrees of freedom is [91]:
Mü + Cu̇ + Ku = Fext (1.22)
Here C and K are the damping and stiffness matrices; Fext is the vector corresponding
to the external loads acting upon the system; and M is the mass matrix. The explicit
approach in Abaqus assumes that the mass matrix is lumped and thus a diagonal matrix
of the constituent masses of the system:
M =

m1 0 . . . 0
0 m2 . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . mn

(1.23)
In equation (1.22), Mü represents Newton’s 2nd law corresponding to the inertial forces,
F [92]:
F = Mü (1.24)
whilst the other terms on the left hand side represent the internal forces, Fint, consisting
of the damping forces, Fdamp, and the elastic forces, Felas [92]:
Fint = Fdamp + Felas = Cu̇ + Ku (1.25)
From equations (1.22) and (1.24) this implies that [93]:
Fext − Fint = F = Mü (1.26)
Thus for each increment, i [90]:
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Substituting this into equation (1.19) gives:
u̇(i+1/2) = u̇(i−1/2) + ∆t
(i+1) + ∆t(i))
2 ·M
−1 · (F(i)ext − F
(i)
int) (1.28)
Inversion of the lumped mass matrix is straightforward and the system of partial differential
equations decouples such that it can be solved independently for each degree of freedom [94].
The process is then repeated for each subsequent time increment using the information
obtained in the previous increment [95].
1.4 Patient Specific Modelling
Although the anatomy of most humans comprises of the same organs, the size and structure
of these organs vary dramatically. Additionally processes within the human anatomy such
as cognitive processing or the immune system’s response to disease are hugely variable.
Whilst such variations can be seen to have some dependence on such things as age or
gender there is still a large amount of variability within each of these sub-groups to the
extent that differences even exist between identical twins who share the same genetic
structure. This implies that individual response to disease states are highly dependent on
that individual. In contrast treatments are typically based on average measurements made
across a wide range of patients in clinical trials.
Patient specific modelling (PSM) aims to address this by using individual patient data to
create computational models of a specific disease state in order to make calculations that
aid in diagnosis, prognosis or the planning of clinical treatment or surgical intervention.
The technique utilises numerical methods such as FEA, CFD or fluid structure interaction
(FSI) modelling, a combination of FEA and CFD, to achieve these aims.
Initially developed throughout the 1990’s, research into PSM now covers a range of anatom-
ical structures. These studies have investigated such scenarios as bones such as the femur
to research the effectiveness of osteoporosis treatment [96] and fracture risk [97]; blood flow
in the coronary arteries to aid in the fitting of medical devices [98]; and respiratory motion
in treatment of lung cancer [99]. Of particular note in the field is the Virtual Physiolog-
ical Human (VPH) Institute for Integrative Biomedical Research. The VPH aims to use
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computational simulations to model physical systems and processes with the ultimate goal
of creating an in silico human body. The project is funded by the European Commission
and currently consists of over 20 institutions across Europe [100].
1.4.1 PSM of AAAs
PSM represents a potential replacement for the diameter criterion in predicting the risk
of AAA rupture. Segmentation software is used to reconstruct the geometry of the AAA
from either CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images which is then exported in
the FEA software. Here an internal pressure is placed upon the modelled AAA and the
peak stress acting on the vessel wall is calculated (figure 1.9). It is this stress, or often an
index based upon this stress and other critical values [101], that is typically used as the
predictor of AAA rupture since in engineering terms, rupture will occur when the stress
exceeds the failure strength of the vessel wall [102].
Relative success has been achieved through this method and has typically shown that
the stress placed upon the wall had a large dependency upon the geometry of the AAA
[103–105]. Of particular note in this regard, Fillinger et al. (2003) used receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) curves to show that peak wall stresses calculated with FEA
using geometries obtained from CT scans are more effective predictors of rupture than the
diameter of the AAA [106].
Despite these successes, PSM of AAAs is currently not in clinical practice. The next
section aims to explain the reasons behind this, outlining the current limitations of PSM
with regard to AAA and where applicable, describe the steps that are being taken to
address these shortfalls.
1.4.2 Limitations in PSM of AAAs Resulting from FEA
Currently PSM in general suffers from limitations with regard to the time that simulations
take to perform and the expertise required by the individual carrying out the simulations.
Whilst these issues must be addressed before the technique can become widely accessible,
it should also be recognised that technical insufficiencies with respect to FEA also place
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Figure 1.9: Patient specific models of AAAs. Blue indicates regions of low stress, whilst red
indicates regions of high stress. The variation in geometry of these AAAs and the stresses
acting on the wall can be clearly seen here. Image author: Noel Conlisk (unpublished)
limitations upon PSM in AAA. If methods could be developed to address these limitations
PSM’s ability to predict the risk of rupture would be further improved.
Boundary Conditions
Despite boundary conditions being investigated extensively in other similar fields [107]
there is little research upon this in the field of AAAs. Whilst Gasbarro et al. (2007) [108]
defined interactions between the AAA and surrounding tissue, the vast majority of AAA
research is performed with fixed displacement boundary conditions only applied at the
vessel ends.
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Pre-Stress
AAAs are subjected to long-term strains and stresses which contrasts greatly to the PSM
approach which neglects this. According to Gee et al. (2009) this causes an overestimation
of deformation and stresses in PSM [109]. Despite this, the majority of research continues
to neglect pre-stressing largely because characterising it is a complex process, whilst its
inclusion would also result in longer simulation times.
Exclusion of FSI
In order to remove complexity from the modelling thus making the process less computa-
tionally expensive and more time efficient fluids are typically not included in the model.
Several studies have justified this by showing that FSI has little effect on the peak wall
stress. Leung et al. (2006) showed that inclusion of FSI in PSM simulations resulted in a
difference in peak stress of less than 1% in comparison to FEA [110]. This was supported
by Fraser et al. (2009) who showed that whilst fluid interaction played an important role
in the development of AAA, it had little effect on the peak wall stress [111].
Exclusion of Calcium Deposits
Calcification of both the mural layer and thrombus has been associated with AAAs for
some time [112]. The exact role of these deposits in the prognosis of AAAs is unclear,
largely because there is relatively little research in the field. As a result studies using PSM
have rarely included them in their analysis. Despite this however, several studies have
typically shown that the influence of calcification is to increase the peak wall stress placed
on the AAA wall to as much as three times that of the value when the calcifications are
not taken into account [113–116].
Vessel Wall Thickness
PSM studies have typically assumed the thickness of the vessel wall to remain constant
throughout the entirety of the aneurysm and from one subject to another. This results
from the inability of CT scans to accurately dissociate the vessel wall from the thrombus
[117]. Whilst MRI scans can dissociate these tissues, they are also liable to suffer from
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motion artefacts as a result of the relatively lengthy imaging time and the position of the
AAA [118,119].
This assumption is however inaccurate. Raghavan et al.(2006) [120] showed relatively large
variations in vessel wall thickness between both subjects, and at different regions within
individual aneurysms. Additionally they showed that typically rupture occurred at points
where the wall was thin. This is in agreement with a study by Venkatasubramaniam et al.
(2004) [104] who showed via finite element analysis that the strength of the vessel wall is
inversely proportional to its thickness.
Recent publications have begun to address this issue. Martufi et al. (2009) developed a
methodology of estimating the wall thickness based upon variations in the texture of the
CT image used for segmentation [121]. Whilst this work has not been replicated elsewhere,
similar methodologies have been adopted by other groups [122].
Exclusion of ILT
Intraluminal thrombus (ILT) is extremely common in AAAs existing in over 90% of patients
with an AAA greater than 5 cm and that the volume of ILT is typically larger for ruptured
than non-ruptured AAAs [53]. Despite this, ILT has often not been included in PSM
studies of AAA’s. This occurs largely because of the previously mentioned inability of CT
scans to differentiate between the vessel wall and the ILT [117].
The function of the ILT in AAAs is the subject of debate. The vast majority of research
has suggested that it provides a cushioning effect for the vessel wall, reducing the peak
wall stress placed upon it [44,116,117,123,124]. Further complexity is added however with
the hypothesis that the presence of thrombus gives rise to hypoxia in the aneurysm wall
which leads to a breakdown in the extracellular matrix reducing the strength of the vessel
wall [125,126]. Additionally it has been shown that the existence of ILT causes changes in
the blood flow patterns through the AAA, thus resulting in changes in the stresses placed
on the wall [123]. In some instances the ILT can fissure or crack which also results in a
redistribution of stress in the wall. To this end Polzer et al. (2011) [127] demonstrated
that large cracks and cracks that come into contact with the wall increase the risk of AAA
rupture.
As the significance of ILT upon AAAs has become increasingly evident, fewer studies are
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failing to include the ILT in their simulations.
Material Properties
The application of material properties is a general weakness for PSM. Whilst the premise
of PSM is to treat the patient as an individual, measurement of properties is extremely
difficult in vivo. As such the majority of studies use properties measured from ex vivo
mechanical testing of samples and thus are not patient specific in this respect.
With regard to AAAs, the vast majority of studies base their material properties for the
vessel wall on measurements made by Raghavan and Vorp in 2000 [128], whilst material
properties for the ILT are based on measurements made by Wang et al. in 2002 [129]. It
has however been shown that throughout AAA development, inflammatory responses in
the AAA wall cause it to weaken [125, 130] . This would imply that the risk of rupture
in more developed AAAs, which are generally larger, would be increased in comparison to
smaller less developed AAAs.
Several other studies have directly investigated the impact of material property variations
in stresses calculated on the vessel wall. In 1997 Mower et al. [131] utilised highly idealised
symmetrical AAAs to show a strong dependence of stress on both the material properties
of the AAA wall and the ILT. More recently Doyle et al. (2012) [132] measured material
properties from a ruptured AAA using mechanical testing and performed PSM on that
patient’s AAA using CT data acquired shortly before rupture occurred. Comparing these
results against those acquired using the standard non-specific properties, Doyle showed
increases of 67% in wall stress and 320% in wall strain for the patient specific material
properties.
In 2006 Vande Geeste et al. attempted to address this issue by introducing the Rup-
ture Potential Index (RPI) [133]. This hypothesised that wall strength was dependent on
parameters such as age, gender and smoking. As such they coupled these parameters along-
side the peak wall stress to create a new index to predict rupture. Whilst this technique
has been shown to be relatively successful [134], it still fails to make a direct measurement
of wall strength and does not take into account the material properties of the ILT.
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1.4.3 Summary
FEA is often a balancing act between achieving high accuracy and expense in relation
to computational time and efficiency. In this regard it is likely that the development of
technology will allow more complex and accurate models of AAAs that address many of the
issues described here. This will not however account for the lack of specificity in material
properties. In order for this to be achieved, a method of measuring such properties in vivo
must be developed.
1.5 Magnetic Resonance Elastography
This section introduces magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), an MRI-based technique
that utilises shear wave propagation to measure mechanical properties of tissue in vivo.
This section will provide a brief introduction to MRI before discussing the theory, appli-
cations and development of MRE.
1.5.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRI was initially proposed as an imaging technique in the early 1970’s [135] with the first
scan taking place in 1980 at the University of Aberdeen [136]. It was not until the 1990’s
that the presence of MRI scanners in hospitals became commonplace across the UK. MRI
offers good contrast to soft tissue whilst not exposing the patient to any form of radiation.
Whilst in the clinic it is typically used to examine anatomical structure, the nature of
MRI acquisition allows a wide range of applications such as functional MRI, that detects
brain activity; diffusion MRI, that maps diffusion processes of molecules; and, of particular
relevance to this thesis, MRE. The following describes the fundamental concepts behind
MRI and the acquisition process [137–139].
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
In the classical description of MRI a uniform magnetic field is applied in the z-direction
(figure 1.10) across the sample, thus aligning the spins and causing the average magnetic
moment to also be in the z-direction. An electromagnetic field is then applied perpendicular
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to the direction of the original magnetic field. This is chosen at a precise frequency so as to
excite the nuclei to a higher energy state. Again in a classical sense the net magnetisation
is flipped such that is now perpendicular to the magnetic field. This frequency is dependent
upon the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei in question and the magnetic field that has been
applied, such that to excite a nuclei with a gyromagnetic ratio of γ in a magnetic field
strength B, an angular frequency of:
ω = −γ ·B (1.29)
is required. This is known as the larmor frequency. This equation can also be utilised in
order to achieve slice selection for the image in question. By applying a second magnetic
field in the same direction as the original field, but on this occasion giving it a gradient
rather than making it uniform, the larmor frequency of the nuclei in the sample is given
spatial dependence along the axis of the magnetic fields. To this end, by using a single
frequency or small ranges of frequencies a slice of the sample can be imaged.
Figure 1.10: Coordinate system and direction of magnetic field in MRI.
Phase and Frequency Encoding
In order that the NMR signal is dependent upon its x- and y- coordinates, phase and
frequency encoding gradients are employed. The frequency gradient is a static magnetic
field that is applied in the y-direction with the purpose of enhancing the larmor frequency
at each x-coordinate. As such the frequency at which spins precess becomes dependent on
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x-coordinate. The next stage is to apply a phase encoding gradient. This is a short burst
that modifies the spins precession so that its frequency remains the same but its phase is
shifted. The signal is again applied in such a way that the phase shift is dependent upon
the y-coordinate.
T1, T2 and T2* Decay
Following excitation the nuclear spins return to their equilibrium. It is variations in this
process that can be used to characterise different tissues. There are however several dif-
ferent elements in this relaxation process that can be observed.
The first of these is T1 relaxation which observes the magnetisation of the sample returning
to thermal equilibrium with its surroundings. The T2 signal meanwhile, represents the
exponential decay of the transverse component of the magnetisation in the xy-plane.
Following the application of the electromagnetic field, the magnetic moments precess
around the x-axis initially at the same frequency as the larmor frequency. Local inho-
mogeneities in the magnetic field of the sample however, cause a dephasing of the spins,
such that signal (loss of phase) decays very quickly. The dephasing of the spins as a result
of these local inhomogeneities is known as T2* relaxation. In order to remove this effect, a
spin echo sequence can be applied. This is achieved by a second pulse that flips the angle of
the magnetic moments by 180o. This causes rephasing to take place: the slower spins are
now placed ahead of the faster spins which therefore catch up. When this occurs, an echo
signal is produced. This is then followed by another rapid dephasing. The time between
the echo signal and the initial electromagnetic pulse is twice the time between that pulse
and the second pulse. The intensity of the second signal is however lower than the first
signal. This is because of the dephasing due to T2 effects and therefore the T2 signal can
be calculated by assuming exponential decay, thus the T2* local inhomogeneities of the
magnetic field have been removed.
In contrast an efficient method of obtaining T2* weighted images is to use a gradient echo
sequence. Again a radiofrequency is applied across the sample though in this case, it is
usually at an angle between 20-80o rather than at right angles. Immediately following the
radiofrequency a negative gradient for frequency encoding is applied. After a short period,
this gradient is replaced by a positive gradient. As a result rephasing occurs, similar to the
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rephasing in spin echo: those spins precessing at a higher frequency will now fall behind
those which were precessing at a lower frequency and will therefore catch up. This creates
an echo. On this occasion the rephasing does not take account of the inhomogeneities in
the main magnetic field or the spin-spin relaxation, but the dephasing that is caused by
the negative gradient. As such the decay is dependent upon local field inhomogeneties:
the T2* signal. Because the angle of the initial radiofrequency is lower and because of the
speed of the decay of the T2* signal compared to the T2 signal, the acquisition time for
gradient echo is less than that of spin echo.
K-Space
The signal received by the coils is translated to data and exists in k-space. Each point
in k-space contains information regarding all points in Euclidean space. Each line in the
y-direction represents phase whilst those in the x-direction represent frequency. Points
proximal to the origin in k-space provide contrast, whilst those further out provide detail.
As such removing either greatly detracts from the quality of the image. In order to obtain
a meaningful image from the data in k-space a Fourier transform is performed. This
transformation breaks a signal down into the sum of its component simple waves of various
single frequencies. The phase and frequency of these waves allow the spatial mapping of
the signal because the signal was encoded through these, whilst the amplitude of the signal
gives the intensity of the signal at each point.
1.5.2 MRE Theory
MRE was first developed by Muthupillai et al. (1995) using a phase-contrast MR sequence
in order to visualise propagating shear waves induced into the tissue by an external driver
[140,141]. In phase-contrast a bipolar gradient pulse is used to quantify velocity by applying
successive gradients of equal magnitude in opposing directions. This implies that stationary
nuclei will undergo no change in phase, but since nuclei in motion are moving through a
gradient field, these will experience a resulting change in phase [142]. The net phase shift,




Gr(t) · r(t) dt (1.30)
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where Gr(t) is the time-dependent magnetic field acting over a duration τ .
Assuming that the spin is travelling at a constant velocity, v(t) the displacement is related
to its initial position, r0:
r(t) = r0 + v(t) (1.31)
Using the summation rule of integration, this implies that the phase shift in equation (1.30)




Gr(t) · r0 dt+ γ
τ∫
0
Gr(t) · v(t) dt (1.32)
Here the first integral relates to the phase shift of stationary spins, whilst the second
integral relates to the phase shift of moving spins. In phase encoding, since two gradients
are applied in opposite directions with equal magnitudes, this implies that the first integral
is equal to zero.
In MRE a harmonic load is applied to the system meaning that the position of the spin
can be described as a complex displacement, ξ, around the mean position:
ξ(r, t) = ξ0 · cos(krr− ωt+ θ) (1.33)
where ξ0 is the amplitude of the induced vibration and kr is the wavenumber.




ξ0 ·Gr(t) · cos(krr− ωt+ θ) dt (1.34)
The frequency with which the direction of the magnetic field Gr(t) is switched between
positive and negative is matched to the frequency of the induced vibrations. This implies
that integrating this function which respect to time will equal 0 assuming an integer number
of cycles, N ∈ N. This in turn places the upper limit over which the integral is to be
performed as NT where T is the period of the induced frequency. Utilising this information
and since ω = 2π/T the phase shift becomes:
φ = γNT (G0 · ξ0)2 · cos(krr + θ) (1.35)
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where G0 is the amplitude of the oscillating magnetic field.
This means that the phase shift from an externally induced harmonic oscillation can be de-
termined. This information provides the foundation for MRE. There is however a dilemma
here: high frequency waves provide greater resolution in MRE yet typically suffer from a
large degree of attenuation in human tissue. As a result it would be beneficial to increase
the amplitude of the wave in order to increase the depth of penetration. However large
displacements are subject to ‘phase wraps’, where the phase of the wave shifts by a phase
greater than 2π producing an artefact in the phase data. Phase unwrapping algorithms
have been developed that remove this artefact but these remain ineffective if wrapping
is too strong [144, 145]. This typically limits MRE in humans to frequencies lower than
200 Hz.
Figure 1.11: Diagram to show how the bipolar gradient is synchronised to the induced
vibrations and the resulting phase shift from a moving spin in the system.
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1.5.3 Inversion
The true goal of MRE is to convert MR acquired phase shifts resulting from an external
harmonic driver into measurements of the material properties of the tissue through which
the wave is propagating. Since these phase shifts are dependent on the material properties
this is an inverse problem, and as such solutions are achieved through the use of an inver-
sion algorithm. The resulting map of material properties created via inversion is known as
an elastogram. It should be noted that in the previous section, the MR sequence utilised
obtained the phase shift resulting from a harmonic vibration. Throughout this section
inversion will largely be discussed as calculating material properties from displacements
caused by the harmonic motion [146]. It is therefore important to stress that the displace-
ments are directly proportional to the phase shifts and as such the input for the equations
discussed is interchangeable between the two.
There are several different methods of performing inversion used in MRE. The least com-
mon of these is forward inversion [147]. This utilises FEA to iterate material properties
until wave propagation in the model matches that seen in the real system. Whilst these
offer good spatial resolution the iterative FEA process is time consuming, particularly for
more complex geometries. Additionally a full 3-D dataset is required for accurate mea-
surements [148].
A second method of inversion is known as the local frequency estimator (LFE). This was
first introduced by Knutsson et al. (1994) [149] as a method of estimating the frequencies
and bandwidth of local signals and was adapted for MRE by Manduca et al. (1996) [150].
The algorithm uses lognormal quadrature wavelet filters to sample the wave image at a
range of frequencies in order to obtain an estimate for the local wavelength. Calculation
of the shear modulus, G, is then based upon:
G = ρf2λ2 (1.36)
where ρ is the density of the medium, f is the frequency of the induced waves and λ
is the wavelength. This equation assumes that the material is locally homogeneous and
incompressible [151]. Additionally the density of human tissue is assumed to be constant
with a typical value of approximately 1000 kg·m−3 used for the majority of anatomical
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structures. Whilst the LFE algorithm performs relatively well in the presence of noise it
has poor spatial resolution [152]. It should also be noted that the value calculated using the
LFE is the shear modulus, not the complex shear modulus: the LFE makes the assumption
of pure elasticity of the material.
The third common method of inversion is the direct inversion (DI). This is the method
that has been used throughout this thesis and will therefore be discussed in more detail
here. DI can be derived from the equations of motion. To begin with, recall equation
1.2, the relationship between the stress acting upon a material and the resultant strain is
dependent upon the complex stiffness tensor:
σij = Cijklεkl (1.2)
For DI, the material is assumed to be isotropic and as a result the number of independent
variables reduces to two, known as the Lamé parameters, Λ, the first Lamé parameter and
G∗, the shear modulus. These are complex variables with real components representing the
elastic properties of the material and complex components representing the attenuation
properties. This implies that our analysis is undertaken in the frequency domain using
complex displacements: the real and imaginary components correspond to the amplitude
and phase respectively. Assuming these conditions then the relationship between the stress
and the strain becomes [153]:
σij = 2G∗εij + Λδijεkk (1.37)
where δij is the Kronecker delta function which is equal to 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise.




2(ui,j + uj,i) (1.38)
then equation (1.2) can be rewritten:
σij = G∗(ui,j + uj,i) + Λδijuk,k (1.39)
In an isotropic linearly elastic material undergoing harmonic motion, the equation of mo-
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tion is [154]:
σij,j + fi = −ρω2ui (1.40)
where fi equates to the body forces acting on the system. This implies that:
[G∗(ui,j + uj,i) + Λδijuk,k],j + fi = −ρω2ui (1.41)
Assuming that the density of the material remains constant under small deformations,
this implies that the term relating to the body forces can be neglected [155]. Additionally
by considering the i, j and k values that return non-zero values for the Kronecker delta
function, equation (1.41) can be rewritten:
[G∗(ui,j + uj,i)],j + [Λuj,j ],i = −ρω2ui (1.42)
In soft tissue and at the frequency range used in MRE the longitudinal wavelength is typi-
cally orders of magnitude larger than the shear wavelength. As such the spatial derivatives
of the compressional wave are typically treated as negligible in comparison to the spatial
derivatives of the shear wave. Since Λ is associated with bulk motion, this implies that the
term Λuj,j can be neglected. Additionally the majority of human tissue is incompressible
meaning that the uj,j term can also be neglected [153]. Resultantly this allows inversion
using a direct solution to the Helmholtz equation:
G∗ = −ρω2 ui
ui,jj
(1.43)
where ui,jj is the Laplace operator and more commonly presented as ∇2 u.
In order for the derivation of this algorithm to have been performed, a number of as-
sumptions were made. Whilst these have been stated at each stage of the derivation where
applicable, their importance to the thesis is such that for clarification purposes they should









Clearly it is impossible for an in vivo medium to correspond exactly to these assumptions,
though in local regions away from tissue boundaries, approximations to such assumptions
can be made [153,156]. Whilst the assumption of planar wave propagation is not explicitly
made in the derivation of this algorithm, it should be noted that any wave propagating
through such a medium, where the load is not considered to be applied within the medium,
would comply with planarity. As such, wave planarity will be treated as an assumption
from this point onwards.
Importantly for the purposes of this thesis, equation (1.43) decouples the shear waves into











where the indices 1, 2, and 3 represent the spatial directions x, y and z respectively.
Helpfully for MRE, where collecting information across multiple slices and in all three
encoding directions is temporally expensive, this implies that inversion, even for a 3-D
body, can be performed in 2-D:
G∗ = −ρω2 u1
u1,11 + u1,22
(1.45)
Caution should be noted here, however, since inversion is based on an incomplete wavefield
and accuracy of the measurement will suffer as a result. Though application of the 2-
D inversion algorithm is common throughout the literature to achieve an approximate
measurement, it is only in the purely theoretical circumstance where the wavefield has no
dependence upon y and z, essentially a planar shear wave propagating in the yz-plane, that
2-D inversion achieves the same degree of accuracy as the 3-D inversion (though the 3-D
inversion remains subject to the assumptions outlined previously). Indeed, this theoretical
idea can be extended: aligning the direction of wave propagation along an axis, the problem
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can be thought of in 1-D alone such that:
G∗ = −ρω2 u1
u1,11
(1.46)
In this instance, and recognising that the shear modulus for an elastic solid is given by
[157]:
G = 14π2 ρω
2λ2 (1.47)
Comparing equations (1.46) and (1.47), it can be seen that the displacement term in the
DI algorithm, with regards to the storage modulus at least, essentially equates to a local
calculation of the wavelength of the shear wave at that point (figure 1.12). As mentioned
previously, such analysis in 1 or 2-D can be utilised to approximate the shear modulus,
particularly where the wave in that plane appears planar, or it can be used as a simplistic
method to test algorithm ability [157, 158]. Both such methods have been utilised in this
thesis.
Whereas the LFE is relatively robust to noise but suffers from poor spatial resolution,
the opposite is true of DI. The Laplacian, often used in image processing as an edge
detection tool, is extremely noise sensitive, however, it is also able to detect subtle changes
in wavelength very effectively providing it with good resolution [159]. In order to remove
noise, filters are often applied to the complex wave image. The most commonly applied are
band-pass filters [153] which remove frequencies above and below certain thresholds. This
however requires user expectations upon the range of shear moduli and is therefore subject
to error in extreme cases. Recent work by Barnhill et al. (2013) [158] aims to address this
by applying a range of convolution kernels in order to calculate the Laplacian and taking
the geometric median of these.
Whilst DI allows calculation of both the real and imaginary components of the complex
shear modulus this thesis has typically focused on the real part relating to the elastic
properties for several reasons:
• Whilst viscoelastic parameters have often been investigated using MRE there has
been little validation of the capabilities of the technique to achieve accurate mea-
surements of these properties.
• Characterisation of viscoelastic parameters requires scans at multiple frequencies.
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Figure 1.12: An idealised shear wave for inversion in 1 or 2-D. a) 3-D surface plot of
the complex wave. b) A 2-D plot of the wave corresponding to the 3-D surface plot in
a). Complex wave images will be presented in this format throughout the thesis. c) A
representation of the 1-D problem corresponding to a). The wavelength can be related to
the shear modulus if the input frequency is known and the density of the medium is assumed
constant.
This project aimed to develop MRE with a view to investigating AAA’s. From the
outset of the project it was perceived that scanning at multiple frequencies would be
impractical because of the length of time the patient would be in the scanner.
• The loss modulus is typically an order of magnitude lower than the storage modulus.
This implies that numerical errors and the effects of modelling parameters such as
boundary conditions would be greatly increased in measurements of the loss modu-
lus. As such accurate modelling of the viscous properties would likely involve more
complex models taking more time to run.
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Figure 1.13: Typical protocol for analysing MRE data. The example seen here is for
a healthy aorta. (a) Phase and magnitude images are acquired. (b) The phase data is
unwrapped and a mask is created around the region of interest from the magnitude image.
(c) The phase data is Fourier transformed and the image relating to the frequency of interest
is selected (typically the second image). (d) The mask is applied to the complex wave image.
(e) The inversion algorithm is applied to the data and the elastogram created.
1.5.4 Research in the Field
Current research using MRE focuses on a range of anatomical structures. This section
focuses on several key areas of interest within MRE and those more specific to this the-
sis.
Brain
Several studies have shown that the material properties of the brain are sensitive to a
number of disease states. Most notably Murphy et al. (2011) [160] showed reduced stiffness
of cerebral tissue in Alzheimer’s patients in comparison with control subjects whilst Wuerfel
et al. (2010) [161] demonstrated degradation of cerebral tissue in multiple sclerosis patients.
Significant differences between the properties of white and grey cerebral matter have also
been demonstrated [162].
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MRE of the brain has the potential to be significant for several other reasons. Firstly
propagation of ultrasound waves through the skull is problematic since attenuation at such
frequencies is very high [146]. Additionally ultrasonic elastography often investigates the
strain of tissue under a manual compression [163]. Both of these factors make ultrasound
elastography impractical in this region and thus makes in vivo material property measure-
ments largely dependent upon MRE. Secondly, acquisition of MRE data from the brain
is relatively straightforward. Vibrations are typically applied through a head pillow or
a head cradle and are transmitted into the brain well through the skull [162]. There is
also relatively little by way of body motion in the brain in comparison to other regions of
the body allowing for long acquisition times and minimal artefacts in the data. As such
developments in the field in both data acquisition and in terms of post-processing are often
achieved using data acquired in the brain [164,165].
Liver
Liver fibrosis is the only disease state for which MRE is currently used as a clinical diag-
nostic technique. Typically fibrosis has been diagnosed using a biopsy but this process is
highly invasive. Studies using MRE have shown a significant increase in the stiffness of
fibrotic liver tissue in comparison to normal liver tissue and were also able to identify the
different stages of fibrosis progression [166,167]. In terms of its diagnostic capability MRE
was shown to be more effective than both ultrasound elastography and biopsy [168].
Heart
Cardiac MRE presents significant challenges since it attempts to utilise a phase-encoding
gradient sequence to characterise small amplitude vibrations in a region of high natural
motion. In this regard Rump et al. (2007) [169] utilised fractional encoding, whereby the
duration of the bipolar gradient is reduced to less than the period of the induced wave
in order to reduce the repetition time (TR) of the sequence (the time between successive
radiofrequency pulses). By employing this technique they were able to acquire images of
wave propagation in the human heart for the first time.
It was recognised by Kolipaka et al. (2009) that assumptions utilised in typical MRE
inversion were not appropriate for the heart and a new inversion was derived based on
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wave propagation in a spherical shell [170]. Utilising this inversion a subsequent study
by the same group demonstrated a strong relationship between pressure and stiffness in a
porcine heart [171].
Aorta
Of particular relevance to this thesis are the studies that have been conducted looking at
aortic stiffness. The first study in this field was performed by Woodrum et al. (2006) [172]
and looked at an ex vivo porcine aorta and upon an in vivo human femoral artery. Since
the resolution of MRE is not good enough to image directly into the vessel wall a principle
known as the waveguide effect was utilised. Here the idea is to utilise the mechanically
created wave to induce a pressure wave into the fluid within the vessel. The velocity of this
wave is dependent on the thickness and the elastic modulus of the vessel wall in accordance
with a form of the Moens-Koertweg equation:
ET = 2ρaiλ2f2 (1.48)
where E is the Young’s modulus, T is the thickness of the vessel wall and ai is the interior
radius of the tube. This implies that a direct measurement of the shear wave within the
vessel wall is not necessary to measure its stiffness but that this can be achieved by analysis
of the wave propagating in the lumen.
Since this initial study interest within the field has developed. Woodrum et al. published
another study in 2009 [151], again looking at ex vivo porcine aorta to show a significant
difference increase in the product of the Young’s modulus and wall thickness in hypertensive
pigs in comparison to normotensive pigs. Xu et al. (2012) [173] also showed an increase in
ex vivo porcine aorta stiffness after it had been fixed in formalin.
Several studies have now also looked into in vivo aortic stiffness utilising MRE in more
detail. Kolipaka et al.(2012) [174] utilised an induced frequency of 60 Hz to demonstrate
a significant difference in the stiffness of hypertensive and normotensive subjects. The
stiffness calculated in this study is known as the effective stiffness since it makes use of
DI algorithm and therefore is not a true measure of the stiffness of the aorta, where the
conditions cannot be approximated to the assumptions of infinite homogeneity used in its
derivation. Meanwhile a further study by Xu et al. (2013) [175] showed a correlation be-
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tween the Young’s modulus-wall thickness product and age, whilst a study by Damughatla
et al. (2013) [176] showed similar correlation between age and MRE measured stiffness
using the LFE inversion algorithm (as with Kolipaka et al. (2012) this was reported as
effective stiffness). Indeed in this study MRE measured stiffness values were shown to
have a better correlation with age than pulse wave velocity (PWV), the gold standard
measurement of arterial stiffness. Most recently a study by Kenyhercz et al. (2015) [177]
investigated variation of effective arterial stiffness over the course of the cardiac cycle. The
paper defined eight phases of the cardiac cycle and showed cyclical variation over these.
Additionally arterial stiffness was shown as increased in all volunteers at end-systole com-
pared to end-diastole.
1.5.5 Summary
MRE allows non-invasive measurements of material properties in vivo. Previous work
conducted upon the heart and aorta demonstrate that it is possible to obtain such mea-
surements from regions subject to a large amount of motion aside from the induced shear
waves used by the technique. This provides hope that the technique can be applied to
AAAs such that the resulting measurements that can be incorporated into PSM.
1.6 Thesis Aims
A review of literature relating to AAAs demonstrates the potential for PSM to predict risk
of rupture. One of the primary weaknesses of this technique is the application of material
properties, whose values are prescribed from measurements made in ex vivo mechanical
testing, and therefore not specific to the patient. MRE is a recently developed technique
that makes non-invasive measurements of material properties in vivo. This therefore pro-
vides the potential for integration of MRE measurements into PSM of AAAs in order to
improve prediction of rupture risk.
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the capability of utilising MRE to obtain material
property measurements from AAAs that could be incorporated into PSM.
To achieve this, a method of simulating MRE using FEA was developed. This was then
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utilised to test several pieces of MRE post-processing software to identify those that would
be appropriate for use in AAAs. The potential for achieving accurate measurements of ma-
terial properties in AAAs was then tested using this technique in simplistic CAD designed
AAA geometries. Concurrently the ability to induce and visualise shear waves using MRE
into AAAs was tested on a small cohort of patients.
1.7 Thesis Structure
The structure of this thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 1 has introduced the relevant topics, providing an overview of the literature
and outlining the aims of thesis.
• Chapter 2 outlines the development of the modelling process from simplistic 2-D
models with uniform elastic material properties, to more complex 3-D models con-
taining an insert and defined with viscoelastic material properties. The influence of
modelling parameters such as boundary conditions, mesh type and constraints upon
the measurements made through inversion have also been investigated.
• Chapter 3 investigates how the size of an insert, both with respect to size in and out of
the plane of the image, affects the accuracy of the measurements made. The chapter
also introduces the 3-D direct inversion algorithm and an extension of the direct
inversion, the multi-frequency dual elasto-visco (MDEV) algorithm and compares
these. Finally the ability of directional filtering to remove reflected waves and the
resulting artefacts in the elastogram associated with these, along with its ability to
obtain accurate measurements is investigated.
• Chapter 4 compares results from FEA with those from a commercially available
phantom in order to assess the advantages and disadvantages of each technique.
• Chapter 5 utilises FEA of MRE in idealised CAD geometries of AAAs to assess the
capability of the technique in such geometries.
• Chapter 6 investigates whether it is currently possible to induce waves into AAAs
using MRE for potential measurement of the material properties. The results are
compared against data from a healthy volunteer.
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• Chapter 7 concludes the work performed in this thesis and discusses the further work
that should be undertaken based on its findings.
46
Chapter 2
Modelling of MRE using FEA
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CHAPTER 2. MODELLING MRE 2.1. INTRODUCTION
2.1 Introduction
Testing and development of MRE post-processing software requires knowledge of the ma-
terial properties of the test object, such that the resulting MRE measurements can be
validated. To this end there are a number of commercial phantoms available with quoted
stiffness values [178]. Such phantoms are however limited since they do not allow the user
variations in geometry or material properties. To overcome this several studies have cre-
ated their own phantoms using agar gel [148,179], yet this process is also time consuming
and generally requires mechanical testing of the material to attain its true properties, a
process requiring its destruction.
FEA represents a solution to these problems. Material properties are defined within the
pre-processing stage of the modelling, thus a direct comparison between these prescribed
values and the values attained through analysis of the data using the MRE post-processing
software can be drawn. Using FEA in this manner offers the potential to iterate over a large
range of geometries and material properties allowing optimisation of the MRE methodology
and the ability to obtain quantitative data on issues of clinical interest such as minimum
lesion size which may be observed on the elastogram.
To date a small number of MRE simulation methodologies have been described. No-
tably Chen et al. (2005) [180] used a 2-dimensional model to show increased accuracy
in simulated shear wavelengths at higher densities and lower shear moduli. Leclerc et al.
(2013) [181] iteratively altered 3-dimensional FEA model parameters to match with wave
propagation in a phantom. Meanwhile Kolipaka et al. (2009) [170] compared uniform
beam, plate and shell phantoms with 3-D FEA models of the same structures, showing
good agreement between MRE scans and FEA datasets. The purpose of FEA development
here was to create a technique that could validate inversion algorithms.
Of relevance to this thesis was the work by Thomas-Seale et al. (2011) [182]. This utilised
a steady-state FEA technique to investigate MRE in atherosclerotic plaques. Whilst this
author has access to the steady-state technique used in this publication, a limitation is
that the technique provides complex displacements output at a specified frequency (for
the purposes of MRE simulations, the frequency of induced vibrations is selected). As a
result simulated data using this technique is output is in the frequency domain whereas
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in MRE, data is acquired in the time domain. Although application of MRE inversion
algorithms typically involves analysis in the frequency domain, and thus prior application
of the Fourier transform to the temporal data, many of the existing MRE post-processing
software packages are compatible only with data in the time domain, therefore rendering
steady-state simulated data incompatible with much of that software. This implies that a
transient method of simulation outputting in the time domain would be beneficial.
As such this chapter aims to demonstrate the development of a transient explicit method
of simulating MRE and compare the results with the steady-state technique previously
described by Thomas-Seale (2011) [182]. The chapter also aims to investigate how varying
modelling parameters affects measurements of material properties through inversion.
2.2 Methods
This section outlines the modelling technique used to simulate the MRE process. This
approach involves the simulation of MRE data by FEA and integration of this data with
the MRE post-processing software. An illustration outlining the steps in this process is
presented in figure 2.1. A more detailed description of the modelling process including the
post-processing is presented in Appendix I. Whilst this description is for the 3-D analysis
that is utilised in chapters 3, 4 and 5, the relevant procedures can easily be truncated to
2-D.
2.2.1 Simulation Type
Two simulation techniques have been utilised in this chapter: a transient explicit method
and the steady-state technique outlined in Thomas-Seale (2011) [182]. All of the simula-
tions were run using Abaqus Version 6.10-1 (Dassault Système Simulia Corp., Providence,
Rhode Island,USA). Since one of the aims of this thesis was to develop a transient method
of simulating MRE, the steady-state technique was simply used for comparative purposes.
Unless stated all simulations are performed using the transient method.
The transient simulations used fixed time increments of the order 10-6 s. Once the sim-
ulation was successfully completed displacement data was extracted from a pre-defined
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Figure 2.1: Modelling workflow. (a) Creation of the geometry. (b) Assignment of the
material properties. (c) Application of the load and assignment of boundary conditions.
(d) Extraction of data from 2-dimensional plane.
two-dimensional plane. Data was output at 8 pre-defined equally spaced time-points over
the period of the wave at the frequency of interest. To allow the system to approach
steady-state the wave was allowed to propagate for 8 wave cycles before the data was out-
put. Data was imported into Matlab R2013a (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA)
series of wave images.
In the steady-state simulations displacement data is in the frequency domain and as such
the real and imaginary values at the frequency of interest were extracted from Abaqus and
imported into Matlab as the complex wave image. Figure 2.3 highlights the stages at which
the steady-state and the transient techniques output in the MRE workflow.
2.2.2 Post-Processing
Once in Matlab a 1-dimensional Fourier transform was applied in the temporal direction
upon each pixel for the wave images from the transient simulation. The second bin in
the frequency domain corresponds to the complex wave image at the frequency of interest
and was therefore selected for further analysis. This corresponds to the frequency domain
image output from the steady-state simulation, with both sets of data at this point in the
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Figure 2.2: Recreation of figure 1.13 to demonstrate the points in the MRE workflow that
the different methods of simulation aim to recreate.
correct format for application of the inversion algorithm to create the elastogram. The lack
of noise in the modelling data in comparison to in vivo or phantom MRE meant that the
application of band-pass filters was unnecessary. Regions of interest were then identified
and masks created to isolate these. The areas of these masks were selected avoiding pixels
that were within 2 mm of boundaries between the different regions within the model and
pixels that were within 5 mm of the edge of the region over which the inversion was
performed.
2.2.3 Outline of the Modelling Development
Development of the transient simulation method began in 2-dimensions, before being ex-
panded to 3-D. Since the 2-D inversion algorithm involves direct inversion of the Helmholtz
equation for planar waves, the development initially aimed to simulate planar wave prop-
agation in the 2-D model. Once this had been achieved 3-D models were created again
with the aim of achieving planar waves in the 2-D analysis. Finally 3-D models more
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The model was a 50x200 mm2 rectangle (figure 2.3). The region of interest was a 50x50 mm2
region taken at a depth of 50 mm in the y-direction such that it is sufficiently away from
the region where the load is applied. The overall depth of the model in this direction
is chosen such that reflections travelling from the bottom of the model do not reach the
region of interest and cause interference with the waves in this region. Data was extracted
using a set of pathpoints with 1 mm spacing.
Figure 2.3: Dimensions and orientation of the 2-D planar wave model.
Material Properties
The density was defined as being 1047 kg·m-3 since this is representative of the typical
density of the human anatomy. The material was defined as linear elastic with a shear
modulus of 3 kPa and was assumed to be almost incompressible with a Poisson’s ratio of
0.49.
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Loading and Boundary Conditions
The vibrations were applied as a concentrated force across all the nodes on the upper
surface of the model. The ‘Amplitudes’ module is used to define the frequency of the
vibrations. The size of the vibrations was 0.001 N per node in the x-direction. Frequencies
of 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100Hz were applied to the model. These are in the typical range
of in vivo MRE studies. Symmetric boundary conditions with displacements fixed in the
y-direction were applied to all sides of the model.
Mesh
Linear quadrilateral elements (CPS4R) with reduced integration were used to mesh this
model. Meshing was achieved using local seeds with an element length of 1 mm being
derived for each edge in the model.
Manual Measurements
In order to investigate the accuracy of the models a one dimensional cut taken through the
centre of the complex wave image was analysed. The wavelength in each region was mea-
sured manually and the shear modulus was calculated via the following formula [183]:
µ = ρf2λ2 (2.1)
Manual measurements are often associated with user bias and poor accuracy. In order to
reduce this as much as possible the wavelength was always selected from the same plane
in the centre of the model. The wave in this plane was then plotted in Matlab and a line
drawn through the intersection of the wave with x = 0 to the x-axis (figure 2.4). Ticks
were placed along the x-axis at 0.1 mm intervals. Where possible the length of more than
one wavelength was measured so as to further decrease any errors.
Discretisation Errors
Data output from both in vivo and in silico MRE is discrete in form. This implies that
application of the Laplacian is subject to a discretisation error. For planar waves whose
velocity contribution is almost exclusively in one direction (i.e. the wave is travelling along
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Figure 2.4: An example of how the manual measurements of the wavelength were made.
The 1-D wave was plotted from a single plane in the 2-D complex wave image. The vertical
lines aided accurate measurements in the position that the wave crossed the x-axis.
one of the directional axes) the Laplacian can be thought of as simply the second derivative




if vy = 0 (2.2)
Since the displacement in the y-direction is constant, this implies that the discretisation
error in the 2-D Laplacian is equivalent to the discretisation error from the 1-D second
derivative for which an estimate is easily calculable in Matlab (see Appendix II). Since
the waves created here were designed to propagate exclusively in the y-direction a direct
comparison with these discretisation errors has been performed.
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2.2.5 3-D Planar Model
Geometry
A 3-D model with dimensions 50x50x50 mm3 was created to investigate planar waves
(figure 2.5). The region of interest was a 50x50 mm2 slice running directly through the
central z-plane of the model. Data was extracted using pathpoints as described in the
methodology for the 2-D planar model.
Figure 2.5: Geometry and orientation of the 3-D planar model.
Material Properties
The material is again defined as linear elastic. Since a higher frequency range was used in
these models in comparison to the 2-D planar model the shear modulus of the material has
been increased to 9 kPa in order to make the waves of comparable wavelengths to those in
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the 2-D planar model. The material density was defined as 1047 kg·m-3 and the Poisson’s
ratio was 0.49.
Loading and Boundary Conditions
As in the 2-D planar model the vibrations were applied via a concentrated force load upon
all nodes in the upper surface. The force per node applied was 0.001 N in the z-direction.
As such only displacement data in the z-direction were extracted from the completed
model for the 2-D analysis. Whilst frequencies below 100 Hz are typically used in vivo
these frequencies were incompatible with this geometry: the simulations failed to complete
with an error message that the “the ratio of the deformation speed to wave speed exceeds
1.0000 in at least one element.” As a result of this the frequencies used in this model were
100, 125, 150, 175 and 200 Hz.
Symmetric boundary conditions with displacements fixed in the y-direction were applied
to all side surfaces of the model. No boundary conditions have been applied to the lower
surface of the model because of the mesh in this region.
Mesh
Eight-noded hexahedral elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) were used to mesh
the model. The element size was determined using local seeds with an element length of
1 mm defined for all edges in the model.
Whereas simulation time of MRE in 2-D was short (under ten minutes) thus allowing a
deep model that allowed the wave to propagate away from the region of interest without
the interference of reflections, this luxury is not afforded in 3-D modelling which is more
temporally expensive (a model with the same depth as the 2-D model would take several
days to run). As a result a layer of infinite elements (CIN3D8) has been applied to the
bottom surface. These allow the wave to propagate away from the regions of interest in
the model with no reflections. Application of infinite elements does not come as a standard
option in Abaqus/CAE and therefore requires editing of the input file. More details upon
how this has been achieved can be found in Appendix I.
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Manual Measurements and Discretisation
Since the aim of this model was to utilise a 3-D model to create planar wave propagation
in the 2-D analysis, the comparison with the manual measurements and the discretisation
errors described in the methodology for the 2-D planar model remain valid and were also
utilised here.
2.2.6 3-D Non-Planar Models
Geometry
Four cuboid geometries of dimensions 80x80x50 mm3 were created. The first of these
models was uniform in terms of the material properties throughout. The other three
contained a cylindrical insert running through their centre. The radius of these inserts was
different in each model with radii of 10 mm, 15 mm and 20 mm used (figure 2.6). The
region of interest was a 64x64 mm3 slice running directly through the central z-plane of
the model. Again the pathpoints methodology described previously was used to extract
data from the model. Table 2.1 shows the tests that the different models have been utilised
for.
Model Name Uniform Insert 1 Insert 2 Insert 3
Shear Modulus 3 3 3 3





Table 2.1: Experiments performed with each of the different models.
Material Properties
The density and Poisson’s ratio were maintained as 1047 kg·m-3 and 0.49 respectively
throughout all the simulations.
Whilst the planar models previously outlined were designed such that the waves would
propagate away from the region of interest without reflections, this was not considered
time efficient when undertaking a study with a large number of models. Furthermore
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Figure 2.6: Geometry and orientation of the 3-D non-planar models: a) uniform model;
b) insert 1; c) insert 3; and d) insert 4.
reflections are present in both in vivo anatomical scans and phantom scans [159], therefore
their presence in vitro is a more accurate. As such viscoelastic properties were utilised to
introduce damping. For simplicity the Kelvin-Voigt model of linear viscoelasticity with a
shear viscosity of 1 Pas was utilised.
Variations of the prescribed shear modulus were utilised to investigate how this affects the
measurements made through inversion. In the uniform model shear moduli of 2- 9 kPa were
applied. In all three insert models the shear modulus of the insert was varied using values
of 4-9 kPa whilst the background shear modulus was maintained at 3kPa. In the insert
1 model the effects of varying the background shear modulus whilst the shear modulus of
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the insert was maintained were studied. For this the insert shear modulus of 9 kPa was
used whilst the background shear modulus was varied from 3-15 kPa.
All studies investigating the change in shear modulus were performed using vibrational
frequencies of 100Hz. Loading conditions were applied as described in the next section
whilst encastred boundary conditions were applied to all sides upon which the load was
not being applied. C3D8R elements 1 mm3 in size were used in all models.
Loading and Boundary Conditions
As with the 2-D and 3-D planar models the load is applied via a concentrated force acting
upon nodes on the upper surface with a force per node of 0.001 N. The nodes selected do
not however cover the entire surface with the load not applied to the outer 3 mm of the
surface. Frequencies of 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 Hz were applied to all of the models. For
this purpose the shear modulus of the uniform model was 3 kPa whilst in the insert models
the shear moduli of the background and the insert were 3 kPa and 9 kPa respectively.
For all models boundary conditions were applied to all surfaces with the exception of that
upon which the load was being applied. Insert model 1 was used to test how the boundary
conditions affect the measurements acting on the model. The boundary conditions tested
were encastred (fixes all displacements and rotations at the nodes on the defined surface),
x-symmetry, y-symmetry and z-symmetry (each of these fixes the displacements in the
specified direction whilst allowing displacements in the other two) (table 2.2).
For this study the background shear modulus was 3 kPa and the insert shear modulus
was varied from 4-9 kPa. In all models investigating the loading and boundary conditions
1 mm3 C3D8R elements were used.
Boundary Condition x y z
x-symmetry 0 U U
y-symmetry U 0 U
z-symmetry U U 0
Encastred 0 0 0
Table 2.2: Summary of the allowed motion for each of the boundary conditions used in this
chapter for displacements in the x, y and z-directions where 0 implies that the boundary
is fixed and U implies the boundary is unconstrained in that direction.
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Constraints
The definition of the boundary between the two regions of the model was investigated using
the insert 1 model. Firstly the two regions were merged together in the assembly module
with the intersecting boundaries retained. In this instance the intersection between the
two regions is maintained with nodes at this intersection shared between the elements on
both sides. Secondly the two regions were tied together using the constraints tool. For this
purpose Abaqus defines a slave and a master surface for the connecting surfaces between
the two parts. Each point on the slave surface is constrained to have the same motion as
the nearest point to it on the master surface. Finally a frictional interaction was defined
between the different regions of the model. Here the two materials are treated as separate
parts which interact with one another based on user defined properties. Values of 0.5, 0.75,
1 and 1.25 were tested for the coefficient of friction (figure 2.7).
The background shear modulus for this study was 3 kPa whilst the insert shear modulus
was varied from 4-9 kPa. A frequency of 100 Hz was applied as the load and the boundaries
were fixed using encastred boundary conditions. The models were meshed using 1 mm3
C3D8R elements.
Figure 2.7: Diagram showing the mesh for the constraints used in this study. a) The two
materials are merged as a single part with nodes at the interface (black) shared between the
two materials. b) For the tie constraint and the fractional interaction the materials are
meshed separately. For the tie constraint the red nodes at the interface represent the nodes
on the slave surface whilst the blue nodes represent those on the master surface. These
blue nodes are unconstrained whilst the red nodes are constrained to have the same motion
as the master surface at that point.
Mesh
Eight-noded hexahedral (C3D8R), 4-noded linear tetrahedral (C3D4) and 10-noded quadratic
tetrahedral elements (C3D10M) were compared using the insert 1 model. The C3D8R
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and C3D4 elements were meshed defining a 1 mm element length on all edges. Since the
C3D10M elements are of higher order in comparison to the C3D8R and the C3D4 elements
a lower mesh density was used with a 1.25 mm element length defined.
Element type was investigated under varying frequencies and shear moduli. The frequencies
used were 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 Hz with background and insert shear moduli of 3 kPa
and 9 kPa respectively. The insert shear modulus was varied from 4-9 kPa whilst the
background shear modulus was maintained at 3 kPa and the frequency at 100 Hz.
Transient .v. Steady-State
The insert 1 model has again been used to compare the transient and steady-state methods
of simulating MRE. Variations in frequency and shear modulus have been performed with
both simulation techniques as outlined in the previous section. For both models C3D8R
elements were utilised with the element length along each edge defined as 1 mm.
Manual Measurements and Discretisation
Since the waves are no longer designed to be planar the methods of comparing against
shear modulus calculated from manual measurements of the wavelength and estimated
errors for the discretisation are no longer applicable and therefore have not been used for
these models.
Wave Decomposition
Displacements resulting from wave propagation can be represented in terms of displace-
ments from the shear wave, uSi , and displacements from the compressional wave, uCi :
ui = uSi + uCi (2.3)
It is recognised within the MRE literature that the compressional component of the wave
can have a small influence on the accuracy of the results. It would therefore be useful
to investigate the relative influence of the shear and compressional waves on the inverted
data. For this to be achieved, it was required that the shear and compressional components
of the wave were reconstructed independently from the full displacement field. This can
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be achieved using Helmholtz decomposition which states that a vector field, in this case
the displacement, can be decomposed such that [184,185]:
ui = εijkΨk,j + Φ,i (2.4)
Here Ψk and Φ represent vector and fields known as potentials corresponding to the shear
and compressional waves respectively. εijk is the Levi-Civita symbol defined as:
εijk =

+1 if (i, j, k) is (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1) or (3, 1, 2)
−1 if (i, j, k) is (3, 2, 1), (1, 3, 2) or (2, 1, 3)
0 if i = j or j = k or k = i
such that εijkΨk,j represents the curl of Ψk and Φ,i represents the spatial derivative of
Φ.
Since the curl of the gradient function is equal to 0, as is the divergence of curl, this implies
that:
εijkuk,j = εijkεklm,jΨm,l (2.5)
ui,i = Φ,ii (2.6)
Whilst this process separates the shear and compressional components of the wave, the
operators do not preserve the features of the wavefield. Not only are the potentials di-
mensionless, but they are subject to a phase shift of pi/2. This therefore implies that no
direct comparison can be drawn either between these potentials and the initial wavefield,
or between one another [186]. Sun et al. (2011) [187] addressed this by introducing a






Here vs and vc are the velocities of the compressional and shear waves respectively.
This, however, results in something of a paradox: in order to compare the relative contri-
butions of the displacement field from the compressional and shear waves, the velocities
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of the waves must be known, yet the purpose of MRE is to measure the shear modulus,
a value which, under the assumptions made in the derivation of the DI algorithm, is pro-
portional to the shear velocity. This immediately implies that the calculation of α is an
approximation, however, small variations in either the compressional and shear velocities
will have a limited influence upon this velocity ratio, whilst research in other fields have
typically associated such variations in this ratio with variations in porosity, something
that is not a factor here [188, 189]. To this end, the speeds for waves travelling through a

















As such the magnitude of the displacement and the magnitude of the Laplacian of the
displacement can be considered as follows:
ui = k (εijkuk,j + αui,i) (2.11)
ui,ll = k (εijkuk,j + αui,i),ll (2.12)
where k is a constant taking into account the change in amplitude following the application
of the curl and divergence operators. Since it affects both the displacement and Laplacian
of the displacement, it can be ignored from this point onwards. The Laplacian operator is
linear therefore equation (2.12) can be rewritten:
ui,ll = (εijkuk,j),ll + α (ui,i),ll (2.13)
From these relations, the fractional contribution of the compressional wave to the displace-
ment can be defined as:
fu =
α |ui,i|
|εijkuk,j |+ α |ui,i|
(2.14)
whilst the fractional contribution of the compressional wave to the Laplacian of the dis-
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∣∣∣(ui,i),ll∣∣∣∣∣∣(εijkuk,j),ll∣∣∣+ α ∣∣∣(ui,i),ll∣∣∣ (2.15)
The fractional contribution of the compressional wave to the displacement term in the
inversion algorithm (termed onwards as the fractional wave contribution) is given by:
f = 1 + fu1 + f∇
− 1 (2.16)
In this regard a perfect shear field would yield a value equal to 0, whilst a perfect compres-
sional field would equal a value equal to 1. As such, there will be inaccuracies resulting
from the compressional wave for all fractional wave contribution values that are not equal
to 0, with errors increasing in size as the fractional wave contribution increases.
The fractional wave contribution was investigated for each boundary condition with a
background shear modulus of 3 kPa and insert shear modulus values varied from 4-9 kPa.
Vibrations induced at a frequency of 100 Hz. Whilst inversion was performed in 2-D
throughout this chapter, it was recognised that in order that investigation of the fractional
wave contribution the full wave field should be taken into account. As such data was
extracted from all three spatial directions accross five xy-planes. Details of how this was
achieved can be found in appendix I.
2.2.7 Convergence Studies
In FEA the accuracy of the model is typically dependent upon the number of elements
used: the more elements the greater the accuracy of the model. Increasing the number of
elements in the model however generally increases the time that the model takes to run.
It is therefore the convention to perform a convergence study to determine the number of
elements that are required for good accuracy in the model whilst maintaining a reasonable
simulation time. The process involves iteratively running the model with a larger and
larger mesh density until the change in the results (typically either displacements or stress
are selected as outputs for which convergence is sought) from one mesh to the next drops
below a certain percentage. In this instance the model is said to have converged.
A convergence study has been performed for each geometry used in this chapter. Conver-
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gence has been looked for in the shear modulus measurements since this is the relevant
parameter for this thesis, and since it is a function of the displacement. Convergence has
been assumed to have been achieved if the difference between the shear modulus measure-
ments from one mesh density to the next is below 5%. An example of a convergence study
for the insert model 1 is shown in Appendix III.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 2-D Planar Model
Visual inspection showed that propagation of the waves very closely approximated to pla-
narity for all frequencies and the corresponding elastograms were very smooth (figure 2.8).
The error (defined as the percentage difference calculated between the measured and prede-
fined shear moduli) in the shear modulus measurements made from the inversion algorithm
increased with increasing frequency. At a frequency of 50 Hz the measured shear modulus
is 3047 Pa corresponding to an error of 1.6%, whilst at 100 Hz the measured shear modulus
is 3129 Pa corresponding to an error of 4.3%. These errors closely match the calculated
1-D discretisation errors. The highest error for the manual measurements was 2.1% at
70 Hz with the errors for all other frequencies being less than 1%. Figure 2.9 shows a plot
of the calculated error for each.
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Figure 2.8: Examples of the complex wave images and elastograms for the 2-D planar model
for vibrations of 50, 70 and 100 Hz. Wave propagation closely approximated planar and
the resulting elastograms were smooth at all frequencies.
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Figure 2.9: Error percentages calculated for the 2-D planar model. Manual measurements
typically achieved a high level of accuracy, whilst the inverted errors correlated well with
those estimated for discretisation.
2.3.2 3-D Planar Model
As in the 2-D planar models visual inspection showed that wave propagation closely ap-
proximated planarity and again the resulting elastograms were smooth (figure 2.10). Errors
from the inversion increased with increasing frequency (2.4% at 100 Hz to 5.4% at 200 Hz)
following the same trend seen in the errors calculated for 1-D discretisation errors (1.5% at
100 Hz and 6.1% at 200 Hz). Manual measurements of the shear modulus were underesti-
mated with errors equal to or smaller than 2% for all frequencies. The percentage errors
are demonstrated graphically in figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.10: Complex wave images and elastograms for the 3-D planar model for vibrations
of 100, 150 and 200 Hz. Wave propagation again closely approximated planar with the
resulting elastograms smooth throughout the region of interest.
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Figure 2.11: Error percentages calculated for the 3-D planar model. As with the 2-D
planar models wave propagation closely approximated that of planar. Again relatively good
accuracy was achieved with manual measurments whilst the inverted results correlated well
with the estimated discretisation error.
2.3.3 3-D Non-Planar Models
Material Properties
Increasing the prescribed shear modulus of the uniform model resulted in an increase in
the measured shear modulus through inversion (figure 2.12). In all cases the insert shear
modulus was an overestimation. Whilst the size of the overestimation was 31% for the
2 kPa model, it was in the range of 3-5% for all prescribed other shear moduli. Artefacts
appeared towards the bottom of the 2 kPa model where wave propagation appeared reduced
(figure 2.13).
Increasing the prescribed insert shear modulus increased the measured insert value in
all three insert models whilst the background measurement remained relatively constant
throughout. In all cases the shear modulus was overestimated (figures 2.14-2.16). In the
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Figure 2.12: Examples of the complex waves and elastograms for the non-planar uniform
model. Wave propagation less closely approximated planar wave propagation than in the
2- and 3-D planar models. The resulting elastograms were less smooth. Additionally the
introduction of viscoelastic properties led to increased damping, particularly at low shear
moduli. This was reflected by artefacts in the lower regions of these elastograms.
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Figure 2.13: Measured shear modulus values against the prescribed values for the uniform
model. With the exception of the 2 kPa model, errors in the measurements were consistently
low.
case of the background measurements this overestimation was typically around 12%, whilst
for the insert the size of the error was dependent upon the prescribed shear modulus: the
overestimation tended to increase with increased prescribed shear modulus. The size of
the error also seemed to show some dependency on the size of the insert with the errors in
model 3 being lower than those in models 1 and 2 (figure 2.17).
Increasing the background shear modulus in insert model 1 resulted in an increase in the
background measurements (figures 2.18 and 2.19). Again all measurements were overes-
timations whilst the size of the error increased with the prescribed shear modulus: 7%
for a background shear modulus of 3 kPa in comparison to 30% for 15 kPa. There was a
wide range of errors in the shear modulus measurements of the insert in this experiment
(7-29%), however there did not seem to be a direct relationship between the size of the
error and the prescribed background shear modulus.
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Figure 2.14: Elastograms for insert 1 model with a range of prescribed insert shear modulus
values. Increasing the prescribed shear modulus of the insert had a notable effect on its
stiffness in the elastogram.
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Figure 2.15: Elastograms for insert 2 model with a range of prescribed insert shear modulus
values. Increasing the prescribed shear modulus of the insert had a notable effect on its
stiffness in the elastogram.
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Figure 2.16: Elastograms for insert 3 model with a range of prescribed insert shear modulus
values.Increasing the prescribed shear modulus of the insert had a notable effect on its
stiffness in the elastogram.
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Figure 2.17: Measured shear modulus values against the prescribed values for the insert
models. Values in the larger model 3 insert were more accurate than those measured in the
model 1 and 2 inserts.
Frequency
Shear modulus measurements in the uniform model were again overestimated. This error
seemed to show some slight dependency on the frequency of the measurements with errors
of 8, 9 and 9% for frequencies of 50, 60 and 70 Hz respectively contrasting with errors
of 5, 5 and 6% for frequencies of 80, 90 and 100%. Visual inspection of the complex
wave image shows that the amplitude of the wave propagation towards the bottom of the
model was reduced in the 100 Hz simulation more than at lower frequencies. Whereas
the elastograms of these regions at lower frequencies were relatively smooth, the same
regions from the 100 Hz simulations seemed to represent a wave structure. Examples of
the complex wave images and the elastograms are shown in figure 2.20 whilst the data is
graphically represented in figure 2.21.
For the insert models the errors in the measurement of the background shear modulus were
relatively consistent and similar for all three models with errors typically in the range of
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Figure 2.18: Elastograms for insert 1 model with a range of prescribed background shear
modulus values. Increasing the prescribed shear modulus had a notable effect on its stiffness
in the elastogram.
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Figure 2.19: Measured shear modulus values against the prescribed values for the insert 1
model when the prescribed shear modulus for the background is varied. Errors in the insert
measurement were variable but appeared to have no direct relationship with the prescribed
shear modulus of the background.
10—13%. There seemed little obvious dependency on the size of these errors with respect
to frequency. Errors in the measurements of the inserts were largely dependent on the
frequency with large overestimations occurring at 50 (86% for model 1) and 60 Hz (40%
for model 1). The extent of the overestimation was typically lower in the insert 3 model
than in the insert 1 and 2 models (figures 2.22-2.25).
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Figure 2.20: Elastograms and complex wave images for the uniform model for frequencies
of 50, 70 and 100 Hz. Amplitudes in the lower regions of the models were significantly
lower at high frequencies. This resulted in artefacts in the elastograms in these regions of
the model.
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Figure 2.21: Measured shear modulus values against frequency for the uniform model.
Errors seemed slightly higher at the lower frequencies.
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Figure 2.22: Elastograms and complex wave images for the insert 1 model for frequencies
of 50, 70 and 100 Hz. The insert appeared noticeably stiffer in the elastogram at 50 Hz
than at 70 or 100 Hz.
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Figure 2.23: Elastograms and complex wave images for the insert 2 model for frequencies
of 50, 70 and 100 Hz. The insert appeared noticeably stiffer in the elastogram at 50 Hz
than at 70 or 100 Hz.
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Figure 2.24: Elastograms and complex wave images for the insert 3 model for frequencies
of 50, 70 and 100 Hz. The insert appeared noticeably stiffer in the elastogram at 50 Hz
than at 70 or 100 Hz.
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Figure 2.25: Measured shear modulus values against frequency for the insert models. In
all three models the measured shear modulus of the insert was dramatically higher at lower
frequencies. This effect decreased with increased insert size.
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Boundary Conditions
Measurements in both the background and the insert were overestimated for all prescribed
shear moduli with all the boundary conditions. In the inserts the greatest errors were
obtained for the x-symmetry boundary conditions, with errors larger than 20% for all pre-
scribed insert values. Similar overestimations were also achieved for the encastred bound-
ary conditions. The size of the overestimations was greatly reduced using y-symmetry and
z-symmetry boundary conditions with errors in the range of 7-13%.
The sizes of the overestimations were reduced in the background. The largest overestima-
tion for the majority of the prescribed background values was obtained using encastred
boundary conditions (7-13%). The range of error values was similar for all three of the
symmetric boundary conditions in the range of 6-9% (figure 2.26).
Figure 2.26: Measured shear modulus values for the different boundary conditions used in
the insert 1 model. The type of boundary condition applied had a clear impact on the mea-
surments. Encastred and x-symmetry boundary conditions caused large overestimations.
These were reduced using y- and z-symmetry conditions.
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Wave Decomposition
Fractional wave contribution values typically appeared independent of the shear modulus
of the insert. There was little difference between the values for the x, y and z-symmetric
boundary conditions (typically around 0.05 − 0.06), however, the value for the encastred
boundary condition was lower (between 0.025 − 0.03) (figure 2.27). Inspection of the
maps of the fractional wave contribution showed that the value for the y and z-symmetric
boundaries was smaller in the lower regions of the model, whereas there appeared little
spatial dependence for either the encastred or x-symmetric boundary conditions (figure
2.28).
Figure 2.27: Graph showing the fractional wave contribution for the different boundary
conditions. The contribution was smaller for the encastred boundary condition than the
other three boundary conditions tested.
Constraints
The background and insert measurements from the tied constraints and the merged parts
simulations matched each other almost exactly (figure 2.29). Visual inspection of com-
plex wave images showed propagation of the wave in both sections of the model. In all
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Figure 2.28: Maps of the fractional wave contribution for the different boundary conditions
for the 9 kPa model. For the y and z-symmetric boundaries the values typically seemed to
increase towards the lower regions of the model.
of the frictional interaction simulations the measurements in the background were slight
underestimations of around 2.5%. Large errors were obtained in the inserts however, where
overestimations were typically in excess of 300%. Inspection of the complex wave images
showed that whilst wave propagation could be observed in the background, the amplitudes
of the waves within the inserts was minimal (figure 2.30).
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Figure 2.29: Errors in the shear modulus measurements for the tie constraints and merged
parts used in the insert 1 model. The difference between the measurements following ap-
plication of either condition was negligible.
Mesh
There was good consistency between the shear modulus measurements in the C3D8R and
C3D10M elements. There were large overestimations for the C3D4 elements in both regions
of the model (figure 2.31).
Simulation Type
Shear moduli calculated from the inversion algorithm and from manual measurements
show good agreement between the transient and steady-state methods for variations in
both frequency and shear modulus.
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Figure 2.30: Complex waves images for the tied constraints, merged parts and the four
coefficients of friction tested. Wave propagation in the tied and merged models looked
almost identical, whereas for all defined coefficients of friction amplitudes of the waves in
the insert was minimal.
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Figure 2.31: Errors in the shear modulus measurements for the different element types
tested. The sizes of the errors using C3D8DR and C3D10M elements were relatively con-
sistent with one another. Using C3D4 elements increased overestimations in both regions
of the model.
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Figure 2.32: Measured shear modulus values for steady-state and transient simulations in
the insert 1 model when frequency (top) and prescribed insert shear modulus (bottom) are
varied. Results in both studies using the two techniques were in relatively good agreement
with one another.
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2.4 Discussion
This chapter aimed to demonstrate the development of a modelling technique that will be
used throughout this thesis. The process began with the simplest scenario of planar wave
propagation in a 2-D model with uniform properties, before extending this concept to 3-D.
The planarity of the induced waves was then removed before finally an insert was placed
into the geometry to investigate the effects it would have.
In the first stage of this development both the 2-D and 3-D models demonstrated good
agreement with the theory of planar wave propagation underlying the 2-D MRE DI. Firstly
these measurements were in good agreement with those that would be expected as a result
of the discretisation error, whilst the manual measurements, which are void from discreti-
sation errors, also showed close agreement with the prescribed values (figures 2.9 and 2.11).
Although manual measurements could be seen as user dependent and inaccurate, often the
user makes the measurement simply by drawing a line upon the complex wave image where
they believe the peaks to be from visual inspection and then using the software they are
using to measure the length of the line [183], the method of measurement outlined here
removed the user dependence in choosing the peaks of the wave and offered a compar-
atively high degree of accuracy as a result. Indeed the slight underestimation achieved
under the planar wave conditions in the 3-D planar model is consistent with literature in
that the FEA wave velocity was lower than the theoretical wave velocity as a result of
mesh discretisation [190].
Despite the clear wave propagation and good resolution of the elastograms in all models
where non-planar waves were examined, the shear modulus measurements achieved by
inversion typically suffered from an overestimation which was particularly prevalent in the
inserts at low frequencies (figure 2.25). There are three potential sources for such an error:
numerical errors from the modelling; an inappropriate choice of modelling parameters to
represent the real-life situation being modelled; or an inability of the inversion to truly
characterise the material properties of the material based upon the propagating wave.
These three possible sources of error are discussed in the following paragraphs.
In the first regard it should be noted that numerical errors are always present in FEA.
Their effect however can be limited by increasing the density of the mesh. For all the
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models described in this thesis convergence studies were performed, with the mesh density
used in this chapter being well above the density at which convergence has been defined
as being achieved (Appendix III). As such, whilst numerical errors undoubtedly have some
effect on the results in this chapter, in all likelihood they are so small as to have little
significant bearing on the results.
Conversely it is clear that modelling parameters can have a significant effect on the accuracy
of the shear modulus measurements produced by the inversion algorithm. To this end
the use of C3D4 elements dramatically increased the size of the overestimation (figure
2.31). This effect was due to tetrahedral elements being structurally stiffer than hexahedral
elements and thus has important implications when meshing more complex structures that
are incompatible with a hexahedral mesh [191, 192]. It was shown here that the problem
can be resolved by using the quadratic tetrahedral C3D10M elements, though this increases
computational time.
The definition of the constraint between two parts of the model also impacts upon the
accuracy of the inversion algorithm. Whilst there was little difference in the shear modulus
measurements when the two parts were tied together and when they were merged with one
another to create a single part (figure 2.29), defining a frictional coefficient between the two
parts greatly reduced the transfer of the wave from one region to another and in the context
of the insert model here, caused large overestimations in the measured shear modulus of
that insert (figure 2.30).
Inaccuracies resulting from the definition of boundary conditions are likely to be due to
both the use of inappropriate modelling parameters and a failure of the inversion algorithm
to truly characterise the material properties. The encastred boundary condition has often
been used in FEA simulations of MRE [170, 181], though in reality the boundaries in
MRE will not be totally fixed: waves will pass through a patient into the scan table
and with respect to phantoms, the waves will also be transmitted into the phantom’s
case. Symmetric boundary conditions where motion is fixed in just one direction and
uninterrupted in the other two is also not representative of reality. Unfortunately the
range of boundary conditions offered by Abaqus, and indeed most other FEA software
packages, is fairly limited and does not allow a better approximation to reality. The
boundary conditions investigated in this chapter produced a wide range of results, with
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encastred boundary conditions seeming to result in large overestimations in the stiffness
in both the background and insert of the model. To this end y-symmetric boundary
conditions typically produced the most accurate results in both regions (figure 2.26). This
was perhaps because motion of the wave in the shear planes was undisturbed when the
boundary condition was applied in this direction.
For all the boundary conditions tested in this chapter, the contribution of the shear wave
to the displacement term of the inversion algorithm was greater than the compressional
wave, since the value was significantly lower than 0.5, though it was not inconsequen-
tial for any of the boundary conditions tested. The boundary condition with the lowest
fractional wave contribution values, the encastred condition, suffered from large overes-
timations. Furthermore, whilst there were limited differences between the contribution
of the compressional wave for all three symmetric boundary conditions, there were fairly
large differences in the size of the overestimations between these conditions. This suggested
that whilst compressional waves do influence the measurement and result in errors from
the inversion algorithm, there were other more significant sources of errors in the models
within this chapter. In this regard it should also be noted that for the y and z-symmetric
boundary conditions, regions where the fractional wave contributions were high were often
towards the edge of the model and outside the regions of interest used in this chapter
(figure 2.28).
Whilst boundary conditions present a clear problem in the definition of the model and
attempting to represent realistic conditions, they also present a problem in the MRE in-
version. Firstly the existence of a boundary invalidates the assumption of an infinite
homogenous medium upon which the algorithm is derived [156]. Additionally waves re-
flected off the boundary interfere with those induced and result in interference patterns
appearing in the wave image. Whilst reflections and scattering are prevalent in the human
body, they are typically more noticeable in phantoms and FEA simulations, where the
boundaries between regions are clearly defined [152, 193]. Whilst the use of viscoelastic
properties in the simulations presented in this chapter helped to reduce the impact of re-
flections, their effects can be seen in the elastograms for the insert models as a small black
ring around the inserts (figure 2.22). The ability to use directional filters to remove the
effects of reflections and to smooth the elastograms is investigated in more detail in chapter
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3.
Although the viscoelastic properties reduce the impact of reflections on the model they
can also have an adverse effect on the measurements of the shear modulus. This has the
potential to occur either when the values for the prescribed shear modulus are low, or
when the frequency of the vibrations applied to the model are high, resulting in increased
damping of the wave. In the 3-D non-planar uniform model the wave appeared to be highly
damped in the complex wave image for a prescribed stiffness of 2 kPa thus leading to a
degraded elastogram and the large overestimation in the measurement when compared to
the other higher prescribed values (figure 2.12).
Seemingly the major issue, and one of the main sources of error in stiffness estimation,
is the assumption of planar waves made by the inversion algorithm. Planar waves may
be generated in a uniform phantom, however, inclusion of an insert causes the waves to
be non-planar. It is thought that this was the main reason for the overestimation of
stiffness measurements seen in the results of this chapter. This hypothesis was supported
by the manual measurements made in the 2-D and 3-D planar wave models which showed
relatively accurate measurements of the shear moduli (figures 2.9 and 2.11).
Whilst the 2-D inversion algorithm is commonly used throughout the literature, and indeed
in this chapter, it should be recognised that it does not take into account the full wavefield
[153]. In the instances where good approximation to planar wave propagation in the 2-D
plane was achieved, sufficient accuracy was reached using the 2-D algorithm. In instances
where the wave propagation less resembled planarity however, accuracy was reduced. It
was therefore deemed likely that a more complete description of the wavefield would achieve
a more accurate result and that the 3-D DI would be better equipped to deal with the
types of waves created in this chapter.
The non-planarity of the waves also helped to explain the frequency dependence in the
accuracy of the measurements. A visual comparison of the complex wave images from
various frequencies showed that the lower frequency waves were less planar than those
of higher frequency (figure 2.20). Whilst this may contribute to the overestimation of
the shear modulus through inversion at lower frequencies, it should also be noted that
the wavelength of the induced wave was longer for these lower frequencies. As a result a
smaller fraction of the wave was captured in the region of measurement and it was seen
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that this was likely to have contributed to the overestimations seen here.
The relatively good agreement between the steady-state and explicit technique and par-
ticularly the existence of the large overestimations in the insert shear modulus at low
frequencies in both models implied that the errors were due to the inability of the inver-
sion algorithm to properly obtain the material properties from the wave fields (figure 2.32).
Whilst the two simulation types were looking at the same problem they were solving it in
different ways and achieving similar results. Since the explicit simulation runs for a finite
time it only approximates steady-state and therefore it would be expected that the results
would be slightly different. There are also practical differences between the two techniques:
largely in the context of this thesis, the motivation was to create a technique that would
be applicable to all types of post-processing software. For instance since the steady-state
technique outputs in the frequency domain it was not possible to apply directional filters to
data from it. An additional attraction of the transient methodology was that it generally
had a shorter computational time than the steady-state.
Although increasing the prescribed shear modulus in all cases resulted in an increase in
the measured shear modulus, the largest concern from the data presented in this chapter
in the context of this thesis was the seeming variation in the shear modulus measurements
for different size inserts. This suggests that the measurements are geometrically dependent
which has significant implications upon the potential use of the technique for AAAs which
vary greatly in terms of their size and shape.
2.5 Conclusions
An explicit method of simulating MRE has been demonstrated and compared favourably
with a previously defined steady-state technique. Modelling parameters such as boundary
conditions and element type were shown to have an impact on the measurements made
using the 2-D DI algorithm. Overestimations in this technique were commonplace where
planar waves were not concerned. The reasons for this warranted further investigation
particularly to investigate whether these effects were still present if the 3-D inversion
algorithm was used. Additionally the size of the inserts appeared to have an effect on the
measurements made. Given the nature of this thesis with relation to AAAs this presented
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as a significant issue and was identified as warranting further work.
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CHAPTER 3. IMPACT OF GEOMETRY 3.1. INTRODUCTION
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 introduced an explicit FEA methodology to simulate MRE and investigated how
modelling parameters affect the measurements made through the inversion of displacement
data extracted from these models. The chapter raised several key questions in relation to
this thesis. Possibly the most important was how the insert size affected the measurements
made through inversion. The work in this chapter intended to investigate this in more
detail, both in terms of the size of the insert in the plane of the complex wave image (its
diameter), and the size of the insert outside the plane of the image (its length).
It was hypothesised that the overestimations commonly seen in chapter 2 were likely to
be due at least in part to the incomplete datasets being analysed. This chapter therefore
introduces 3-D analysis which takes into account the full displacement field and therefore
has the potential to obtain more accurate measurements. Chapter 2 also demonstrated
that the compressional wave influences the displacement term in the inversion algorithm.
As such, larger models have been used in this chapter in an attempt to move the boundaries
further away from the region of interest and help reduce this effect. Additionally it should
be noted that whilst the compressional contribution varied with different boundary condi-
tions, there did not seem to be a direct relationship between the size of the contribution
and the size of the error in measurement. This suggested that other factors had a greater
influence upon the accuracy of the measurement. It was therefore expected in this chapter
that size and vibrational frequency would be the largest factors influencing the accuracy
of measurement, and that through use of the 3-D inversion algorithm, when the insert was
sufficiently large (in terms of its size both inside and outside the plane of the image) and
for higher frequency vibrations, good accuracy would be achieved.
A recent extension of the 3-D algorithm is the multi-frequency dual elasto-visco (MDEV)
inversion [194]. This combines the data from multiple frequencies to attain frequency
independent material property variables. By doing this the technique aims to reduce the
impact of reflections and to improve the resolution of the technique [165]. The abilities of
2-D and 3-D direct inversions and MDEV have therefore been compared in this chapter. An
alternative method to MDEV for reducing the effects of reflections is directional filtering.
Two such methods of achieving this are also introduced and analysed in this chapter [195,
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196].
3.2 Methods
This section outlines the methodologies used in this chapter. The setup was based largely
on the results acquired in chapter 2 and therefore further details regarding these parameters
can be found in the methods section there.
3.2.1 Geometries
The dimensions of all the models used in this chapter were 80x80x100 mm3. Each geometry
contained a cylindrical insert placed at its centre. In order to investigate the effects of out-
of-plane insert size, the length of the insert was varied, with lengths of 2, 4, 6, 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 mm used (figure 3.1). These inserts had a radius of
10 mm. To investigate the effects of in-plane insert size, inserts of radii 5, 10, 15, 20 and
30 mm were used. The length of these inserts was 100 mm. In all models the insert and
background regions of the model were merged together as a single part.
3.2.2 Material Properties
In each model the shear modulus of the background was maintained at 3 kPa whilst the
insert shear modulus was varied from 4-9 kPa. The viscoelastic properties were defined
using the Kelvin-Voigt model of elasticity using a shear viscosity of 1 Pas. The density was




The load was applied to a set of nodes on the upper surface as a concentrated force in
the z-direction with a force per node of 0.001 N. The size of this region was consistent
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Figure 3.1: Examples of the out-of-plane insert geometries that were used in this chapter
for an insert with a radius of 10 mm. The labels represent the length of the insert shown.
Data for analysis 3-D analysis was extracted from the 5 central xy-planes in the model.
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Figure 3.2: The in-plane insert geometries that were used in this chapter. The labels
represent the radius of the insert shown. Data for analysis 3-D analysis was extracted from
the 5 central xy-planes in the model.
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throughout all of the models. Frequencies of 50, 70 and 100 Hz were applied to each of the
models.
Boundary Conditions
As discussed in chapter 2, boundary conditions are known to affect the results of inversion
both in silico and in vivo, however, little has been done to accurately replicate in vivo
boundaries in silico. The boundary conditions used throughout the rest of this thesis
have therefore been chosen to reduce the influence of the boundary as much as possible.
Based on the findings of chapter 2, symmetric boundary conditions in the y-direction have
been chosen, since this condition allows unconstrained motion in the shearing directions,
therefore not forcing nodal points upon the shear wave at these boundaries. This decision
was supported by the work in chapter 2 which demonstrated that such a boundary condition
typically led to the lowest overestimation in the measured shear modulus of both the
background and insert regions in comparison to all other tested boundary conditions.
Mesh
Whilst C3D8R elements allow short computational time, several of the model geometries
used in this chapter were incompatible with these, and as such all models were meshed using
C3D10M elements. The element length was defined as 1.25 mm along each edge within
the model and convergence studies were performed on each geometry to demonstrate that
this provided a high enough mesh density for accurate simulation.
3.2.4 Inversion
Inversion was performed using the 2-D and 3-D direct inversion algorithms and MDEV.
Whilst the 2-D algorithm requires data from a single direction in one plane, the 3-D
algorithm requires data from 5 planes and all three spatial directions with a voxel size
of 1 mm3. Directions as to how this was performed are included in Appendix I. MDEV
also requires a full 3-D dataset but from multiple frequencies. A description of the MDEV
algorithm along with the Matlab code to perform the algorithm are included in Appendix
IV. It is important to note that DI utilises data at a single frequency whilst MDEV obtains
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As a result values obtained from DI and MDEV are not directly comparable. As such
the fractional error of the measured |G∗| value to the prescribed value has been used to
compare 3-D DI and MDEV. The prescribed |G∗| values for each independent frequency and
MDEV are summarised in table 3.1. The standard deviations of the measurements were
also calculated in both the background and insert regions. In this regard it is recognised
that the material properties are defined in the model as uniform. A large variability in the
shear modulus resulting from artefacts in the image is therefore likely to manifest itself as
a large standard deviation.
|G∗| (Pa)
Prescribed Shear Modulus 50 Hz 70 Hz 100 Hz MDEV
3 kPa 3016 3032 3065 3035
4 kPa 4012 4024 4049 4026
5 kPa 5009 5019 5039 5021
6 kPa 6008 6016 6033 6018
7 kPa 7007 7014 7028 7015
8 kPa 8006 8012 8024 8013
9 kPa 9005 9011 9022 9012
Table 3.1: Expected |G∗| values based on the assigned shear modulus and shear viscosity
for each frequency and for MDEV.
3.2.5 Directional Filtering
Two separate directional filters were studied. These were first outlined in a paper by
Manduca et al. (2003) [195]. The first was the spatio-temporal direction (SPD) filter.
This performs a 2-D Fourier transform upon the data in the temporal direction and the
spatial direction from which the reflected waves are to be removed. A mask is then applied
to this data removing frequencies corresponding to negative wave velocities. The second
filter was the cos-squared dependent (cos) filter. This performs a 2-D Fourier transform
upon spatial images at each time point. A cos-squared dependent mask is then applied to
these images again to remove the components relating to waves with negative velocities. For
both filters an inverse Fourier transform is then applied to the filtered data and inversion
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Variations in the out-of-plane insert geometries showed that errors in the insert measure-
ments were larger for smaller length inserts and for higher prescribed insert shear moduli
for both the 2-D and the 3-D inversion. For both analyses the measurements remained
constant above and beyond a certain insert length. This length was shorter for the 3-D
inversion than the 2-D inversion and was dependent on the frequency (for the 9 kPa insert
this length was 30 mm with the 3-D inversion and 50 mm with 2-D inversion) (figure 3.4).
Whilst there was typically little difference between the accuracy of the 70 and 100 Hz mea-
surements (for lengths above 30 mm following 3-D inversion of the 9 kPa insert errors were
in the range of 1-2.5% and 0-1.5% respectively), the errors were larger at 50 Hz (1-9%). In
the background the errors at 50 and 70 Hz were independent of the prescribed insert shear
modulus and the insert length. High prescribed insert shear modulus caused large inaccu-
racies in the background measurements at 100 Hz and large variability of measurements
with regards to insert length (figure 3.5). Inspection of the complex wave images showed
decreased wave propagation in this lower regions of the background at 100 Hz resulting in
heavy distortion of the elastograms here. Such distortions were present in elastograms from
both the 2- and 3-D inversions (figure 3.6). Measurements in the background were more
accurate following 3-D inversion than 2-D inversion for all three frequencies (for the 9 kPa
insert at 100 Hz errors ranged from 1-4% for 3-D and 3-5% for 2-D). Standard deviations
were variable with both the 2-D and 3-D inversion with no clear evidence to suggest that
one method of inversion achieved lower values than the other (table 3.2).
With respect to variations in the in-plane insert geometries, errors generally decreased with
increasing diameter (in the 3-D inversion at 100 Hz errors were 40% and 3% for the 5 and
30 mm inserts respectively) and increased for higher prescribed insert shear moduli (for
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Figure 3.3: Complex waves from the central plane in the x-, y- and z-directions used in
the 3-D inversion and the corresponding elastogram from the 9 kPa 100 mm length insert
vibrated at 100 Hz.
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Figure 3.4: Graphs comparing the 2-D and 3-D shear modulus measurements from the
background and inserts for the out-of-plane insert geometry variations for prescribed insert
shear moduli of 4 and 9 kPa with 100 Hz vibrations. The 3-D measurements were more ac-
curate in both the background and inserts. Additionally the length beyond which consistent
measurements were made was shorter for the 3-D inversion than the 2-D.
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Figure 3.5: Graphs comparing shear modulus measurements following 3-D inversion at
frequencies of 50, 70 and 100 Hz from the backgrounds and inserts for the out-of-plane
insert geometry variations for prescribed insert shear moduli of 4 and 9 kPa. In the insert
accuracy was poorest following 50 Hz vibrations, whilst in the background it was poorest
following 100 Hz vibrations.
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Figure 3.6: Examples of the complex wave images and corresponding elastograms from the
out-of-plane insert geometry variations vibrated at 100 Hz and with a prescribed insert
shear modulus of 9 kPa. Lengthening the insert caused increased measured values of the
shear modulus. Reduced wave propagation can be seen in the region directly below the insert
for the longer inserts with large artefacts in the elastograms in this region. There was no
difference between the locations of the artefacts in the 2- and 3-D images.
the 30 mm diameter insert following 3-D inversion at 50 Hz there were errors of 4% and
17% for prescribed shear moduli of 4 and 9 kPa respectively). For both 2-D and 3-D the
measurements remained relatively constant above a diameter of 10 mm (figure 3.8). As
with the inserts in the out-of-plane geometries, there was typically little difference between
the accuracy of the 70 and 100 Hz measurements (for the 30 mm diameter 9 kPa insert there
were errors of 3% at both frequencies) though errors increased at 50 Hz (17%) (figure 3.9).
Measurements in both the background and inserts were variable at all three frequencies
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4 kPa 9 kPa
Frequency Dimensions Background Insert Background Insert
50 Hz 2-D 134 58 188 4503-D 133 57 205 293
70 Hz 2-D 103 42 247 2003-D 475 47 179 215
100 Hz 2-D 210 97 227 2223-D 192 76 284 146
Table 3.2: Examples of the standard deviations for the out-of-plane insert geometry varia-
tions from the 100 mm length insert. Standard deviations in the measurements were of the
same order of magnitude following both 2- and 3-D inversion in both the background and
insert regions. For the purposes of this study, such differences were not considered large
enough to represent image artefacts.
depending upon insert diameter. In general measurements at 70 Hz provided the greatest
accuracy. Greater accuracy was again achieved in the inserts with the 3-D inversion in
comparison to the 2-D inversion. There was little difference with respect to accuracy of
the measurements from the 2- and 3-D inversions in the background region with artefacts in
the same locations for both (figure 3.7). As with the out-of-plane measurements there were
large variations in the standard deviations of the measurements in both regions, though
again there was no apparent improvement seen using the 3-D inversion in comparison to
the 2-D (table 3.3).
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Figure 3.7: Examples of the complex wave images and corresponding elastograms from the
in-plane insert geometry variations vibrated at 100 Hz and with a prescribed insert shear
modulus of 9 kPa. Increasing the diameter of the insert caused increased measured values
of the shear modulus.
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Figure 3.8: Graphs comparing the 2-D and 3-D shear modulus measurements from the
background and inserts for the in-plane insert geometry variations for prescribed insert
shear moduli of 4 and 9 kPa with 100 Hz vibrations. The 3-D measurements were more
accurate in the inserts, yet there order of magnitude of the standard deviations was the
same in each case.
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Figure 3.9: Graphs comparing shear modulus measurements following 3-D inversion at fre-
quencies of 50, 70 and 100 Hz from the backgrounds and inserts for the out-of-plane insert
geometry variations for prescribed insert shear moduli of 4 and 9 kPa. Poorest accuracy
was achieved in the insert at 50 Hz. 70 Hz produced the most accurate measurements in
the background whilst there was little difference in the accuracy of measurements at 50 and
100 Hz.
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4 kPa 9 kPa
Frequency Dimensions Background Insert Background Insert
50 Hz 2-D 142 75 517 8543-D 160 73 471 529
70 Hz 2-D 180 71 736 4343-D 205 96 1385 446
100 Hz 2-D 342 67 306 2883-D 383 80 273 433
Table 3.3: Examples of the standard deviations for the in-plane insert geometry variations
from the 30 mm diameter insert. Again, standard deviations in the measurements were of
the same order of magnitude following both 2- and 3-D inversion in both the background
and insert regions. For the purposes of this study, such differences were not considered
large enough to represent image artefacts.
DI .v. MDEV
In both the insert and the background MDEV failed to increase the accuracy of the mea-
surements in comparison to the most accurate frequency for the out-of-plane geometries
(figure 3.10). Standard deviations were dramatically lower in the background regions using
MDEV in comparison to DI at all three frequencies, though values remained similar in the
inserts (table 3.4). This was reflected by an increased uniformity in the background of the
elastogram image (figure 3.11).
4 kPa 9 kPa
Frequency Background Insert Background Insert
50 Hz 133 57 205 293
70 Hz 475 47 179 215
100 Hz 383 80 273 433
MDEV 43 47 86 228
Table 3.4: Examples of the standard deviations for the out-of-plane insert geometry vari-
ations from the 100 mm length insert. Whilst the values following MDEV are similar to
those following DI in the insert, they are dramatically lower in the background.
MDEV also failed to improve the accuracy of the measurements in the in-plane geometries
(figure 3.12). Standard deviations were noticeably lower in the background and insert
regions following MDEV inversion in comparison to DI of the three individual frequencies
(table 3.5). This effect was most noticeable for higher prescribed shear insert shear moduli.
Both the inserts and the background regions appeared to be more uniform in the MDEV
elastogram than the frequencies inverted individually with DI (figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.10: Data from the out-of-plane geometries. A) and B) are the fractional errors
for the 4 and 9 kPa inserts respectively. These show the dependency of the measurements
on insert length and prescribed shear modulus as well as frequency. C) and D) are the frac-
tional errors for the backgrounds in these respective models. These show the independence
of the measurements on both the size and prescribed shear modulus of the inserts and the
variability of measurements from 100 Hz vibrations when the prescribed shear modulus is
high. In both the background and the insert MDEV is unable to improve on the accuracy
of the measurements. The black dashed lines represent fractional errors of ±0.1.
4 kPa 9 kPa
Frequency Background Insert Background Insert
50 Hz 160 73 471 529
70 Hz 205 96 1385 446
100 Hz 383 80 273 433
MDEV 41 62 166 177
Table 3.5: Examples of the standard deviations for the in-plane insert geometry variations
from the 30 mm radius insert. The standard deviations are lower following MDEV than
DI in both the background and the insert regions.
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Figure 3.11: Examples of the complex wave images and elastograms for the out-of-plane
insert geometries created using DI at three frequencies and MDEV for an insert length of
100 mm. Wave propagation can be seen to be reduced in the lower regions of the 100 Hz
model leading to distortions in the elastogram in the background. The background region
following inversion by MDEV is more uniform than all three frequencies and this is reflected
by lower standard deviations.
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Figure 3.12: Data from the in-plane geometries. A) and B) are the fractional errors
for the 4 and 9 kPa inserts respectively. These show the frequency, size and prescribed
shear modulus dependence upon the accuracy of the measurements. C) and D) are the
fractional errors for the backgrounds in these respective models. These show the frequency
and prescribed shear modulus dependence on the accuracy of the measurements and the
variabilty of the accuracy at various insert sizes. In both the background and the insert
MDEV was unable to improve the accuracy of the measurements in comparison to DI of
the three individual frequencies. The black dashed lines represent fractional errors of ±0.1.
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Figure 3.13: Examples of the complex wave images and elastograms for the in-plane insert
geometries created using DI at three frequencies and MDEV for an insert radius of 30 mm.
Again these show reduced wave propagation in the lower regions of the 100 Hz model and
a more uniform background following inversion by MDEV.
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3.3.2 Directional Filtering
2-D Filtering
For the out-of-plane geometry variations there was little difference between the measured
insert values from the unfiltered data and the SPD filter in the inserts (the 100 mm length
9 kPa insert vibrated at 100 Hz were overestimated by 4 and 7% for the unfiltered and SPD
filtered data respectively). In contrast there was a large reduction in the measured value
following application of the cos filter (underestimated by 18%). This effect increased with
increasing prescribed shear modulus. For the background region there was little difference
between the unfiltered and cos filtered values for lower prescribed shear modulus, however
for higher prescribed insert shear moduli and longer insert lengths the cos filtered values
were typically larger (for the 100 mm length 9 kPa insert the unfiltered measurement
was a 6% overestimate in comparison to an 18% overestimation for the cos filter). The
background values for the all prescribed insert shear moduli were larger for the SPD filtered
data than the unfiltered data (15% overestimation for the 100 mm 9kPa insert) (figure 3.14).
The standard deviations in both regions were similar for both filters and the unfiltered data.
There was a dramatic increase in the standard deviations of the background regions of the
filtered data at high prescribed insert shear moduli (table 3.6). Visual inspection of the
elastograms showed increased uniformity of the shear modulus in the upper regions, but
large artefacts in the lower regions at higher prescribed insert shear moduli. In comparison
to the unfiltered data, wave propagation appeared reduced in this region. Additionally
wave propagation appeared closer to planarity in the filtered data. This was particularly
true following application of the cos filter (figure 3.15).
4 kPa 9 kPa
Background Insert Background Insert
Unfiltered 210 97 227 222
SPD Filter 197 31 2668 194
Cos Filter 120 55 3700 267
Table 3.6: Examples of the standard deviations for the out-of-plane insert geometry varia-
tions from the 100 mm length insert for vibrations at 100 Hz. The values in the background
were significantly higher for the filtered data at higher prescribed shear moduli.
With regards to the in-plane geometry variations there was little change in the insert mea-
surements for low prescribed insert shear moduli with all filters. Whilst there was little
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Figure 3.14: Graphs showing the measured shear modulus of unfiltered and directionally
filtered 2-D data for the 10 mm radius insert vibrated at 100 Hz. The cos filter results in
large reductions in the measured shear modulus value particularly for high prescribed insert
shear moduli. Additionally application of both filters resulted in increased and variable
measurements of the background shear modulus for high prescribed shear moduli.
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Figure 3.15: Examples of the complex wave images and elastograms following directional
filtering for the 10 mm radius insert vibrated at 100 Hz. Whilst the upper regions of the
background in the filtered datasets are smoother, artefacts remain in the lower regions of
the background. Wave propagation noticeably appeared to better approximate planar propa-
gation in the filtered data throughout the model whilst there was reduced wave propagation
in the lower regions of the model.
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difference between the unfiltered and SPD filtered data for high insert shear moduli, ap-
plication of the cos filter again resulted in a large decrease in the measured value (for the
30 mm diameter 9 kPa insert at 100 Hz the cos filter underestimated by 4% in comparison
to overestimations of 6 and 7% from SPD filtered and unfiltered data respectively). In the
background regions both filters typically resulted in increased measurements for all pre-
scribed shear moduli. Whilst the extent of this increase seemed dependent upon the insert
diameter, this did not seem to be the case for the SPD filter (figure 3.16). Whilst there was
little difference in the standard deviations in both the insert and the background regions
for higher prescribed insert shear moduli, there was a large increase in the background
shear modulus for lower prescribed shear moduli (table 3.7). The elastograms appeared
smoother after application of the filters, with the cos filter again achieving the smoothest
image in both the background and insert regions. Despite this there remained artefacts
within the elastograms, particularly in the lower regions of the background. Again wave
propagation appeared to more closely approximate planarity following application of the
filters (figure 3.17).
4 kPa 9 kPa
Background Insert Background Insert
Unfiltered 342 67 306 288
SPD Filter 651 95 421 159
Cos Filter 1078 82 354 182
Table 3.7: Examples of the standard deviations for the in-plane insert geometry variations
from the 100 mm length insert for vibrations at 100 Hz. The values in the background were
significantly higher for the filtered data at lower prescribed shear moduli.
3-D Filtering
For the low prescribed insert shear moduli in the out-of-plane geometry variations there
was little difference between the unfiltered data and SPD filtered data in the insert whilst
there was a slight decrease in the measured value following application of the cos filter
(for the 100 mm length 4 kPa insert at 100 Hz the measurement following cos filtering
was underestimated by 2% compared to an overestimations of 1 and 2% for the unfiltered
data and SPD filtered data). This contrasted with measurements in the background where
there were increases in the measured values following application of the both filters (mea-
surements for the 100 m length 9 kPa at 100 Hz measurements were overestimated by 4, 16
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Figure 3.16: Graphs showing the measured shear modulus of unfiltered and directionally
filtered 2-D data for the 100 mm length insert vibrated at 100 Hz. The cos filter results in
large reductions in the measured shear modulus of the insert, particularly for high prescribed
insert shear moduli. Application of the directional filters resulted in an increase in the
measured shear modulus of the background. For the cos filter the measurements increased
with diameter.
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Figure 3.17: Examples of the complex wave images and elastograms following 2-D direc-
tional filtering for the 30 mm radius insert vibrated at 100 Hz. Whilst both the background
and inserts in the filtered datasets appear smoother, artefacts remain in the lower regions
of the background. As with the in-plane geometry variations wave propagation noticeably
appeared to better approximate planar propagation in the filtered data throughout the model.
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and 13% for the unfiltered, SPD filtered and cos filtered data respectively). For high shear
moduli there was a decrease in the measured value for the insert following application of
both filters, with this effect increased with the cos filter (underestimated by 4 and 24%
for the SPD and cos filter respectively in comparison to an overestimation of 2% for the
unfiltered data in the 100 mm length 9 kPa insert at 100 Hz). In the background there
was an increase in the measured value and variability of the measured value with length
following application of both directional filters (figure 3.18). Whilst the standard devia-
tions for both filters and the unfiltered data were similar in the background and insert at
low shear moduli and the insert at high shear moduli, there was a large increase in the
standard deviations of the background at high insert shear moduli following application of
both filters (table 3.8). Inspection of the elastograms showed that the upper regions of the
background appeared smoother following filtering, whilst there remained artefacts towards
the bottom (figure 3.19).
4 kPa 9 kPa
Background Insert Background Insert
Unfiltered 193 76 284 146
SPD Filter 183 37 3413 180
Cos Filter 93 58 3036 230
Table 3.8: Examples of the standard deviations for the out-of-plane insert geometry varia-
tions from the 100 mm length insert for vibrations at 100 Hz for the 3-D filtered data. The
values in the background were significantly higher for the filtered data at higher prescribed
shear moduli.
There was little difference in the accuracy of the insert measurements at low prescribed
insert shear moduli for all filters for the in-plane geometry variations. Filtering increased
the measured values in the background. With the cos filter this effect increased with insert
diameter (for a 9 kPa insert at a frequency of 100 Hz the measured value was overestimated
by 3% for a diameter of 5 mm in comparison to 17% for 30 mm). There was little difference
between the insert measurements at high prescribed shear moduli in the unfiltered and SPD
filtered data whilst application of the cos filter caused a large reduction in the measured
value (for the 30 mm 9 kPa insert measurements were overestimated by 3 and 1% for the
unfiltered and SPD filtered data in comparison to an underestimation of 8% for the cos
filter). In the background there was again an increase in the measured value following
application of both directional filters with this effect increasing with diameter for the cos
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filter (figure 3.20). Whilst there was a large reduction in the measured value of the 5 mm
diameter when unfiltered, there was a dramatic increase in this value following application
of the SPD filter. Vibrations at 100 Hz resulted in a relatively accurate measurement (an
underestimation of 4% for the 9 kPa insert), however large overestimations were obtained
at lower frequencies (67% at 50 Hz) (figure 3.21). There was little difference between
the standard deviations for the unfiltered and filtered data (figure 3.9). Whilst filtering
typically improved the smoothness of the elastograms, particularly with the cos filter, there
remained artefacts in the lower regions of the model (figure 3.22).
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Figure 3.18: Graphs showing the measured shear modulus of unfiltered and directionally
filtered 3-D data for the 10 mm radius insert vibrated at 100 Hz. The cos filter results in
large reductions in the measured shear modulus of the insert, particularly for high prescribed
insert shear moduli. Application of the directional filters resulted in an increase in the
measured shear modulus of the background.
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Figure 3.19: Examples of the elastograms following directional filtering for the 10 mm
radius insert vibrated at 100 Hz. Whilst both the background and inserts in the filtered
datasets appear smoother, artefacts remain in the lower regions of the background.
4 kPa 9 kPa
Background Insert Background Insert
Unfiltered 383 80 273 433
SPD Filter 561 83 440 181
Cos Filter 895 64 357 103
Table 3.9: Examples of the standard deviations for the out-of-plane insert geometry varia-
tions from the 10 mm radius insert for vibrations at 100 Hz for the 3-D filtered data. There
was little difference in the standard deviations in all regions before and after filtering.
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Figure 3.20: Graphs showing the measured shear modulus of unfiltered and directionally
filtered 3-D data for the 100 mm length insert vibrated at 100 Hz. The cos filter results in
large reductions in the measured shear modulus value, particularly for high prescribed insert
shear moduli. Application of the directional filters resulted in an increase in the measured
shear modulus of the background. The measured value for the insert was accurate following
application of the SPD filter for all insert diameters.
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Figure 3.21: Graph showing the measured insert shear modulus at varying frequencies
following application of the SPD filter for a prescribed shear modulus of 9 kPa. In contrast
to the unfiltered data and the cos filtered data the measured value of the 5 mm length insert
increases with decreasing frequency. Whilst this is an accurate measurement at 100 Hz it
results in a large overestimation at 50 Hz.
Figure 3.22: Examples of the elastograms following directional filtering for the 30 mm
diameter insert vibrated at 100 Hz. The background and inserts generally appear smoother
for the filtered data in both the inserts and the background, however there remain artefacts
in the lower region of the background.
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3.4 Discussion
Chapter 2 showed overestimations following 2-D inversion. This could in part be explained
by the lack of information input to the 2-D inversion: it only utilises motion in one direc-
tion, therefore does not describe the full wave field. In contrast the 3-D inversion utilises
information from all directions and thus offers a complete discretised description. It was
therefore hypothesised that utilising the 3-D inversion algorithm would achieve more ac-
curate results. The results of this chapter showed that this was the case, with the 3-D
algorithm consistently producing more accurate results than the 2-D algorithm. Whilst
underestimations were present following both 2-D and 3-D inversion for the smaller inserts,
the out-of-plane length of the insert above which consistent measurements were made was
shorter with the 3-D algorithm than it was with the 2-D algorithm (figure 3.4).
Despite the improvements made using the 3-D algorithm in comparison to the 2-D in-
version, inaccuracies in the measurements still existed at lower frequencies for the larger
inserts with respect to their geometry both in- and out-of-plane (figures 3.5 and 3.9). In
all likelihood this was due to the same problem that restricts the 2-D inversion: the algo-
rithm is still subject to the assumption that waves are propagating in a locally homogenous
medium [83]. As in chapter 2 this potentially helps to explain why accuracy appears to
decrease with frequency, since the ratio of the wavelength to the size of the region of
measurement becomes greater.
The lack of a locally homogenous medium also helps to explain why the smaller inserts suffer
from underestimations following both the 2- and 3-D inversions. Such underestimation
would be expected for the out-of-plane 2 mm and 4 mm length inserts following 3-D
inversion as the Laplacian operator used by this algorithm functions over a width of 5
pixels. Since the distance between each slice was 1 mm this implies that information from
the wave in the background region where the material has a lower shear modulus was used
in the calculation of the shear modulus of the insert. For insert lengths of 6 mm and above
however, all the information used for the inversion came from the wave inside the insert
yet underestimations still occurred. Inspection of the complex wave images in both the in-
and out-of-plane geometry variations showed that wave propagation was less affected by
the presence of a smaller insert than it was for a larger insert (figures 3.6 and 3.7). This
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again demonstrated that wave propagation was not simply dependent upon the material
properties of the region under investigation, but also upon its size and shape. The direct
inversion algorithm used in this thesis has no geometrical dependence and, like the LFE
algorithm also used commonly throughout the literature, will therefore be unable to counter
this issue without modification. In this regard, the forward inversion, utilising iterations
of assigned material properties within an FE framework in order to match simulated data
with real displacement data, makes no such assumptions and therefore potentially offers
the best solution to this problem [148].
Although the 3-D algorithm improved upon the accuracy of the shear modulus measure-
ments and reduced the length at which consistent measurements could be achieved, there
was no visible improvement in the quality of the elastograms (figures 3.5 and 3.9). Ad-
ditionally the standard deviations also remained comparable showing that the variability
of the measurements was similar (tables 3.2 and 3.3). Since the artefacts following 2-D
inversion are typically associated with reflections or a lack of wave propagation, it is not al-
together surprising that these artefacts remain following 3-D inversion since the geometries
are the same.
To this end MDEV inversion aims to counter these artefacts by utilising multiple fre-
quencies. The underlying theory behind this approach is that the location of artefacts
is typically frequency dependent so that when using MDEV, the effects of artefacts from
each individual frequency will be limited by the other frequencies [197]. Inspection of the
elastograms from the 3-D inversion here supported this conjecture, since the artefacts at
50, 70 and 100 Hz were all located in different positions. Indeed following MDEV inversion
there was a clear improvement in the quality of the image, particularly in the background
region (figures 3.11 and 3.13). Additionally the standard deviations in this region were re-
duced in comparison to all three frequencies analysed individually with DI, demonstrating
reduced variability of the measured values due to the removal of these artefacts (tables 3.4
and 3.5).
Whilst the background image quality and standard deviations were improved by MDEV,
this was not true for the smaller inserts. Artefacts remained in these regions whilst the
standard deviations were also similar to those from the 3-D inversion. This suggests that
the artefacts from the three frequencies overlap with one another such that MDEV inver-
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sion is unable to remove them. This was potentially because the effects of reflections are
increased in these small inserts: a theory supported by the artefacts and standard devia-
tions being reduced following MDEV inversion for the larger in-plane geometries.
The use of the MDEV inversion in the literature is limited, largely because it is a rela-
tively recently developed technique. The publications utilising the algorithm have almost
exclusively focused upon obtaining better resolution with reduced frequency based arte-
facts using in vivo subjects whilst little has been done to assess the accuracy of their
measurements [165,197,198]. The work in this chapter showed that MDEV was unable to
improve the accuracy of the inversion with respect to DI. Underestimations remained in
smaller inserts both in- and out-of-plane, whilst for the larger inserts and the background
the accuracy was typically somewhere in between the accuracy of the three frequencies
when analysed individually using DI. This was not surprising since MDEV is essentially
an extension of the DI, also using the Laplace operator, and therefore still subject to its
assumptions. In situations where there are large artefacts at all frequencies that greatly
affect the accuracy of DI in each case, it is possible that MDEV’s ability to remove these
artefacts could lead to an improvement in the accuracy of the measurement. In the rela-
tively simple geometries utilised in this study however, the effects of these artefacts was
small, as emphasised by the relatively good accuracy achieved through 3-D inversion. As
such, whilst MDEV was unable to improve accuracy in the geometries used in this chap-
ter, its ability in more complex geometries has not been investigated and warrants further
research.
A second method aiming to reduce image artefacts tested in this chapter was directional
filtering. Both of the filters tested here tended to result in a reduction in the measured
value in the insert and an increase in the measured value in the background in both 2- and
3-D (figures 3.14, 3.16, 3.18 and 3.20). This suggests that the filters effectively smoothed
wave propagation over the entire region to which it was applied. This was supported by the
visual inspection of the complex waves, which appeared to more closely approximate planar
wave propagation following filtering (figures 3.15 and 3.17). Of the two filters tested here,
it appeared that this effect was more prominent for the cos filter where underestimations
were particularly large.
Although application of the filters generally seemed to result in increased smoothness in the
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upper regions of the background in the elastograms, this was not typically the case in the
lower regions. There remained large artefacts in these regions and the standard deviations
tended to show increased variability in the measurements (tables 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9).
This suggests that the filter had the capability to remove the waves reflected off the top
of the insert, but because these reflections were occurring, wave propagation through the
insert into the lower regions of the model directly below the insert was reduced. For
the unfiltered data wave propagation was still present in this region, but in all likelihood
from waves reflected off the lower surface of the model, rather than from the incident
wave itself. This implies that when the filters were applied, the primary source of wave
propagation in this region was also removed, leading to the artefacts and high variability
of the measurements seen here.
For the unfiltered data, and indeed MDEV, the relationship between accuracy of the mea-
surements and the size of the insert was the same for size variations both in- and out-
of-plane resulting in underestimations for the smaller inserts (figures 3.14, 3.16, 3.18 and
3.20). However this differed somewhat for the SPD filtered data (figure 3.21). Whilst the
small out-of-plane inserts were underestimated at all frequencies, the small in-plane inserts
were overestimated. Whilst in the context of this project, which is aiming to achieve accu-
rate measurements of material properties within a region, this is not useful, it does suggest
that the filter may have a use for identifying small regions of increased stiffness that would
otherwise go undetected.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter utilised the FEA technique developed in chapter 2 to further investigate
the impact that size has upon measurements, the abilities of the 2- and 3-D inversion
algorithms, the MDEV inversion algorithm and directional filtering. The 3-D algorithm
was an improvement upon the 2-D algorithm although still suffered as a result of the
assumptions used in its derivation. Although MDEV was unable to improve on the accuracy
of the measurements, it was able to improve the quality of the images and would be
worth investigating in more complex geometries. The directional filters meanwhile typically
resulted in inaccurate measurements and suffered from their own artefacts which reduced
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CHAPTER 4. MODELLING COMPARISON 4.1. INTRODUCTION
4.1 Introduction
The thesis to this point has focused upon the development of a modelling approach of
MRE that allows testing and development of the post-processing software used by the
technique and, as is the primary aim of this thesis, to investigate the potential for use
of MRE in certain anatomical structures and disease states. A second methodology of-
ten utilised in imaging with the same purpose is an experimental approach involving the
scanning of phantoms. This approach has been used extensively by modalities such as
CT [199], ultrasound [200] and MRI [201] and involves the scanning of a test object that
mimics the response of human tissue under that form of assessment. Phantoms are often
created with certain properties known, such as the geometry or attenuation, so that the
performance of the imaging device with respect to its ability to reclaim these properties
can be assessed.
Phantoms have been used by a number of MRE studies to date. Most notably Weaver et
al. (2001) [148] demonstrated good geometric reconstruction of their forward algorithm
using an inclusion phantom developed in-house. Meanwhile, Kolipaka et al. (2009) [202]
developed a spherical phantom that encased a balloon filled with water to simulate cardiac
MRE, demonstrating linear correlation between the water pressure and the shear stiffness
of the phantom as measured by MRE.
The aim of this chapter is to compare the results from FE simulations of MRE with a
phantom scan and to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each technique.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Phantom
The phantom used for this study was the CIRS elasticity QA model 049 phantom (Com-
puterized Imaging Reference Systems Inc., Norfolk, Virginia, USA). The phantom is mar-
keted primarily for use in ultrasound elastography but was also designed such that it is
MR-compatible. The phantom is an 135 x 95 x 190 mm3 cuboid containing eight spherical
inserts. Four of the inserts are at a depth of 15 mm and are 10 mm in diameter whilst
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the other set, in a separate yz-plane, are at a depth of 35 mm and of 20 mm in diameter
(figure 4.1). For the purposes of this study, only the larger inserts of the phantom have
been investigated. The distance in the z-direction from the centre of one insert to another
was 30 mm. The material properties were provided by the manufacturer as Young’s moduli
and were 8, 18, 48 and 80 kPa for the four inserts and 23 kPa for the background.
Figure 4.1: CAD illustration showing the design of the CIRS phantom used for this study.
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4.2.2 MRI Scanning
Image Acquisition
MRI was performed using a Siemens 3 Tesla scanner (Magnetom Verio: Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany). A single-shot spin-echo EPI sequence was used with TE 56 ms, TR 1600 ms,
flip angle 90o, FOV 224 x 224 mm2, acquisition matrix 112 x 112, pixel spacing 2 mm, slice
thickness 2 mm, 5 slices and 8 MRE phase offsets. The sequence used had been optimised
for use in the brain, where lower frequencies are typically applied because of the high degree
of damping that exists here. As such vibrations in this study were induced at frequencies
of 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 Hz. Localiser scans were used to locate the spheres and the central
slice was placed to cut through the centre of all four spheres in the yz-plane.
The phantom was placed in a head coil within the scanner with sandbags positioned around
the edge to wedge the phantom in and reduce body motion during the scan. A transducer
was placed on top of the box and attached to a loudspeaker outside the scanner using a
carbon fibre rod (figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2: Setup for scanning the phantom. The carbon fibre rod transmitted waves from
the loudspeaker.
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Post-Processing
Data from scans requires more post-processing than modelling data due to the presence
of phase wraps and increased noise. Unwrapping was performed using Laplacian-based
estimate in the PhaseTools software package [158] in ImageJ (U.S. National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda. Maryland, USA) (figure 4.3). Based on work by Barnhill et al.
(in submission) low frequency noise was removed using a divergence-free wavelet Hodge
decomposition [203], whilst high frequency noise was removed using complex dual-tree
wavelet denoising [204].
Figure 4.3: Phase image from the phantom vibrated at 50 Hz a) before and b) after the
application of the unwrapping algorithm.
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4.2.3 Modelling
Geometry
In order to decrease the simulation time, the size of the model was reduced to a size of
80 x 95 x 130 mm3 focusing on the region containing the 20 mm diameter inserts alone
(figure 4.4). The separate background and insert regions of the model were merged together
as a single part.
Figure 4.4: Geometry used for the modelling. This was reduced in size in comparison to
the actual geometry so as to decrease the time the simulation would take.
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Material Properties
The prescribed Young’s moduli for the background and insert regions of the model were
matched to the values provided by the manufacturer. The shear viscosity and density
were not however provided in the documentation. It was assumed that the density of the
tissue would correspond to human tissue and was therefore prescribed as 1047 kg·m−3.
Viscoelastic properties were again prescribed in order to reduce the influence of reflections.
Since the shear modulus of the background material was higher than those used in previous
chapters, therefore meaning that attenuation would be reduced at an equivalent shear
viscosity, the prescribed value in this chapter was higher at 3 Pa·s.
Modelling Setup
Load
The load was applied as a concentrated force to a set of nodes on the upper surface of the
model in the x-direction with a force per node of 0.001 N. The size and position of this
region constant for all simulations. The frequencies applied were matched with those from
the scan.
Boundary Conditions
Symmetric boundary conditions in the z-direction were applied to all boundaries excluding
that upon which the load was applied.
Mesh
The model was meshed using C3D10M elements. The element length along all edges in
the model was defined as 1.25 mm and convergence studies were performed to ensure that
this provided adequate accuracy.
Data Extraction
Data was extracted from 5 yz-planes in all three spatial directions. The points within each
plane were 1 mm apart from one another and the spacing between each plane was 1 mm
corresponding to a voxel size of 1 mm3. The central plane was aligned with the centre of
the spheres.
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4.2.4 Inversion and Data Analysis
Both the scan data and the modelling data were inverted using DI at each individual
frequency and using MDEV for all frequencies combined. For the modelling data masks
were created for the background region and each insert, applied to the elastogram and
then the mean within this region calculated (figure 4.5). Since the position of the spheres
were less precisely known for the scan data, regions of interest were drawn manually in
ImageJ based upon visual inspection of the elastograms and the mean value calculated
within these regions.
Figure 4.5: Combined image of the masks for the four inserts and the background region
used on the modelling data.
4.3 Results
Visual inspection of the complex wave images showed that there was greater noise in the
scan data than the simulated data, with waves also appearing to more closely approximate
planar propagation in the simulated data (figure 4.6). Noise also appeared to increase in
the elastograms for the scan data, although reflection artefacts were more visible in the
elastograms from the simulated data (figures 4.7 and 4.8). MDEV had a greater influence
on the quality of the elastogram from the FEA data, where reflection artefacts were greatly
reduced, in comparison to the elastogram from the scan data, where noise remained high
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(figure 4.9).
Measurements of the background were underestimated by 19-27% for all frequencies from
the scan data. From the simulated data however, the measurements increased with in-
creasing frequency (at 30 Hz, the measurement was underestimated by 15%, whilst at
50 Hz it was overestimated by 20%). At lower frequencies, measurements of all inserts
were larger from the simulated data than they were from the scan data. This was also true
of the MDEV measurements. This effect was reduced at higher frequencies, with measured
values from both datasets similar to one another at 50 Hz (figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.6: Visual inspection of the complex wave images showed that there was increased
noise in the data from the scan and that the wave from the simulated data appeared to more
closely appoximate planarity.
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Figure 4.7: Elastograms from the scan and FEA datasets with vibrations applied at 30 Hz.
There was greater noise in the elastogram from the scan than there was from the FEA where
the presence of reflection artefacts was more noticeable. The inserts were better resolved
in the FEA elastogram than the scan elastogram.
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Figure 4.8: Elastograms from the scan and FEA datasets with vibrations applied at 50 Hz.
As with 30 Hz, reflection artefacts were more noticeable in the FEA elastogram, whilst
noise levels were higher in the elastogram from the scan.
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Figure 4.9: Elastograms from the scan and FEA datasets following MDEV inversion. The
inversion seemed to have a greater influence in removing artefacts from the FEA datasets,
with noise remaining relatively high in the elastogram from the scans.
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Figure 4.10: Graphs showing the measurements from the background and insert regions of
the phantom from the scan and FEA datasets following DI at 30 and 50 Hz and MDEV
inversion. For DI at 30 Hz and MDEV inversion the measurements were larger from
the FEA datasets than they were from the scan, though this gap decreased with increasing
frequency and the measurments at 50 Hz were similar to one another.
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4.4 Discussion
Whilst viscoelastic properties are applied to the FEA model to reduce the effects of re-
flections, the lack of viscoelastic material property data provided by the manufacturer
prevented these properties being matched to the phantom. Differences in the extent and
effect of reflections between FEA and the scan were therefore to be expected. Further-
more a cited distinction between in vivo MRE and MRE of phantoms is the increased
scattering resulting from the greater number of interfaces in vivo and heterogeneity of the
tissue [193, 205]. It is likely that imperfections from the construction of the phantom and
degradation of the material over time also result in a similar difference between phantoms
and FEA, causing scattering throughout the medium to be greater in phantoms than FEA.
This could potentially explain why reflection artefacts were more prominent in silico in
this experiment and why wave propagation appeared less planar in the phantom (figures
4.7 and 4.8).
Aside from the presence of reflection artefacts, the quality of the elastograms from FEA
was better than those from the scan with decreased noise and more clearly resolved inserts.
This was in agreement with a previous study by Li et al. (2012) [152] which also compared
data from FEA modelling with phantom scanning. The increased noise levels seen in the
complex wave images helps explain these phenomena (figure 4.6), as well as the discrepan-
cies between measurements at low frequencies, since both DI and MDEV use the Laplacian
which is highly sensitive to noise [206]. This means any noise in the complex wave image is
over-emphasised in the elastogram, which also leads to reduced contrast between different
regions. Additionally, since noise is random, it is typically represented by high spatial
frequencies in the frequency domain. When considering planar wave propagation, high
spatial frequencies are associated with propagation through low shear moduli materials.
This implies that the presence of noise in the complex wave image reduces the shear mod-
ulus measurements through inversion, an effect which increases with decreasing frequency
of the induced MRE wave [156]. Since noise levels in the scan are greater than those in the
FEA data, it would therefore be expected that the measurements at low frequencies would
be larger from the scan than from FEA. Whilst filtering has been performed to remove
such noise from the scan datasets, it is clear that noise removal remains a challenge in
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MRE.
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis demonstrated several mechanisms by which inaccurate
measurement of the shear moduli can occur. The existence of such mechanisms leads to
an interesting scenario. For instance, consider the 48 kPa and 80 kPa inserts vibrated at
lower frequencies, which are measured with relatively good accuracy from the modelling
data (figure 4.10). Chapter 3 demonstrated that small inserts are often underestimated
because they do not alter wave propagation sufficiently. Since the inserts in this study were
relatively small, one would expect underestimations through this mechanism. Conversely,
chapters 2 and 3 both demonstrated that when the wavelength of the induced wave is long
in comparison to the size of the region of interest, overestimations often occur. For stiff
inserts vibrated at low frequencies one would also expect this to be true, therefore through
this mechanism overestimations would be expected. As such it is not inconceivable that
both mechanisms effectively cancelled one another out to result in the accurate measure-
ments seen here. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that increasing the frequency
of vibrations reduced the measurements in these stiffer inserts, since this would result in
a decrease of the expected wavelength in this region, thus meaning that the second of
these mechanisms, which tends to result in overestimations, became less influential. It is
also possible that a similar process happened in the scan data for the 8 kPa insert at low
frequencies whereby noise, which typically results in underestimations, cancelled out the
mechanism by which overestimations occur as a result of long wavelengths in a small region
of interest to achieve an accurate measurement here.
Whilst the discussion to this point has focused on the difference between the results from
the scan and FEA, there are also practical differences that should be considered when
comparing the two techniques. A major advantage of FEA is its flexibility: geometries,
material properties and boundary conditions can all easily be altered allowing extensive
studies such as that performed in chapter 3 (although computational time does tend to
limit the size of the models developed). In contrast, whilst phantoms can be constructed
in a range of geometries, this process is often time consuming and it is much harder to
accurately prescribe material properties.
As shown in this chapter, noise levels in FEA are relatively low in comparison to the
phantom, and the data does not suffer from phase wraps. Clearly the MRE post-processing
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pipeline needs to incorporate software that can remove these phase wraps and noise before
performing inversion. Whilst this thesis has focused on the capabilities of the inversion
algorithm itself, both factors can easily be added into the FEA datasets to allow for
development of noise removal and phase unwrapping software [178]. User addition of noise
and phase wrapping allows a higher level of control over the extent to which they are present
in the phase images than is achievable in scanning; a further advantage of FEA.
Although FEA provides an excellent foundation from which to test the post-processing
software, it does not allow for testing of the MRE acquisition process itself. The MR
sequence used for a scan is dependent on the type of information required and the part
of the anatomy from which the data is to be collected. It is important to make sure that
the data acquired from each new sequence is of adequate standard. To this end, phantoms
provide an excellent tool with which to test the sequence; a process which is not possible
with FEA.
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter aimed to compare results from FE simulations of MRE with a phantom scan.
Differences between the two techniques were highlighted which decreased with increasing
frequency. These differences were attributed to a failure to match prescribed viscoelastic
material properties in the model to those of the actual phantom, due to lack of information
provided by the manufacturers in this regard, and increased noise in the scan data. Whilst
FEA provides an excellent platform upon which to perform extensive testing of post-
processing software in a highly controlled environment, it is not able to test the capabilities
of MR sequences used for data acquisition. As such both techniques should continue to
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5.1 Introduction
The primary aim of this thesis was to investigate the potential of integrating MRE values
into patient specific models of AAAs with a view to achieving a better predictor of whether
the AAA would rupture or not. Chapter 2 described and investigated the parameters
surrounding an FEA method that would replicate MRE in silico. One potential use was
demonstrated in chapter 3, where the capabilities and limitations of different algorithms
and filters were compared. A second potential use, and of particular relevance to this
chapter, is to investigate directly the capabilities of the technique with respect to certain
disease states.
There is currently little in the literature with this specific aim. Dao et al. (2014) [207]
presented work which aimed to develop FEA of MRE in thigh skeletal muscle using 3-
D geometries reconstructed from MRI datasets. Closer to the work in this thesis how-
ever, was the publication by Thomas-Seale et al. (2011) [182] which demonstrated that
high-frequency MRE had potential in differentiating the size of a lipid pool within an
atherosclerotic plaque utilising a steady-state FEA technique.
The work in this chapter aims to create 3-D axisymmetric idealised AAA geometries and
utilise FEA to investigate the effectiveness of MRE at measuring the material properties of
such geometries. One of the major concerns highlighted in chapter 3 was the geometrical
dependence, both in- and out-of-plane, of MRE measurements. AAAs vary greatly in size
therefore this chapter aims to investigate how this affected accuracy of measurements at
a number of frequencies. Additionally the material properties themselves were shown to
influence the accuracy of the measurements. As such this chapter also aims to investigate
a range of shear moduli for the vessel wall and the thrombus in addition to the viscous
properties of the thrombus. It was also hypothesised in chapter 3 that MDEV would be
capable of achieving better results than direct inversion in more complex geometries and
as such MDEV has again been compared against DI here.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Geometry
AAA geometries of diameter 50, 60 and 70 mm were created for this study. All AAAs
were of length 90mm based on measurements from Hans et al. (2005) [53]. CAD was
initially performed using Autodesk Autocad Student Version 2015 (Autodesk, Inc., San
Rafael, California, USA). For the thrombus a set of 2-D circles was created with a spacing
of 5 mm between each circle in the z-direction. The centre of each circle was shifted in the
x-direction such that the posterior point of each circle touched coincided with z = 0. The
distribution of the radius about the central circle was Gaussian such that the geometry was
symmetric in the xy- and xz-planes. Once the circles had been created they were lofted
together to create a solid mould. This process was repeated in order to create the mould
for the vessel wall. On this occasion however the radius of each circle was increased by
2 mm and translated by 2 mm in the negative z-direction such that a vessel wall of 2 mm
could be created.
Figure 5.1: Circles are created at different heights with increasing radii towards the centre
(a) and then lofted together to create a solid mould (b). Note: axes are switched when
model is imported to Abaqus. Throughout this chapter the coordinate system as defined by
Abaqus will be used rather than the coordinate system defined by Autodesk.
Following creation the vessel wall and thrombus moulds were exported as .iges files to
Abaqus/CAE for further pre-processing with Abaqus’s in-built CAD designer. Here a cylin-
drical lumen of radius 9 mm and cuboid boxes to encase the AAAs in were created. These
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varied in size depending upon the size of the AAA with the smallest distance from AAA
to the edge of the box at the anterior being 20 mm and 10 mm on all other sides. Boolean
operations were then performed to create the vessel wall and thrombus from the moulds.
To reduce the size of the model and the simulation time 15 mm was cut from the top and
bottom of the model reducing the AAA length to 60 mm. Finally the different sections of
the model were tied together using constraints (figure 5.2).
Figure 5.2: 50, 60 and 70 mm idealised AAA geometries consisting of a lumen, thrombus,
vessel wall and background material.
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5.2.2 Material Properties
The following section outlines the material properties utilised in the each part of the model
and the reasons why these were chosen. The values used are outlined in table 3.1. Through-
out the entire model the density was defined as 1047 kg·m-3 with all materials assumed
incompressible with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.49. The Kelvin-Voigt model was used to induce
damping into the model and was defined as 1 Pa·s except where specified otherwise.
Vessel Wall
There have been several in vivo MRE studies looking to measure the properties of the
vessel wall. The technique utilises the waveguide effect whereby longitudinal waves are
induced via shear vibrations in the vessel wall. However, as acknowledged by Damughatla
et al. (2013) [176], MRE does not provide an absolute measure of tissue elasticity since
analysis has typically been performed in 2-D and wave propagation is not planar. More
fundamentally, since wave propagation is longitudinal and not shear, the quoted stiffness
is in fact the E∗t product, dependent on t, the thickness of the vessel wall [174].
Woodrum et al. (2006) [172] utilised MRE to directly measure the stiffness of an ex vivo
pig’s aorta calculating a Young’s modulus of approximately 0.9 MPa. A study by Martin
et al. (2011) [208] using biaxial testing that compared human and porcine tissues showed
that although human arteries were significantly stiffer than porcine aorta, the values were
of the same order of magnitude 0.7 and 0.1 MPa respectively. Based on these values from
the Woodrum and Martin studies, the shear modulus of the vessel wall was varied from
0.1-1 MPa.
Intraluminal Thrombus
To date there is nothing in the literature with regards to the shear modulus of the intralu-
minal thrombus in AAAs measured using MRE. There is large variability in the literature
regarding the material properties of the thrombus using mechanical testing highlighted
by Speelman et al. (2010) [209] whose review showed a range of values from 0.5 kPa to
180 kPa depending on the method of measurement used and the thrombus layer investi-
gated, though most values are towards the lower end of this scale. Using shear ultrasound
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elastography, a technique similar in methodology to MRE, Schmitt et al. (2011) [210]
investigated the shear modulus of blood clots at a variety of frequencies. Using the Kelvin-
Voigt model the shear modulus was calculated as being 1 kPa. Based on this value and
from the majority of values in the Speelman paper, the shear modulus of the thrombus
was varied from 1-21 kPa.
Although the investigation of viscoelastic material models is outside the scope of this thesis,
it was recognised that there is likely to be a large degree of variability of such properties
in the ILT. The effects of variations in damping caused by such variability upon shear
modulus measurements was therefore seen as worthy of investigation. As such the shear
viscosity of the ILT was varied from 0.25-1.25 Pa·s.
Surrounding Material
Again there is nothing in the MRE literature regarding the shear modulus of the tissue
surrounding the aorta. For the purposes of this study it was therefore assumed that the
surrounding tissue was fatty soft tissue. Such tissue has been examined in heel pads [211]
and breasts [212] and on both occasions has been characterised using MRE as having a
shear modulus of approximately 8 kPa. Based on these papers the shear modulus of the
surrounding tissue was defined as 8 kPa.
Lumen
To model the lumen accurately would require an FSI simulation outside the scope of this
thesis. As such an alternative is sought. Thomas-Seale et al. (2011) [213] utilised an
acoustic medium with a steady-state simulation in an investigation into atherosclerotic
plaques. Models in that study were relatively small in comparison to those used here
however, and as such the long computational time for a steady-state simulation was seen
as impractical. Unfortunately the simulation time for a transient explicit analysis increases
hugely if the wave amplitude in a region is a region of the model is very small. This was
the case in the lumen when the material was defined as an acoustic medium with a small
amount of demonstrating that individual models would take several weeks to run. This
meant that realistic simulation of the lumen was not practical. Therefore to try and
maintain a high level of damping within this region and to maintain reflections resulting
from the change in medium, the shear modulus was defined as 100 Pa.
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Vessel Wall Thrombus Surrounding Tissue Lumen
Shear Modulus 0.25-1.75 MPa 1-21 kPa 8 kPa 0.1 kPa
Shear Viscosity 1 Pa·s 0.25-1.25 Pa·s 1 Pa·s 1 Pa·s




The load was applied as a concentrated force to a set of nodes on the anterior surface of
the model in the z-direction with a force per node of 0.001 N. The size of this region was
consistent throughout all of the models. Frequencies of 50, 70 and 100 Hz were applied to
each model.
Boundary Conditions
Symmetric boundary conditions in the y-direction were applied to all surfaces apart from
that upon which the load was applied.
Mesh
Models were meshed using C3D10M elements. The element length was defined as 2 mm
along each edge within the model and convergence studies were performed on each geom-
etry to demonstrate that this provided a high enough mesh density for accurate simula-
tion.
5.2.4 Inversion
Inversion was performed using 2-D and 3-D DI and MDEV. For 3-D DI and MDEV this
implied that data was extracted from 5 planes in all three spatial directions. Voxel sizes
used in this study were 1 mm3. Manually created masks were applied to the thrombus and
surrounding tissue regions and the means and standard deviations of the measurements
within these regions were calculated (figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Examples of the masks used for the thrombus (left) and the surrounding tissue
(right) for an AAA size of 60 mm. The elastogram is orientated such that the left hand
side represents the posterior and the right hand side represents the anterior.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Size
Following 2-D DI at 50 Hz there was large variability in the measurements made for
different prescribed shear moduli values in both the thrombus and surrounding tissue
region of the model for all three AAA sizes (figure 5.4) Following 3-D DI variability in
the measurements remained in the surrounding tissue. At high prescribed shear modulus
measurements made in the 60 and 70 mm AAAs suffered from large underestimations (34%
and 47% for the 21 kPa thrombus respectively), contrasting with the 50 mm insert where
large overestimations occurred (133% for a thrombus of 21 kPa).
At 70 Hz the variability in the background measurements over the range of prescribed
thrombus shear modulus was reduced following 2-D inversion with measurements consis-
tently underestimated by 12-19% (figure 5.5). However, there remained a large amount
of variability in the thrombus measurements. After 3-D inversion the surrounding tissue
measurements were underestimated by 9-17%. Thrombus values were overestimated for
all three AAA sizes. The size of this overestimation was greatly increased for the 50 mm
size AAA (145% for the 21 kPa prescribed thrombus) in comparison to the 60 and 70 mm
AAAs (25% and 70% respectively).
Background measurements following 2-D inversion at 100 Hz were improved in accuracy
in comparison to 70 Hz with errors in the range of 1-6% (figure 5.6). In the thrombus
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region there was little difference between errors for all three AAA sizes which were greatly
reduced in comparison to 50 and 70 Hz (4, 0.6 and 16% errors for AAA sizes 50, 60 and
70 mm respectively for the 21 kPa prescribed thrombus shear modulus). Errors remained
large for low prescribed thrombus shear moduli however (149%, 408% and 273% for the
50, 60 and 70 mm AAAs for a prescribed thrombus shear modulus of 1 kPa). Background
measurements at 100 Hz following 3-D inversion also achieved a higher level of accuracy
than at 50 and 70 Hz (0-15%). Thrombus measurements were also consistent for all AAA
sizes and were much improved in terms of accuracy in comparison to measurements made
at 50 and 70 Hz for higher prescribed thrombus shear modulus (10, 17 and 8% errors
for the 50, 60 and 70 mm AAAs respectively for the 21 kPa prescribed thrombus shear
modulus). As with the 2-D inversion however, errors remained large for the lower prescribed
shear modulus (146%, 464% and 267% for the 50, 60 and 70 mm AAAs respectively for
a prescribed thrombus shear modulus of 1 kPa). There was little difference between the
errors in the 2-D and 3-D inversions at 100 Hz, but increasing the prescribed thrombus shear
modulus always resulted in an increased thrombus measurement with the 3-D inversion in
contrast to the 2-D inversion, where increasing the prescribed shear modulus from 13 kPa
to 17 kPa resulted in a decrease in the measured value of the thrombus in the 60 mm
thrombus.
MDEV inversion consistently underestimated the surrounding tissue by 10-20% though
measurements were relatively consistent across all AAA sizes (figure 5.7). Whilst relatively
good accuracy was achieved in the thrombus at higher prescribed thrombus shear moduli
for the 60 and 70 mm AAAs (5 and 8% respectively for a prescribed value of 21 kPa), there
were large overestimations for the 50 mm AAA (116%).
Inspection of the elastograms revealed artefacts in both the surrounding region and throm-
bus at all frequencies which were typically more pronounced in the 50 mm AAA (figure
5.8). The position of these artefacts was frequency dependent whilst the size of the arte-
fact reduced with increasing frequency (figure 5.9). Artefacts still existed following MDEV
inversion. The position of the largest artefact in the thrombus region matched the position
of the artefact in the 50 Hz image. Whilst at lower frequencies standard deviations were
typically higher following 2-D inversion than 3-D inversion, at 100 Hz the opposite was
true (table 5.2). This effect was more noticeable with measurements from the thrombus.
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Figure 5.4: Graphs showing the measurements made in the surrounding tissue and thrombus
following 2- and 3-D inversion of the 50 Hz waves. There was a large amount of variabilty
in the surrounding tissue measurements for the different prescribed thrombus shear moduli.
Accuracy in the measurements of the thrombus was poor following both inversions.
In both regions the standard deviation was lower following MDEV inversion than both the
2- and 3-D direct inversions.
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Figure 5.5: Graphs showing the measurements made in the surrounding tissue and throm-
bus following 2- and 3-D inversion of the 70 Hz waves. Variability in the surrounding
tissue measurements for different prescribed thrombus values was decreased in comparison
to 50 Hz. Measurements in the thrombus following 3-D inversion were overestimated with
the size of the overestimation considerably larger for the 50 mm AAA.
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Figure 5.6: Graphs showing the measurements made in the surrounding tissue and thrombus
following 2- and 3-D inversion of the 100 Hz waves. Consistency in the measurements in
the surrounding tissue was good and accuracy of the measurements improved in this region
in comparison to 70 Hz. Accuracy in the measurements within the thrombus was improved
in comparison to 50 and 70 Hz, particularly for high prescribed shear modulus, though
errors remained large at lower shear modulus. There was good consistency between the
measurements made in all the three AAA sizes whilst there was little difference between the
accuracy of the 2- and 3-D inversions.
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1 kPa 21 kPa
Surrounding Thrombus Surrounding Thrombus
50 Hz 2-D 449 853 469 85663-D 411 1295 674 4771
70 Hz 2-D 763 7094 493 130473-D 626 4080 1177 5695
100 Hz 2-D 593 3913 602 15263-D 737 5913 1014 5551
MDEV 408 457 335 1362
Table 5.2: Examples of the standard deviations from 60 mm AAA model. There was large
variabiltiy in the standard deviations from both the 2- and 3-D DI algorithms. Although
there was little difference in the surrounding tissue regions, at 50 and 70 Hz 3-D DI attained
lower standard deviations than 2-D in the thrombus. This was however reversed at 100 Hz.
MDEV consistently produced lower standard deviations than both 2- and 3-D DI in both
regions.
Figure 5.7: Graphs showing the |G∗| values following MDEV inversion in the surrounding
and thrombus regions of the model. For all AAA sizes MDEV consistently underestimated
the shear modulus in the surrounding tissue. Whilst relatively good accuracy was achieved
in the thrombus of the 60 and 70 mm AAAs, there were large overestimations for the 50 mm
AAA.
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Figure 5.8: Examples of the elastograms from the three different size AAAs for a prescribed
thrombus shear modulus of 9 kPa and with an induced frequency of 50 Hz. The artefact
in the thrombus of the 50 mm AAA is more pronounced than those in the 60 and 70 mm
AAAs.
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Figure 5.9: Elastograms from the 60 mm models following 2- and 3-D inversion and MDEV.
The elastograms are subject to large artefacts, with the size and position of these artefacts
reducing with frequency. Although reduced, artefacts were also present following MDEV
inversion, with the position of the artefact corresponding to that following 50 Hz DI.
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5.3.2 Vessel Wall Shear Modulus
At 50 and 70 Hz increasing the shear modulus of the vessel wall reduced the measurement
in the surrounding region for both the 2- and 3-D inversions (figure 5.10), with this effect
larger at 50 Hz (2-D inversion for a prescribed shear modulus of 1.1 MPa at 50 Hz resulted
in an underestimation of 39% in comparison to 27% at 70 Hz). In contrast variations of the
vessel wall shear modulus caused little difference in the surrounding tissue measurements
at 100 Hz. For all three frequencies there was little difference between the measurements
following 2- and 3-D inversion. There was a large reduction in the measurements of the
thrombus with increasing vessel wall shear modulus at 50 Hz (a prescribed shear modulus
of 0.1 MPa resulted in an overestimation of 18% in comparison to an underestimation of
35% for 1.1 MPa). This effect was increased following 3-D inversion (underestimation of
60% for a 1.1 MPa). At 70 Hz and 100 Hz increasing the shear modulus caused an increase
in the measurements in the thrombus, though this effect was much smaller at 100 Hz than
70 Hz (overestimations of 21% in comparison to 80% for a prescribed shear modulus of
1.1 MPa). This effect was reduced with 3-D inversion compared to 2-D (at 100 Hz the
error for 1.1 MPa following 2-D inversion was 36%).
Measurements of |G∗| following MDEV inversion were underestimated in the surrounding
tissue region with the size of the errors relatively consistent for all prescribed shear moduli
(11-20%) (figure 5.11). Although thrombus measurements for prescribed shear moduli of
0.5 MPa and 0.7 MPa were notably reduced in comparison to the other prescribed values,
all errors remained below 20%.
For both 2- and 3-D DI at all frequencies and MDEV, standard deviations were increased
with prescribed shear moduli (table 5.3). This was complemented by the elastograms which
showed a reduction in the presence of artefacts for lower prescribed shear moduli (figure
5.12).
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Figure 5.10: Graphs showing measured shear modulus of the surrounding regions and the
thrombus for changes in the prescribed shear modulus of the vessel wall at frequencies of
50, 70 and 100 Hz. Changing the vessel wall shear modulus has a large effect at 50 and
70 Hz in both regions though this is greatly reduced at 100 Hz.
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Figure 5.11: Graphs showing measured |G∗| of the surrounding regions and the thrombus
for changes in the prescribed shear modulus of the vessel wall following MDEV inversion.
The surrounding tissue was underestimated for all prescribed values whilst relatively good
accuracy was achieved in the thrombus.
0.1 MPa 1.1 MPa
Surrounding Thrombus Surrounding Thrombus
50 Hz 2-D 419 448 616 56633-D 450 1019 623 4507
70 Hz 2-D 1119 1835 940 82433-D 741 3673 591 6738
100 Hz 2-D 466 636 692 19383-D 634 1597 1475 2578
MDEV 410 428 335 1362
Table 5.3: Examples of the standard deviations for variations in the prescribed shear mod-
ulus of the vessel wall. Whilst standard deviations of the surrounding region remained
relatively similar for all prescribed shear moduli, there was a large increase in the stan-
dard deviations in the thrombus for increasing prescribed shear moduli for all inversion
algorithms used.
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Figure 5.12: Examples of the elastograms following variations in the shear modulus of
the vessel wall from 3-D inversion and MDEV. Artefacts were greatly reduced for lower
prescribed shear moduli for all frequencies with DI and MDEV.
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5.3.3 Thrombus Shear Viscosity
Varying the shear viscosity of the thrombus had no effect on measurements of the sur-
rounding region at 50 Hz (all values were underestimated by 30% following 3-D inversion)
and had negligible effect on measurements in the thrombus (underestimations in the back-
ground following 3-D inversion were all in the range 37-38%) for both 2- and 3-D inversion.
This was also the case in the surrounding region at 70 (underestimated by 23-24%) and
100 Hz (overestimated by 4%). In the thrombus at 70 Hz overestimations increased with
shear viscosity following both 2- (from 15% at 0.25 Pa·s to 26% at 1.5 Pa·s) and 3-D
inversions. At 100 Hz meanwhile overestimations decreased with increasing shear viscos-
ity following 2-D inversion (20% at 0.25 Pa·s to 5% at 1.5 Pa·s) but increased following
3-D inversion (9% at 0.25 Pa·s to 17% at 1.5 Pa·s) (figure 5.13). MDEV inversion also
results in negligible changes to surrounding tissue measurements but a slight decrease in
the underestimation of the thrombus (17% at 0.25 Pa·s to 14% at 1.5 Pa·s). There was
little discernible change in the elastograms (figure 5.14) following DI at all frequencies and
MDEV, whilst the standard deviations also remained unaffected.
Figure 5.13: Examples of the graphs of measured thrombus shear modulus following varia-
tions in the shear viscosity of the thrombus from 2- and 3-D inversions at 70 and 100 Hz.
The shear viscosity had a clear effect on the measurements made at both frequencies.
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Figure 5.14: Examples of the elastograms from the 3-D inversions at 100 Hz for shear vis-
cosities of 0.25 and 1.5 Pa·s. There was little noticeable difference between the elastograms
for the different prescribed shear viscosities.
5.4 Discussion
The stress acting on the AAA wall is dependent on the material properties of both the
wall and the thrombus [124]. This study however focused upon the ability to measure the
material properties of the thrombus alone. There were three reasons as to why the ability
to obtain measurements from the AAA wall was not investigated:
• Changes in material properties seemed to result in a shadowing effect around the
boundaries following inversion. Since the AAA walls in the models used here were
very thin they were almost totally obscured by the shadow in nearly all the elas-
tograms. This made it very difficult to locate exactly where the wall was in the
model and made it impractical to try and make measurements here.
• Whilst several studies have measured the material properties of the aortic wall using
MRE, these have been based on the waveguide effect [174, 176, 177], whereby vibra-
tions in the vessel wall induce a compressional wave into the blood [172]. Calculation
of the shear modulus of the vessel wall in such circumstances utilises a modified ver-
sion of the Moens-Korteweg equation which assumes wave propagation in a hollow
cylinder. As such the equation is not appropriate to be used in AAA which have a
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vastly different geometry.
• DI and MDEV are both Laplacian based inversions. Computational calculation of the
Laplacian involves either convolution of a 3x3 kernel, or as used in Matlab throughout
this thesis, a gradient function, employed twice to obtain second spatial derivatives,
which approximates derivatives through the central difference of 3 points (in each
direction). In both cases the width of pixels used to calculate the Laplacian is wider
than the vessel wall. As such any measurement of the shear modulus of the vessel
wall would also have taken into account wave propagation outside of the region of
interest. It is also additionally important to remember that the DI algorithm assumes
propagation in an infinite homogenous medium [156]. Propagation over such a thin
region clearly violates this assumption.
As demonstrated in chapter 3 there exists a clear relationship between errors in measure-
ments, the size of the region under investigation and the frequency of the induced waves. In
this study, at both 50 and 70 Hz measurements of the thrombus were dramatically higher
in the 50 mm AAA than in the 60 and 70 mm AAAs (figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6) (though as
shown in chapter 4, with the current standard of noise removal filters the extent of such
overestimations may be reduced in vivo by the increased presence of noise). Meanwhile
relatively good consistency in measurements across the different size AAAs was achieved
at 100 Hz suggesting that, based upon size alone, a frequency above 70 Hz is required.
This has important implications, since the majority of in vivo MRE experiments are per-
formed at 70 Hz or lower [146] so as to achieve wave propagation at a sufficient depth.
The ability to achieve adequate wave propagation at higher frequencies for measurement
therefore poses a significant technical challenge.
Whilst measurements at 100 Hz were relatively consistent across the range of AAA sizes,
sizeable inaccuracies remained present for the low prescribed shear moduli. This could
potentially have been as a result of the increased damping that occurs at low shear moduli,
or because the wavelength of waves at such a low shear modulus was long in comparison
to the region of measurement. Increased damping would probably have more of an impact
on accuracy for larger AAAs, whereas a long wavelength in comparison to the region of
interest would have a greater impact for shorter AAAs. Whilst the geometries used in
this chapter resulted in more complex wave propagation than seen in previous chapters,
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thus making visual determination of such factors more difficult, the fact that the largest
error for a prescribed thrombus shear modulus of 1 kPa occurred for the middle sized
60 mm AAA suggested that the large errors at low shear moduli were a combination of
both factors.
Response to changes in the shear modulus of the vessel wall also appeared to be frequency
dependent with large errors for high shear moduli at both 50 and 70 Hz (figure 5.10). This
effect was probably due to the increased contrast in material properties causing increased
reflections. A study by Papazoglou et al. (2007) [193] demonstrated that wave reflections
increased with frequency. This along with the data in this chapter suggests that although
reduced in amplitude, reflections have a greater influence on the quality of elastograms
and measurements at lower frequency. Whilst the influence of vessel wall shear modu-
lus was reduced at 100 Hz, errors still increased by 10% across the range of prescribed
values demonstrating a clear limitation of the use of MRE in measuring thrombus shear
modulus.
Whilst increasing frequency improved the ability of the inversion to cope with changes
in the size of the AAA and the shear modulus of the vessel wall, the opposite was true
with regards to shear viscosity (figure 5.13). This was not surprising since, unlike the
prescribed shear modulus, the shear viscosity is frequency dependent, leading to a greater
reduction in wave propagation at higher frequencies. This demonstrates another limitation
of using MRE to measure the shear modulus of the thrombus. More fundamentally, this
continues to demonstrate weaknesses in DI with the loss component of the viscoelastic
medium affecting measurement of the storage component.
Errors at all frequencies and in both regions where measurements were made in this chapter
were often significantly larger than those seen in the previous chapters. This is likely to be
because of a combination of the less simplistic geometries used in this study and a greater
contrast between material properties from one region to another resulting in more complex
wave propagation and larger reflections. This second point was supported by the presence
of artefacts in the elastograms which seemed less prominent at higher frequencies where
increased damping would decrease the effects of reflections (figure 5.9).
Chapter 3 hypothesised that MDEV may improve upon DI measurements in more com-
plex geometries where frequency dependent artefacts are likely to play more of a role in
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inaccuracies than failure of the inversion algorithm to truly characterise the shear mod-
ulus from wave propagation. Artefacts in the elastograms throughout this chapter show
strong frequency dependence (figure 5.9). Whilst the quality of the elastograms was im-
proved by MDEV and standard deviations reduced in both measured regions (table 5.2),
demonstrating reduced variability of the data, artefacts remained in the images and errors
remained present in the measurements. This was most noticeable in the 50 mm AAA
for high prescribed shear modulus in the thrombus. In these elastograms, the artefact
following MDEV inversion, though reduced in prominence, occurred at the same location
as those in the 50 Hz elastograms. Since MDEV essentially averages the contributions
from multiple frequencies [197], this implies that whilst the effects of frequency dependent
artefacts can be reduced, they can not necessarily be eliminated altogether if they are
particularly large. A method of reducing the impact of such artefacts with MDEV would
be to utilise more frequencies in the inversion. Whilst there is theoretically no limit on the
number of frequencies used, in practice increasing the number of frequencies dramatically
increases the overall scan time and is often therefore impractical.
In contrast to the results in chapter 3 there seemed to be little difference in the accuracy
of the results from DI in 2- and 3-D at 100 Hz (figure 5.6). This potentially has important
implications clinically with regards to the time of the scan. Acquisition for 2-D inversion
requires data from a single slice and from only one motion-encoding direction, compared
to 3-D inversion which requires at least 5 slices and 3 motion encoding directions. This
implies that data collection from a single 3-D acquisition is at least 15 times as long as 2-D,
meaning that whilst 2-D acquisition can be achieved in less than 10 s, a 3-D acquisition
would take in excess of a minute. In scanning the abdomen, particularly when using a
phase-contrast sequence, it is important to remove any unwanted sources of motion and
as such the scan is typically breathe-hold and cardiac-gated [174]. This implies that 3-D
datasets could not be obtained in a single acquisition, thus increasing the risk of patient
motion during the scan causing image artefacts and reducing registration of phase images.
The data here suggests that 2-D datasets would be adequate and therefore reduces these
risks.
There were several limitations to this study. The first of these was in the definition of ma-
terial properties. To date no MRE studies have investigated AAAs meaning that material
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properties were prescribed based upon measurements taken by other techniques. There was
wide variability in the literature as to these properties, particularly in the thrombus [209].
Further ex vivo studies of these material properties with MRE would therefore prove useful
in determining the range of values to prescribe for each material.
In addition to this, the lumen was prescribed as a viscoelastic material with a low shear
modulus in order to run the simulations within a reasonable time frame. Although the
lumen was removed from the analysis, as shown by the variations in the vessel wall shear
modulus, measurements in a region of interest are not purely dependent on the material
properties of that region, but on the material properties surrounding it as well. By pre-
scribing a low shear modulus to reduce wave propagation within the lumen and by moving
the region of interest away from the lumen, it was hoped that this effect would be limited,
but it is likely to have still had some influence.
Another limitation is the potentially excessive presence of reflections within the model.
The study by Papazoglou et al. (2007) [193] showed that the extent to which reflections
occur is dependent on the properties of the interface between two mediums. It was demon-
strated that reflections from welded interfaces were dramatically larger than those from
non-welded interfaces. Throughout this thesis materials within the model have typically
been tied together or initially defined as separate parts and then merged with one another.
This is characteristic of welded conditions and is unlikely to be truly representative of
in vivo tissue. The study by Papazoglou demonstrated that reflection artefacts increased
with frequency, contrasting to the errors here, which seemed to decrease with increasing
frequency. In this study viscoelastic properties were used to counter the effect of reflec-
tions, and these would have had more influence at higher frequency, hence the greater
dependency of the shear modulus upon the shear viscosity at 100 Hz than at 50 Hz. For
the 100 Hz vibrations overestimations were obtained at low shear moduli, and as previously
described, this was assumed to be as a result of lack of wave propagation in the region
of interest. For higher shear moduli however, the error was consistent. Were reflections
having a large influence on the accuracy of the elastogram, then it would be expected that
the error would increase with increasing prescribed shear moduli. This was not the case
however, and combined with the frequency dependent nature of reflections shown in the
Papazoglou study, suggests that the majority of the errors are in fact due to the geometry
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of the AAA rather than reflections. Such errors would likely be replicated in vivo where
size is highly variable.
5.5 Conclusions
This chapter created idealised AAA models using CAD and used FEA to investigate the
potential use of MRE to acquire shear modulus values for the thrombus. The results
here demonstrated that low frequency measurements were more dependent on the AAA
size and the shear modulus of the vessel wall than high frequency measurements. The
opposite however was true when the shear viscosity of the thrombus was varied, which
had a greater influence at higher frequency. Unlike the results demonstrated in chapter 3,
there was no obvious improvement in the results following 3-D DI in comparison to 2-D
DI, whilst MDEV suffered from large inaccuracies in smaller AAA.
Whilst this study began to identify some of the issues facing MRE of AAAs it should be
recognised that in vivo scanning faces far more challenges than those investigated here.
Most notable is the extent to which motion influences data quality with the anatomical
region under investigation subject to motion from breathing, bowel movements and blood
flow. Further development of FEA of MRE should aim to create more complex models
that take these factors into account. Despite this, simplistic models such as those used
in this chapter offer the potential to test the capabilities of the current post-processing
software in idealised conditions, demonstrating its limitations and informing upon which
parameters are fundamental requirements to achieve accurate results in vivo. Based on the
models used in this chapter, MRE is not capable of achieving accurate measurements for
PSM, with the primary concern being the large errors in the measurements of the smaller
AAAs at the lower frequencies typically used in vivo.
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CHAPTER 6. PATIENT SCANNING 6.1. INTRODUCTION
6.1 Introduction
The thesis till this point has focused upon the development of a computational simulation
of MRE. Whilst this allows testing of algorithms and other forms of post-processing soft-
ware, the primary aim was to investigate the potential of using MRE to attain accurate
material properties measurements of AAAs with a view that ultimately such values could
be integrated into patient specific models to achieve more accurate prediction of rupture.
Although the modelling allows investigation of the theoretical limitations of the technique,
it does not allow exploration of the practical limitations.
To date there are no publications that have aimed to perform MRE scans upon AAA
patients, though the challenges facing scanning this patient cohort are similar to those
faced when scanning the healthy aorta. The largest of these challenges is how displacements
from relatively low amplitude shear waves can be acquired from a region which is subject
to such a large amount of motion from other sources such as blood flow, bowel movements
and respiration.
This chapter outlines and discusses a pilot scanning study that ran in parallel to the
modelling work. The aim of this was to identify whether wave propagation induced by
mechanical excitation could be visualised in AAAs using an MRE sequence adapted with
this purpose in mind.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Subjects
Aortic MRE was performed on four male AAA patients aged 60, 66, 72 and 88 with a mean
body mass index (BMI) of 28.3. A reference scan was also performed on a male healthy
volunteer aged 31 with a BMI of 21.6. Patients were recruited from a pre-existing patient
group through their participation in the MA3RS trial, a clinical trial enlisting over 300 AAA
and studying uptake of USPIO’s in AAAs [214]. Ethical approval for the study was granted
by the NHS research ethics committee and all patients and the volunteer consented to take
part. Before scanning was performed a 20 mg·ml−1 of hyoscine butylbromide (Buscopan,
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Boehringer Ingelheim, Berkshire, United Kingdom) was intravenously administered to the
patients.
6.2.2 Image Acquisition
MRI was performed using the same Siemens 3 Tesla scanner that was used in chapter 4.
A single-shot spin-echo EPI sequence was used with TE 30 ms, TR 257 ms, flip angle 90o,
FOV 214 x 214 mm2, acquisition matrix 64 x 64, pixel spacing 3.34 mm, a single slice of
thickness 8 mm and 8 MRE phase offsets. Displacement data was acquired in the read-out
direction. ECG cardiac gating was performed using electrodes placed upon the index finger
of the patient. The acquisition time was dependent upon the subject’s heart rate but was
typically less than 10 s. Subjects were asked to hold their breath for the duration of the
scan.
Subjects were placed head first into the scanner in the supine position. Localiser scans were
performed to ascertain the position of the aorta. Following this, members of the research
entered the scan room and placed the rod and transducer upon the patients abdomen.
The rod and transducer used were the same as those described in chapter 4. The rod
was extended so that the actuator moved up the subjects abdomen and the subject was
asked to confirm once the transducer came into contact with the bottom of their rib cage.
The rod was then fixed in place here (figure 6.1). The scan on the healthy volunteer was
performed with and without vibrations to confirm that any apparent wave propagation in
the phase images was the result of induced vibrations and not blood flow.
6.2.3 Image Analysis
Phase images were unwrapped using the Laplacian-based estimate using the PhaseTools
software package [145] in ImageJ. The images were then imported back to Matlab where a
Fourier transform was performed in the temporal direction. The complex wave image for
the second frequency bin relating to the induced frequency of vibrations was then inspected
for signs of wave propagation.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram showing the setup for an MRE scan of the aorta. The
patient is placed in the MRI scanner with the transducer placed on their chest just below
their ribcage.
6.3 Results
Identification of the geometry of the AAAs from the magnitude images was often difficult
due to poor image quality and it was not possible to differentiate between the lumen,
wall and thrombus in any of the scanned patients. Additionally ghosting artefacts were
prominent in all of the magnitude images from the AAA scan. This contrasted with
the images from the healthy volunteers where artefacts appeared less influential. Whilst
distinction between the lumen and the vessel wall was not possible in the healthy volunteer,
the geometry of the aorta was clearly visible (figure 6.2).
Visual inspection of the phase images from the AAA patients showed no clear wave prop-
agation in the AAA or the surrounding region of tissue. This was supported by inspection
of the complex wave images which were dominated by noise in all regions (figure 6.3).
Similarly noise dominated the phase and complex wave images from the healthy volun-
teer when no vibrations were applied. In contrast following application of vibrations, wave
propagation could be visualised in the phase images from the aorta of the healthy volunteer
and also appeared to be present in the complex wave image. Creation of a mask around
the aorta from the magnitude image and application to this complex wave image showed
that this wave propagation co-localised to the lower region of the aorta (figure 6.4). The
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region of tissue anterior to the aorta was dominated by noise.
Figure 6.2: Examples of the magnitude images from a) and b) AAA patients and c) the
healthy volunteer. There is a clear improvement in the image quality from the healthy
volunteer in comparison to the AAA patients where ghosting artefacts are clearly visible.
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Figure 6.3: The complex wave images for all four AAA patients were dominated by noise
with no signs of wave propagation.
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Figure 6.4: MRE scans of the aorta from the healthy volunteer with and without vibrations
applied. a) Magnitude images. b) Complex wave images. Whilst the scan without vibra-
tions was dominated by noise, propagation was apparent in the scan where vibrations were
applied. c) Application of the aortic mask to the complex wave image confirmed that the
region where wave propagation was present co-localised with the lower region of the aorta.
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6.4 Discussion
The aorta provides a challenging environment in which to perform MRE primarily because
of the large amount of motion from sources other than the induced shear waves that
can influence the phase data. In an attempt to counteract such motion, Buscopan was
administered to patients to reduce bowel movements before the scan (although ethical
approval was not granted for its use in the healthy volunteer). Additionally scans were
performed under breath-hold to reduce breathing artefacts and were prospectively gated
such that data was acquired from the diastolic phase, where blood flow is greatly reduced
in comparison to the systolic phase. These measures placed limits on the acquisition
itself however, with short acquisition windows and repetition times. The effect of these
limitations was clear in the magnitude images, which were of poor quality and appeared to
suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (figure 6.2). Although interpretation of phase
images is more difficult, this would also have had a significant impact upon the quality of
the data here too.
Propagation of waves induced into the aorta using MRE and the waveguide effect has been
demonstrated by several groups previously [174–177]. In the scans performed here on the
healthy volunteer the lack of apparent propagation in the aorta in the complex wave image
when no vibrations were applied in comparison to when they were (figure 6.4), showed that
motion captured by the MR sequence was due to the waves induced using MRE and not
an artefact from blood flow.
Although wave propagation could clearly be visualised in the aorta, it could not be seen
in the anterior tissue, where noise appeared dominant. Clearly in order for the wave to
propagate in the aorta, it would have to propagate through the surrounding tissue. The
lack of appearance of wave propagation in this region is in all likelihood due to the SNR
being higher in blood than in the surrounding tissue. To this end blood has a relatively
long T2 relaxation time yielding a high SNR [215], and the bright appearance of the aorta
in the magnitude image demonstrates that the signal from this region is strong. In contrast
the structure of the region anterior to the aorta appears distorted (figure 6.4), possibly as
a result of an artefact caused by the transducer being place near here. This could have
also resulted in increased noise in the phase images at this location.
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Whereas wave propagation was visualised in the aorta of the healthy volunteer, it was not
in any of the AAA patients (figure 6.3). A probable explanation for this was a decrease in
the signal from the propagating wave in the AAA patients in comparison to the healthy
volunteer. In this regard it is likely that there was increased damping of the wave before it
reached the AAA in the patients than the aorta of the volunteer due to the higher BMI of
the patients in comparison. This would have led to a reduction in the signal from the AAA
in comparison to the healthy aorta. Inspection of the magnitude images suggested that
SNR in the MR images themselves were similar in both the patients and healthy volunteer,
which would be expected since the setup was the same. There was however a noticeable
reduction in the quality of the patient images in comparison to the volunteer due to the
presence of ghosting artefacts, which would in all likelihood reduce the signal coming from
the wave. Such ghosting artefacts are a common problem in EPI sequences, often caused
by mis-timings between positive and negative readout gradients used to acquire successive
lines in k-space [216], they can also be as a result of patient motion in the scanner [217].
Whilst the acquisition time was short, it remains conceivable that the patients struggled
to remain still throughout the scan. Additionally, whilst ECG cardiac gating was used,
blood flow in AAAs is typically turbulent [218]. This implies that blood is unlikely to be
stationary in this region even through diastole. Since the phase offsets are synchronised
to the frequency of the vibrations, such motion is not only liable to result in ghosting
artefacts, but would also present as noise in the AAA.
Even assuming wave propagation had been observed in the AAAs, the poor quality of
the magnitude images would present further challenges for inversion. Obtaining material
property values for the AAA wall would be unfeasible for the reasons discussed in chapter
5, but also because the wall thickness is lower than the resolution of the scan. Additionally
differentiation of the thrombus from the lumen was also not achievable in the magnitude
images. Although it is possible that through the waveguide effect, wave propagation would
be observable in both the thrombus and the lumen, the waves in the thrombus would be
shear waves, whilst those in the lumen would be pressure waves [172]. This means that
application of the inversion algorithm to both regions combined would be invalid, since
the values calculated from DI assuming shear wave propagation and the values calculated
from DI assuming the waveguide effect are not analogous to one another.
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6.5 Conclusions
In agreement with the literature the work in this chapter demonstrated it was possible
to induce waves into the healthy aorta using MRE. Replicating this technique in AAA
patients proved more challenging however, and no such propagation was observed in any
of the AAAs. Inspection of the magnitude images demonstrated that this was probably as
a result of increased motion from other sources, such as turbulent blood flow in the AAA,
resulting in higher noise. It was also seen as likely that the signal from the induced wave
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7.1 Summary
AAA rupture is a potentially fatal event that continues to cause a large number of deaths
in the elderly. Although the introduction of screening programmes and improvements in
surgical procedures have improved mortality rates in recent years, the diameter criterion,
a weak method of predicting AAA rupture upon which the decision to surgically intervene
is based, is still used. A possible replacement for the diameter criterion is PSM, but the
predictive power of this technique suffers as a result of a lack of patient specific information
regarding material properties. To this end MRE, an MRI-based technique that allows non-
invasive measurement of material properties in vivo, provides a possible solution. The aim
of this thesis was to investigate the potential for using MRE in acquiring material property
values from AAAs for integration into PSM.
To this end, a transient FE method of simulating MRE was developed and demonstrated
in chapter 2. Models simulating planar wave propagation were created in 2- and 3-D,
with measured shear modulus values from the MRE inversion algorithm and from manual
measurements of the wavelength demonstrating good agreement with the prescribed values.
Following this, insert models were created and the effects of varying modelling parameters
investigated. Both element type and boundary conditions used in the model were shown
to have an impact upon shear modulus measurements.
Whilst measurements from planar wave propagation in chapter 2 were in good agreement
with prescribed values, when the wave propagation was not planar, overestimations were
commonplace. It was hypothesised that this could have been because the chapter made
use of the 2-D algorithm rather than the 3-D algorithm. This was investigated in more
detail in chapter 3 alongside the MDEV inversion algorithm, which utilises information
from multiple frequencies, and directional filtering, which aims to remove reflected waves
to reduce artefacts in the image. Additionally the impact of insert geometry upon measure-
ments was investigated, with the size of the insert both in- and out-of- the plane of image
varied. The chapter showed that 3-D inversion improved measurements in comparison to
2-D inversion. Neither MDEV nor directional filtering improved the accuracy of the mea-
surements, though MDEV’s ability to remove artefacts and create a smoother elastogram
offered hope. Geometry was shown to have a significant impact on the accuracy of the
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measurements, with small inserts both in- and out-of-plane underestimated.
Chapter 4 compared FEA of MRE to phantom scanning. To achieve this a commercially
available phantom was acquired and scanned. It was then recreated for FEA using CAD
from the parameters provided by the manufacturers. Whilst measurements acquired from
the two techniques were different at low frequencies, these differences reduced with increas-
ing frequency. This suggested that such differences were largely attributable to increased
noise in the scanned datasets in comparison to FEA. The chapter helped to highlight the
complex relationship that appears to exist between the accuracy of MRE measurements
and the variety of parameters that it can be affected by such as noise, ROI geometry,
frequency and shear modulus.
Chapter 5 utilised the developed FEA technique to investigate the ability to obtain accurate
measurements of AAA thrombus using MRE. To achieve this idealised AAA geometries
were created using CAD. AAA size, shear viscosity of the thrombus and shear modulus
of the vessel wall were all shown to have an impact on the accuracy of the measurements,
though the extent to which each of these factors influenced was dependent on the frequency.
The chapter highlighted clear limitations with utilising MRE to make material property
measurements in AAAs.
Chapter 6 outlined work that had run concurrently to the modelling and investigated the
practicality of performing MRE upon AAA patients. Four AAA patients and the aorta
of a healthy volunteer were scanned. Whilst wave propagation was visualised in the aorta
of the healthy volunteer, no such propagation was seen in any of the AAA patients. The
lack of any apparent propagation in the patients was attributed in part to a reduction
the amplitude of the wave in AAAs in comparison to the aorta of the healthy volunteer,
potentially due to the patients having a higher BMI than the volunteer, and to increased
motion from sources other than the induced waves in the AAA scans, possibly coming from
turbulent blood flow in the AAA. The chapter highlighted the difficulties of obtaining high
quality data from AAA patients for inversion.
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7.2 Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the potential of using MRE for acquisition of
material properties that could be incorporated into PSM of AAAs. To achieve this aim FEA
of MRE was developed to test the post-processing software, whilst a small cohort of patients
was scanned to test the capabilities of the current MRI setup. Both of these methods
demonstrated that the current setup is not capable of making accurate measurements that
could be incorporated into PSM: the scan setup was not able to visualise waves induced into
the AAA, whilst the inversion algorithm was not capable of making accurate measurements
from waves propagating in such geometries.
7.3 Future Work
The thesis used relatively simplistic models to test whether the inversion algorithm was
capable of achieving accurate measurements. Future work should concentrate on increasing
the complexity of the models so that they are more representative of real AAAs. This
could potentially involve using patient geometries segmented from scan data, dividing
the thrombus into layers and defining different material properties for each layer, and
performing FSI simulations to incorporate blood flow in the AAAs.
Chapter 2 demonstrated the importance of boundary condition definition in modelling
showing that they have a clear influence on wave propagation. This is likely to not just be
significant in FEA but also in vivo, where boundaries and constraints between materials
also exist. Further research is required to understand such conditions and how they can
be better defined in FEA so that the models can be a more realistic representation.
The work throughout this thesis has repeatedly demonstrated the limitations of the DI
algorithm. Perhaps the largest of these limitations was the variability of the measure-
ments with regard to geometry. Whilst DI utilises local displacements caused by wave
propagation, the evidence put forward in this thesis suggests that wave propagation itself
is dependent upon global material properties. With this is mind, the author suggests that
to achieve accurate material property measurements, focus should be placed upon finite
element based forward inversion techniques such as that suggested by Van Houten et al.
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(1999) [147], which are able to take into account displacements from a larger region.
Once accurate measurements have been demonstrated in a range of geometries, beginning
with those models created throughout this thesis, development of the scanning technique
should focus on increasing the SNR of the data. This would hopefully allow visualisation
of wave propagation within the AAA.
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This appendix aims to outline the steps involved in modelling MRE using Abaqus and the
subsequent steps involved in processing the acquired data using Matlab. The process has
been designed to be as replicable and efficient as possible and as such the Matlab and
Python codes that are utilised have been included.
Step 1: Geometry Creation
Simplistic geometries can be created from the part module in Abaqus/CAE. More complex
geometries require the use of more specialised CAD software. Such models in this thesis
were constructed using Autodesk AutoCAD.
Figure I.1: CAD can be performed in Abaqus for simple geometries.
Step 2: Part instance
The parts created should then be instanced in the assembly module. Instances can be
translated into the correct positions. In models with more than one part it is typical that
parts will overlap. Where this applies the relevant geometries should be cut from one
another creating a new part and corresponding instance. There are several methods by
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which the separate regions of the geometry can be made to interact with one another: an
interaction or constraint can be defined between the two regions or the separate instances
can be merged together in the assembly module. If the parts are merged it is important
that the intersecting boundaries are retained so that different material properties can be
applied to different regions.
Figure I.2: In the assembly module parts can be instanced and then moved into their required
position within the model.
Step 3: Material Property Defintion
Material property definitions are defined under the property module. In the “Edit Ma-
terial” interface typically density (from the “General” dropdown), elastic and viscoelastic
(from the “Mechanical” dropdown) are defined. The viscoelastic properties are defined in
the time domain using frequency data read in from an external source. Sections are then
created for each material and assigned to each part of the model.
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Figure I.3: Density, elastic and viscoelastic properties should be defined for each section.
Step 4: Mesh Creation
Meshes are generated under the mesh module. “Seed Edges” used to define the size of the
elements. The element type can be assigned using “Assign Mesh Controls” tab, whilst the
“Assign Element Type” tab can be used to convert the geometric order of the elements
from linear to quadratic (if quadratic elements are to be used the explicit library must be
selected). The part can then be meshed. Where infinite elements are required a single
row of elements should be defined as a separate section in the property module. Under
the “Assign Mesh Controls” tab the “Sweep” technique should be selected with the sweep
path set to point out of the model. In “element type” the acoustic elements in the acoustic
library should be selected, giving an AC3D8R. This should be edited manually to CIN3D8
in the input file before the simulation is run.
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Figure I.4: The mesh module.
Step 5: Create Step
The step is created under the step module. Under the general procedure type the “Dy-
namic, Explicit” option is selected and the “Edit Step” interface will appear. The length
of the time step should be altered to as minimal a value as possible whilst all other settings
should be left the same.
Step 6: Field Output
The field output determines which variables are to be output and at what times. The
frequency should be set to “From time points” and the “Create. . . ” tab selected. This
will allow manual entry of the times corresponding to each of the phase offsets. The only
output variable that is required is “U, Translations and rotations”.
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Figure I.5: Displacement should be output at a predefined set of time points.
Step 7: Load Application
Firstly the region over which the load is to be applied must be selected. This is done by
selecting the “Sets” tab under the part module for the part to which the load is to be
applied. The set should be created as a node set with the nodes over which the load is to
be applied selected. For ease it is recommended that the entire surface upon which the load
is to be applied is selected by angle before removal of nodes using the individual selection
option. Once the load application region has been selected the frequency of the induced
vibrations should be defined. This is achieved by selecting “Amplitude” under the load
module with the type of load selected as “Periodic”. This allows definition of the angular
frequency, starting time (= 0) and initial amplitude (= 0). The coefficients A and B should
be set to 0 and 1 respectively. Finally the load should be defined as a concentrated force.
When prompted to select points for the load the “Sets. . . ” tab should be selected and the
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previously defined set selected prompting the “Edit Load” interface to appear. CF1, CF2
and CF3 correspond to the vector components of the load, typically zero in two directions
and non-zero in the other. The amplitude defined previously should also be selected from
the drop down menu.
Figure I.6: The load should be applied using a predefined amplitude relating to the frequency
of the vibrations under investigation.
Step 8: Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions are applied through the load module. On selection of the “BCs” tab
the “Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre” option should be selected for the type. Either
encastred or symmetric boundary conditions are created by manually selecting the surfaces
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upon which they are being applied before the relevant option is selected in the “Edit
Boundary Condition” interface.
Step 9: Running the Simulation
This is achieved through the job module. Selecting the “Create Job” tab will allow naming
of the job. Once this has been performed the “Edit Job” interface will appear. Here
the editing “Parallelization” tab will allow the simulation to be run over multiple core
processors. This will tend to dramatically decrease the simulation time but also requires
checking out more licenses. Single jobs can be run by right clicking on the job and selecting
“Submit”. This process is not recommended for multiple job submission however, since it
requires the user to manually set each job off to run. Instead the following protocol has
been devised. Begin by ending the names of each of the jobs that are to be submitted with
“ run” and create an input file for each job by right clicking on the job and selecting “Write
Input”. Store all of the jobs in the same folder alongside an Abaqus license file. Using
Python/Idle to run the following code and upon entering the directory in which the jobs
are located this will allow Abaqus/Explicit to queue the jobs and run then back-to-back
without any further user input:
import os
import io
## This line sets up the path to the folder with .inp files.
path = input(’Location of .inp file directory : ’)
## This line searches the above directory and creates a tuple of
filenames which
## have the .inp extension .
target_files = [f for f in os. listdir (path) if f. endswith (’.inp ’)]
## This line calculates how many .inp files there are and turns that
value into an
## int for use in the for loop below.
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a=int(len( target_files ))
## Job submission code.
target_edited_files = [f for f in os. listdir (path) if f. endswith (’
_run.inp ’)]
b=int(len( target_files ))
for i in range (0,b):
new_jobfile = target_edited_files [i]
new_jobname = new_jobfile .split(’.’)[0]
jobcommand =’abaqus job=’+ new_jobname +’ int cpus =16 ’
os. system ( jobcommand )
print( target_edited_files [i]+’ has completed ’)
Step 10: Extracting Data
The process of extracting data from Abaqus has been developed to deal efficiently with a
large number of models that have the same basic geometries thus requiring the same set
of paths. Furthermore the process has been developed to require minimal user input and
to output data in a form compatible with the functions that import data into Matlab as
outlined in Step 11. There are 4 stages in the data extraction process:
1. Creation of a coordinate system from which data should be output
2. Input of that coordinate system into Abaqus
3. Plotting and saving of XY-data in Abaqus
4. Output of Abaqus XY-data to an external report file (.rpt) that can be imported into
Matlab for analysis.
Stage 1 of this process is separate from stages 2-4 since it is performed outside Abaqus.
Whilst stages 2-4 have all been coded as separate scripts, all are performed in Abaqus
therefore a single ‘base’ Python script has been created that collates these functions and
runs them one after the other. For reasons described later a further Python code, termed
here as the ‘upper level’, has been created that edits the base script and allows the operation
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to be performed through Command Prompt rather than the Abaqus interface. The code
for each stage is outlined here in addition to the base and upper level codes. It should be
noted that each code has been written to be compatible with the code in the levels above
with variables often being carried through from one level to the next.
Stage 1: Creation of ‘Paths’
Once the simulation has finished running the results are printed into the output database
(.odb) file. In order to extract data a ‘path’ should be created; a set of coordinates at which
data should be output. This is typically read into Abaqus in a 2-dimensional plane, with
3-dimensional data being extracted from five evenly spaced parallel planes. Path creation
can be performed in Matlab using the following code:
function create_path_points_z_plane ()
% define the pixel size
pixel_size = 0.001;
% define the x- coordinates where the path should begin and end.
x_start = 0;
x_final = 0.1;
% define the y- coordinates where the path should begin and end.
y_start = 0;
y_final = 0.1;
% define the z-plane from which data is to be extracted .
z_start = 0.05;
% calculate the number of pixels required in the x- and y- directions
x_dif = round(abs (( x_start - x_final )/ pixel_size ));
y_dif = round(abs (( y_start - y_final )/ pixel_size ));
n = 1;
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% for loop to create the set of coordinates in the format require
for Abaqus .
for i = 1: x_dif;
for j = 1: y_dif
b(n ,1:3) = [( x_start + (i -1)* pixel_size ) ( y_start +
(j -1)* pixel_size ) z_start ];
n = n + 1;
end
end




This code can be altered accordingly to adjust the pixel size, coordinates and plane re-
quired.
Stage 2: Inputting Paths into Abaqus
Since different geometries require a different set of paths a new Python script must be
created for each. This can be easily achieved by firstly manually entering the paths into
the Abaqus interface. Begin by selecting the ‘Paths’ icon in the results section. This will
open the ‘Create Path’ window under which ‘Point list’ should be selected. Under the
‘Edit Point List Path’ menu that subsequently appears the .csv file previously created by
Matlab should be read into the table by right-clicking on the first row of the table and
selecting ‘Read from File. . . ’. For the acquisition of 3-D data each of the five paths should
be entered separately.
Once the paths have been manually input the Python code relating to that informa-
tion can be easily created from the .rpy file associated with the Abaqus interface where
each operation performed is recorded. The unnecessary code pertaining to the open-
ing of the interface should be removed and the remaining code saved under the filename
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‘path points import.py’ thus making it compatible with other scripts required later in the
process. The Python code for this process takes the following form:
session .Path(name=’Path -1’, type=POINT_LIST , expression =((0.0 , 0.0,
0.003) , (0.0 , 0.001 , 0.003) , (0.0 , 0.002 , 0.003) , (0.0 , 0.003 ,
0.003) ))
session .Path(name=’Path -2’, type=POINT_LIST , expression =((0.0 , 0.0,
0.004) , (0.0 , 0.001 , 0.004) , (0.0 , 0.002 , 0.004) , (0.0 , 0.003 ,
0.004) ))
session .Path(name=’Path -3’, type=POINT_LIST , expression =((0.0 , 0.0,
0.005) , (0.0 , 0.001 , 0.005) , (0.0 , 0.002 , 0.005) , (0.0 , 0.003 ,
0.005) ))
session .Path(name=’Path -4’, type=POINT_LIST , expression =((0.0 , 0.0,
0.006) , (0.0 , 0.001 , 0.006) , (0.0 , 0.002 , 0.006) , (0.0 , 0.003 ,
0.006) ))
session .Path(name=’Path -5’, type=POINT_LIST , expression =((0.0 , 0.0,
0.007) , (0.0 , 0.001 , 0.007) , (0.0 , 0.002 , 0.007) , (0.0 , 0.003 ,
0.007) ))
The example shown here is for paths of 2 x 2 pixels. In reality the paths will be much
larger than this and as such the required code several thousand lines long.
Stage 3: Plotting and Saving XY-Data in Abaqus
In the next stage Abaqus must plot and save the displacement data. This operation must
be performed for each separate spatial direction at each time point and along each path.
For 2-D analysis this implies that eight plots must be created (one direction, one path
and eight time points) whilst for 3-D data 120 plots must be created (three directions, five
paths and 8 time points). The code to perform this operation is as follows:
o1 = session . openOdb (
name= odb_file_location )
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session . viewports [’Viewport : 1’]. setValues ( displayedObject =o1)
## creates for loops over the 5 paths used and the 8 timepoints that
have been output at
for j in range (1 ,6):
for i in range (1 ,9):
## displays the frame relating the the timepoint i
session . viewports [’Viewport : 1’]. odbDisplay . setFrame (step =0,
frame=i)
## states that the variable to be output is displacement and
states the direction session . viewports [’ Viewport
:1 ’]. odbDisplay . setPrimaryVariable (
variableLabel =’U’, outputPosition =NODAL , refinement =(
COMPONENT , ’U1’))
## creates and XY -plot and names it
xyp = session . XYPlot (’XYPlotX1 -’+str(i)+’path -’+str(
j))
chartName = xyp. charts .keys () [0]
chart = xyp. charts [ chartName ]
## defines the path from which data should be output
pth = session .paths[’Path -’+str(j)]
xy1 = xyPlot . XYDataFromPath (path=pth , includeIntersections =
False ,
## states that data should be output from the undeformed
model and that the direction along the path of the
coordinates is the y- direction
shape=UNDEFORMED , labelType = TRUE_DISTANCE_Y )
## creates the XY plot
c1 = session .Curve( xyData =xy1)
chart. setValues ( curvesToPlot =(c1 , ), )
session . viewports [’Viewport : 1’]. setValues ( displayedObject =
xyp)
## redefines the path for the data to be saves
pth = session .paths[’Path -’+str(j)]
## saves the XY -data under the defined name session .
XYDataFromPath (name=’x-path_ ’+str(j)+’ _time_ ’+str(i),
path=pth ,
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includeIntersections =False , shape=UNDEFORMED , labelType =
TRUE_DISTANCE_Y )
It should be noted that the code above if the extracting displacement data from the x-
direction alone. In order to extract from the y- and z-directions the component input
here as ‘U1’ should be changed to ‘U2’ and ‘U3’ respectively. Each code should be saved
separately under the filenames ‘xy-data-x’, ‘xy-data-y’ and ‘xy-data-z’.
Stage 4: Outputting the data from Abaqus
The codes in stage 3 store the XY-data as objects whose names are dependent on the
direction, path and time point from which they are output. This script simply outputs
these to a directory predefined in the upper level. It is required that this directory contains
three folders named ‘x-direction’, ‘y-direction’ and ‘z-direction’. The Python code for the
x-direction is as follows:
for paths in range (1 ,6):
x0 = session . xyDataObjects [’x-path_ ’+paths+’_time_1 ’]
x1 = session . xyDataObjects [’x-path_ ’+paths+’_time_2 ’]
x2 = session . xyDataObjects [’x-path_ ’+paths+’_time_3 ’]
x3 = session . xyDataObjects [’x-path_ ’+paths+’_time_4 ’]
x4 = session . xyDataObjects [’x-path_ ’+paths+’_time_5 ’]
x5 = session . xyDataObjects [’x-path_ ’+paths+’_time_6 ’]
x6 = session . xyDataObjects [’x-path_ ’+paths+’_time_7 ’]
x7 = session . xyDataObjects [’x-path_ ’+paths+’_time_8 ’]
session . writeXYReport (
fileName = output_file_location + ’x- direction /path -’+paths+’.rpt ’,
xyData =(x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7))
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Stage 5: The Base and Upper Level Scripts
Theoretically the scripts in stages 2-4 can all be run independently in the Abaqus interface
using the ‘Run Script’ option under the ‘file’ tab. This is inefficient since it involves user
interaction at each stage. The base script was therefore created to remove as much of this
interaction as possible also adding the potential of looping the operation over multiple .odb
files. The scripts to plot and save XY-data for each direction were initially created to run
one after another (in fact the direction was included in a ‘for’ loop of a single ‘xy-data’
script rather than the three files that exist in the current setup). It was however realised
that the operations to output each direction are independent from one another, and that
since this is the most time consuming stage of the process, efficiency could be dramatically
increased by creating a separate thread for each direction and running these simultaneously
(flow charts for these processes are demonstrated in figure I.7). Unfortunately support for
threading in the Python Development Environment of Abaqus is poor. This led to the
creation of the upper level, a script with two purposes. Firstly it edits a base Python data
output file depending on the name of the .odb file and outputs three separate files for each
spatial direction. Secondly it runs each of these scripts in parallel as threads. The code






# -*- coding : mbcs -*-
# Abaqus / Viewer Release 6.10 -1 replay file
# Internal Version : 2010 _04_29 -14.17.36 102575
# Run by s1160274 on Sun Jan 11 15:12:49 2015
# from driverUtils import executeOnCaeGraphicsStartup
# executeOnCaeGraphicsStartup ()
#: Executing " onCaeGraphicsStartup ()" in the site directory ...
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#: Warning : Warning : Permission was denied for " abaqus .rpy "; " abaqus
.rpy .9" will be used for this session ’s replay file.
from abaqus import *
from abaqusConstants import *
session . Viewport (name=’Viewport : 1’, origin =(0.0 , 0.0) , width =98,
height =209.866683959961)
session . viewports [’Viewport : 1’]. makeCurrent ()
session . viewports [’Viewport : 1’]. maximize ()
from viewerModules import *
from driverUtils import executeOnCaeStartup
executeOnCaeStartup ()
o1 = session . openOdb (name= odb_file_location )
session . viewports [’Viewport : 1’]. setValues ( displayedObject =o1)
o1 = session . openOdb (
name= odb_file_location )
session . viewports [’Viewport : 1’]. setValues ( displayedObject =o1)
execfile (
pde_file_location +’/ import_path_points .py’,
__main__ . __dict__ )
execfile (
xy_data
__main__ . __dict__ )
execfile (
export_dat
__main__ . __dict__ )
close
Meanwhile the code for the upper level is:
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import threading
from threading import Thread
import os
import io
s = [ ]
l = [ ]
for ln in l:
for sh in s:
## creates the text to be placed into the python
scripts run through the abaqus pde
## if multiple values are used define the values as
such [\’ val1 \’,\’ val2 \’]
## even if these variables do not exist within the
filename , random values should be inserted
ins = ’length = \’’+str(ln)+’\’’
mod = ’shear = \’’+str(sh)+’\’’
## insert the locations of the pde and odb files and
location to put the output files
## variables ’length ’ and ’shear ’ can be inserted in
the odb and output strings to loop over these
in the new files
## if loops are to be performed , strings should be





## other lines that need editing depending on the
direction within the base code
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xy_data_call =’pde_file_location +\’xy_data_ ’
export_output_call =’pde_file_location +\’
export_output_ ’
close = ’session .odbs[ pde_file_location ]. close(’
## creates an array pertaining to the different
directions
vectors = [’x’,’y’,’z’]
## finds the base file from which the python files
for the abaqus pde are created
target_files = [f for f in os. listdir () if f.
startswith (’base ’)]
a = int(len( target_files ))
## for loop replacing the specified lines in the
base file with the required lines for this
output and
## saves the new file
for v in vectors :
for i in range (0,a):
bases= target_files [i]
text_read =open(bases ,’r’)
output_file = ’data_output_ ’+str(v)+’_’+
str(sh)+’_’+str(ln)+’.py’
text_write =open( output_file ,’w’)
lines= text_read .read ()
if ’insert ’ in lines:
lines = lines. replace (’inserts ’,ins)
if ’mod ’ in lines:
lines = lines. replace (’mods ’,mod)
if ’pde_file_locs ’ in lines:
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lines = lines. replace (’pde_file_locs
’,pde)
if ’odb_file_locs ’ in lines:
lines = lines. replace (’odb_file_locs
’,odb)
if ’output_file_locs ’ in lines:
lines = lines. replace (’
output_file_locs ’,output )
if ’xy_data ’ in lines:
lines = lines. replace (’xy_data ’,
xy_data_call +v+’\’,’)
if ’export_dat ’ in lines:
lines = lines. replace (’export_dat ’,
export_output_call +v+’\’,’)
if ’close ’ in lines:




## defines a function that opens a command window
and inputs the command to run the data output
file without
## the abaqus GUI in each direction
def func( vector ):
command = ’abaqus cae noGui= data_output_ ’+
vector +’_’+sh+’_’+ln+’.py’
os. system ( command )
## creates threads to run three separate command
windows simultaneously and output from each
spatial direction
threads = []
for vec in vectors :
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t= threading . Thread ( target =func ,args =(vec ,))
threads . append (t)
t.start ()
Step 11: Importing and Formatting Data in Matlab
The “Import Data” tab should be utilised to import the .rpt into Matlab with columns
delimited by spaces and the data formatted in a matrix. Once the data have been imported
they need to be formatted correctly. The columns of the imported data are the time points
with rows of pixels stacked on top of one another. The first step is to remove any rows
that are replicated as a result of lying on the boundary between two regions. The following
Matlab code achieves this:
% find the size of the imported data
[m n] = size(data);
% creates a new matrix of zeros with an extra column
new = ones(m,n+1);
% puts the data into the final columns of the new matrix
new (: ,2: end) = test;
% for loop to calculate the difference in position between one point
and the next and returns this in a vector
for i = 1:m-1
a = new(i+1 ,2) - new(i ,2);
vector (i+1)= a;
vector = vector ’;
end
% creates a new matrix with the same size as the data plus on extra
column
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removed_rows = ones(m,n+1);
% places the vector for the difference in position in the first
column of the new matrix and the rest of the data in the
remaining columns
removed_rows (: ,1) = vector ;
removed_rows (: ,2: end) = test;
removed_rows (1 ,1) = 1;
% removes rows where the first number in the column is equal to 0.
removed_rows ( removed_rows (: ,1) ==0 ,:) =[];
% removes the first two columns corresponding to the pixel
coordinate and distance between neighbouring coordinates
removed_rows = removed_rows (: ,3: end);
Once the repeated rows have been removed the pixel rows within each time point, currently
stacked on top of one another, must be separated and placed next to one another in order
to form a displacement image. This allows creation of a third order tensor with two spatial
dimensions and a temporal dimension:
% finds the size of the previously created removed_rows matrix
[m n] = size( removed_rows );
C = zeros(depth , length );
% for loop that separates the different time points into a vector .
This is then placed into an image matrix for each time point.
for i = 1:n
B = A(:,i);
for j = 1: depth
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C(j ,:) = B(1+ length *(j -1): length + length *(j -1));




The output of 3-D data from Abaqus is typically performed so that the displacement data
from each spatial direction are stored in separate folders whilst an individual file is written
within that folder for each path. When imported into Matlab this is stored as a fourth
order tensor, with the first three orders corresponding to the spatial dimensions and the
fourth order corresponding to the temporal dimension. The following Matlab function is
used to import 3-D displacement data for one direction:
% finds the size of the previously created removed_rows matrix
function [ w_direction cw_direction ] = arrange_3d (length ,depth)
% imports the wave in each path based upon the file names being
named correctly in the directory
[ path_1 ] = abaqus_to_wave (’path -1. rpt ’,length ,depth);
[ path_2 ] = abaqus_to_wave (’path -2. rpt ’,length ,depth);
[ path_3 ] = abaqus_to_wave (’path -3. rpt ’,length ,depth);
[ path_4 ] = abaqus_to_wave (’path -4. rpt ’,length ,depth);
[ path_5 ] = abaqus_to_wave (’path -5. rpt ’,length ,depth);
% stacks the images together to get 4th order tensors with three
spatial and one temporal direction
for i = 1:8
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% returns the 2nd complex wave image in three dimensions
cw = fft( w_direction ,[] ,4);
cw_direction (: ,: ,:) = cw (: ,: ,: ,2);
save(’workspace ’,’path_1 ’,’path_2 ’,’path_3 ’,’path_4 ’,’path_5 ’)
Fourier Transfrom and Inversion of Data
Inversion is performed upon the complex wave image meaning that the waves must first be
Fourier transformed. For the 3-dimensional data this is performed within the arrange 3d
function. For the 2-dimensional data this is achieved simply with:
complex_wave = fft(waves ,[ ],3);
Throughout this thesis inversion has been performed using the direct inversion of the
Helmholtz equation. Whilst this is typically used in conjunction with noise removing
filters there is little requirement for these with modelling data. As a result the code for
the 3-dimensional direct inversion algorithm used here is:
function [G_3d] = inversion_3d (cwx ,cwy ,cwz ,density ,ang_freq ,
pixel_size )
%% where cwx , cwy and cwz are three dimensional objects
representing the complex wave in each respective data.
% calculate pixel size in mm
dx = pixel_size /1000;
dy = pixel_size /1000;
dz = pixel_size /1000;
% calculate the first spatial derivatives
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[ gradx_x gradx_y gradx_z ] = gradient (cwx ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ grady_x grady_y grady_z ] = gradient (cwy ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ gradz_x gradz_y gradz_z ] = gradient (cwz ,dx ,dy ,dz);
% calculate the second spatial derivatives
[ gradx_xx gradx_xy gradx_xz ] = gradient (gradx_x ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ gradx_yx gradx_yy gradx_yz ] = gradient (gradx_y ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ gradx_zx gradx_zy gradx_zz ] = gradient (gradx_z ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ grady_xx grady_xy grady_xz ] = gradient (grady_x ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ grady_yx grady_yy grady_yz ] = gradient (grady_y ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ grady_zx grady_zy grady_zz ] = gradient (grady_z ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ gradz_xx gradz_xy gradz_xz ] = gradient (gradz_x ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ gradz_yx gradz_yy gradz_yz ] = gradient (gradz_y ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[ gradz_zx gradz_zy gradz_zz ] = gradient (gradz_z ,dx ,dy ,dz);
% utilise the second spatial derivatives to calculate the laplacian
in each direction
laplac_x = gradx_xx + gradx_yy + gradx_zz ;
laplac_y = grady_xx + grady_yy + grady_zz ;
laplac_z = gradz_xx + gradz_yy + gradz_zz ;
% prevent the algorithm from blowing up if the laplacian is equal to
0
laplac = laplac_x + laplac_y + laplac_z ;
laplac ( laplac == 0) = NaN;
% 3-d direct inversion algorithm
G_3d = -density * ang_freq ˆ2*(( cwx + cwy + cwz)./( laplac ));
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Figure I.7: Flow charts for the processes of outputting data from Abaqus. Originally a
single program looped over the time points, path and direction (a). Efficiency was increased
creating a separate thread for each direction (b).
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Typically a mathematical operation is defined to operate upon a continuous function. In
reality data are collected as measurements over a set of predefined intervals however and are
therefore discrete. This implies that the operator must be approximated in order to make
calculations on such data and there are associated discretisation errors as a result.
Figure II.1: Plot showing two sine waves with the same wavelength and amplitude. The
blue wave is heavily discretised in comparison to the red wave.
In relation to this thesis, discretisation errors are associated with the Laplacian [156]. For
a planar 2-D wave the size of this discretisation error can be estimated. To achieve this
the x-axis is firstly aligned with the direction of wave propagation such that the velocity
of the wave is given by:
|v| = vx (II.1)
Since the wave is planar this implies that the first and second derivatives of the displacement
in the y-direction are equal to 0. Resultantly the Laplacian becomes equivalent to the
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second derivative of the displacement in the x-direction. This implies that the second
dimension of the planar wave can be discounted and characterisation of the discretisation
error considered a 1-D problem.
In order to approximate the discretisation error, it should be recognised that the wave-
length, λ, of a wave with frequency, f , travelling through a medium of known shear mod-












This means that in the one spatial dimension the expected planar wave should take the
form:










where A0 is the amplitude (arbitrary in this instance) and x is the position along the x-
axis. In Matlab x is defined discretely in concordance to the pixel size being used and as
such an idealised but discretised 1-D wave can be created that matches the wavelength for
the predefined frequency, shear moduli and density. Since the Laplacian in the inversion
algorithm demonstrated in Appendix I is calculated by applying the gradient function in
various spatial directions, a 1-D inversion can easily be applied to the sine wave created
here. The mean shear modulus is typically distorted by applying this function to values
towards the edge of the array since the operation acts over a width of 5 pixels. The median
shear modulus is therefore chosen to represent the discretisation error. Increasing the
frequency of vibrations increases the size of the discretisation error as does increasing the
pixel size (figure II.2).
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Figure II.2: Median shear moduli for four different pixel sizes across a range of frequencies.






APPENDIX III. CONVERGENCE STUDY
Convergence studies act as a crucial validation point for FEA. Typically accuracy of a
simulation is dependent upon the number of elements that are used within the model,
but increasing the number of elements also increases the computational time required
for the simulation to solve. Fortunately the relationship between FEA accuracy and the
number of elements is generally exponential meaning a finite number of elements and a
finite simulation time are typically required to achieve a good approximation. In order
to determine the number of elements required for a model, simulations are iteratively
performed with an increasing mesh density. Normally displacements or stresses from the
same region within each model are compared to one until convergence has judged to have
been achieved.
Throughout this thesis convergence studies have been performed for each geometry and
each element type used. Since the shear modulus calculated using the direct inversion algo-
rithm is dependent upon displacement, this has been used as the parameter through which
convergence is examined. This is also useful since the vibrational loads are applied via
nodes on the surface and therefore are dependent on the size of the mesh used. Whilst the
amplitude per node is altered to correct for this, there is likely to be a small difference be-
tween the loads applied for different mesh densities. Since the shear modulus is not directly
dependent upon the amplitudes of the displacements but upon the wavelengths induced
throughout the model, this helps to remove any differences in load application.
The example of the convergence study shown here is for the insert 1 model described in
chapter 2 with C3D8R elements. All boundaries have been encastred whilst the shear
moduli of the background and the insert are 3 and 9 kPa respectively. In the example
shown edge lengths of 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75 and 3 mm have been used.
As can be seen convergence upon the mean has been achieved in both the background
and the insert from element lengths of 2.75 mm downwards. The standard deviations were
plotted alongside the mean and the elastograms were visually inspected to monitor for any
discrepancies between the element sizes. Convergence has assumed to have been achieved
if the percentage difference from one element size to the next is less than 5% in both the
background and the insert.
Throughout this thesis simulations were typically performed with mesh densities much
finer than deemed necessary by the convergence criteria outlined above. This was largely
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because simulation times for many of the models (particularly in chapter 2) were relatively
short; often less than an hour. As such time constraints were not particularly significant
throughout most of the thesis. This explains why the more complex geometries in chapter
5 were actually performed at a lower mesh density than the simpler geometries used earlier
in the thesis: the computational time for these geometries was significantly longer and the
size of the mesh was therefore a much more significant factor.
Figure III.1: Different mesh densities used in the convergence study described in this sec-
tion. a) 1mm edge length, b) 2mm edge length and c) 3mm edge length.
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Figure III.2: Graphs showing convergence of the means of the shear modulus in the back-
ground and the insert with the error bars showing the standard deviations of the values





APPENDIX IV. MDEV INVERSION
Like direct inversion, MDEV also utilises the Helmholtz equation but includes a summation










for N frequencies and 3 directions. G∗ represents a complex number consisting of G′, the






Since |G∗| calculated using MDEV is a single value dependent upon multiple frequencies,
whilst G calculated using the direct inversion is dependent on a single frequency alone, the
two values are not directly comparable to one another.
In order to perform the inversion the data must be converted into the right format. As
outlined in Appendix I the complex wave images are imported into Matlab and stored as
3-D objects for each direction. These must be imported for each frequency independently
and then stacked as 4-D objects:
cw_x = cat (4, cwx_freq1 ,cwx_freq2 , cwx_freq3 );
cw_y = cat (4, cwy_freq1 ,cwy_freq2 , cwy_freq3 );
cw_z = cat (4, cwz_freq1 ,cwz_freq2 , cwz_freq3 );
Inversion to calculate |G∗| can then be performed:
function [G] = MDEV_G (cw_x ,cw_y ,cw_z ,dx ,dy ,dz ,freq , density )
[m n o p] = size(cw_x);
% calculate pixel size in mm
dx = pixel_size /1000;
dy = pixel_size /1000;
dz = pixel_size /1000;
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% split the complex waves into separate components for each
frequency and
% calculate the numerator and denominators for each independent
frequency
% in equation 8 of Guo et al .(2013)
for i = 1:p
% calculate the laplacians for each direction
cwx (: ,: ,:) = cw_x (:,:,:,i);
[ gradx_x gradx_y gradx_z ] = gradient (cwx ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[gradx_xx ,˜ ,˜] = gradient (gradx_x ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[˜, gradx_yy ,˜] = gradient (gradx_y ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[˜,˜, gradx_zz ] = gradient (gradx_z ,dx ,dy ,dz);
lx = gradx_xx + gradx_yy + gradx_zz ;
cwy (: ,: ,:) = cw_y (:,:,:,i);
[ gradx_x gradx_y gradx_z ] = gradient (cwy ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[gradx_xx ,˜ ,˜] = gradient (gradx_x ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[˜, gradx_yy ,˜] = gradient (gradx_y ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[˜,˜, gradx_zz ] = gradient (gradx_z ,dx ,dy ,dz);
ly = gradx_xx + gradx_yy + gradx_zz ;
cwz (: ,: ,:) = cw_z (:,:,:,i);
[ gradx_x gradx_y gradx_z ] = gradient (cwz ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[gradx_xx ,˜ ,˜] = gradient (gradx_x ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[˜, gradx_yy ,˜] = gradient (gradx_y ,dx ,dy ,dz);
[˜,˜, gradx_zz ] = gradient (gradx_z ,dx ,dy ,dz);
lz = gradx_xx + gradx_yy + gradx_zz ;
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% add the contribution from each direction together
numall = numx + numy + numz;
denall = denx + deny + denz;
% create object containing all the frequencies
num (:,:,:,i) = ((2* pi*freq(i)).ˆ2)* numall (: ,: ,:);
den (:,:,:,i) = denall (: ,: ,:);
end
% sum the frequencies together
numfreq = sum(num ,4);
denfreq = sum(den ,4);
% calculate the absolute value of the complex shear modulus





APPENDIX V. DIRECTIONAL FILTERING
Reflections are well established as a source of noise in MRE as a result of destructive
interference of the reflected wave with the induced wave. To this end a paper by Manduca
et al. (2003) [195] introduced several methods of filtering these reflected waves out and thus
removing the interference caused by these reflections. This appendix discusses how these
filters work and includes the Matlab code that was developed in this thesis to implement
them.
Spatio-Temporal Directional Filtering
Assuming that the contributions to the wave are in the vertical plane, then the 3rd order
tensor used to represent displacement at each point through time, can be sliced into a
set of 2nd order tensors with one temporal and one spatial dimension (in the direction of
assumed propagation of the wave). The displacement at any point in this array is the sum
of the displacement due to the induced wave, and the displacement due to its subsequent
reflection from the boundary wall opposite to that at which the load is induced [196]:
u(y, t) = uincident(y, t) + ureflected(y, t) (V.1)






Uincident(x, t)e−i(ωt−kx) + Ureflected(x, t)e−i(ωt−kx) (V.2)
where ω is the temporal frequency and k is the spatial frequency whilst U represents the
amplitudes of the waves. The phase velocity of a wave is given by c = ω/k. This implies
that when ω and k are both greater than or both less than zero, then the phase velocity is
positive, thus the wave is incident. Conversely where one is negative and the other positive,
the phase velocity is negative and the wave has been reflected. As a result applying a mask
over the regions of the ω, k plot where ω > 0, k < 0 and ω < 0, k > 0 removes the reflected
waves (figure V.1). An inverse Fourier transformation back to the time domain therefore
allows reconstruction of the wave images and subsequent calculation of the elastogram
without interference from reflected waves.
This principle can theoretically be further extended to remove contributions to the dis-
placement in directions both perpendicular and opposite to the direction of propagation
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of the wave by slicing the 3rd order tensor in each of these planes. As such applying a
filter in 3 directions, two perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the wave and
one opposite, removes contributions in all direction with the exception of the direction of
interest.
Figure V.1: The mask placed on the Fourier domain for the spatio-temporal directional
filter.
The Matlab code used for this directional filter is:
%% cw_d - the Fourier transform of the directionally filtered wave
images
%% wd - the directionally filtered wave images
%% w - the input wave image
function [cw_d wd] = directional_filter_down (w)
% find the size of w
[m n o] = size(w);
% create the mask to be applied to the spatio - temporal frequency
domain
[x y] = meshgrid ((m -1) /2: -1: -(m -1) /2,-(n -1) /2:1:(n -1) /2);
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right = ones(m,n);
right(x(: ,:) < 0) = 0;
top = ones(m,n);
top(y(: ,:) < 0) = 0;
top_right = top .* right;
left = ones(m,n);
left(x(: ,:) > 0) = 0;
bottom = ones(m,n);
bottom (y(: ,:) > 0) = 0;
bottom_left = bottom .* left;
mask = top_right + bottom_left ;
% create an array , z, of size matching w
wd = zeros(size(w));
% separates the matrix into n mxo matrices to perform the Fourier
transform , applies the mask to the frequency domain and then
inverse Fourier transforms to the time domain to obtain the
directionally filtered wave images
for j = 1:n
x(: ,:) = w(:,j ,:);
f = fft2(x);
f = fftshift (f);
F = f.* mask;
F = ifftshift (F);
y = ifft2(F);
wd(:,j ,:) = y;
wd = real(wd);
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clear f F y
end
% perform Fourier transform in the temporal direction to obtain the
complex wave image
cw_d = fft(wd ,[] ,3);
end
Cos-Squared Dependent Filter
The cos-squared dependent filter applies a mask to the frequency domain of the spatial wave
images. The cos-squared filter aims to mask out negative frequencies in one direction so as
to remove reflections. This is achieved through a cos2 term. Additionally the frequencies
in the direction perpendicular to the transmitted waves are limited by the inclusion of a
tan−1 term:








The resultant mask is shown in figure V.2 and an example of directionally filtered data
using this filter is shown in figure V.3.
The Matlab code used for this directional filter is:
%% cw_d - the Fourier transform of the directionally filtered wave
images
%% wd - the directionally filtered wave images
%% w - the input wave image
[cw_d wd] = cos_squared_filter_down (w)
% determine the size of the input tensor
[m n o] = size(w);
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Figure V.2: The mask is placed on the 2-d Fourier domain of the spatial wave images.
% create the mask to be applied to the spatial frequency domain
[x y] = meshgrid ((m -1) /2: -1: -(m -1) /2,-(n -1) /2:1:(n -1) /2);
h = ones(m,n);
h(y(: ,:) < 0 ) = 0;
f(: ,:) = (sin(atan(y./x))).ˆ2;
cos_mask = f.*h;
% for loop that applies the filter to the fourier domain of the
spatial
% image at each time point
for i=1:o
x_spatial (: ,:) = w(:,:,i);
f_spatial = fftshift (fft2( x_spatial ));
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f_spatial_masked = f_spatial .* cos_mask ;
x_spatial_filtered = ifft2( ifftshift ( f_spatial_masked ));
% remove NaN values
real_x_spatial_filtered = real( x_spatial_filtered );
imag_x_spatial_filtered = imag( x_spatial_filtered );
real_x_spatial_filtered (isnan( real_x_spatial_filtered ) == 0);
imag_x_spatial_filtered (isnan( imag_x_spatial_filtered ) == 0);
new_x_spatial_filtered = real_x_spatial_filtered + i*
imag_x_spatial_filtered ;
wd(:,:,i) = x_spatial_filtered ;
end
%%
cw_d = fft(wd ,[] ,3);
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Figure V.3: Example of filtered data using the cos-squared dependent filter upon FEA
modelled data. The geometry is that outlined in chapter 4. The top image is the unfiltered
complex wave image. The bottom left is the complex wave image which has been filtered to
remove waves travelling upwards, whilst the image in the bottom right is the complex wave
image which has been filtered to remove waves travelling in the downwards direction. The
waves reflected from both the top and bottom of the inserts are clear here as are the waves
reflected of the bottom of the model.
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